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• Beginning· Mon 6-9 • Tues 10-1 • Tues 6-9 
• Intermediate' Wed 10-1 • Thurs 6-9 
• Advanced wi Chris Peck· Wed 6-9 
• Mosaic Making· Thurs 6-9 
• Handbuilding & Sculpture' Tues 1-4 • 6-9 
• Sculpting Heads & Faces wlPandora Lacasse' 
Mon 10-1 • Mon 6-9 





lth more than 130 exhibitors Sky Sail Powered Parachute 
expected, the Maine Home & Virtual Flight Simulator & More 
Remodeling Show is sure to be ~;;. ENTERTAINMENT! 
one of 1999's biggest events. And • 
the ongoing demonstrations, ... " . ; Magic from Abracadabra 
events and entertainment we've Productions 
planned will make it a must-see Center Court Park Play Area 
for anyone looking for home AWESOME DOOR PRIZES! 
related products, services, or just Lots of great giveaways 
ideas. DON'T BE LEFT OUT! ADMISSION: 
Mark your calendar now for Adults $4 / Seniors (65+) $3 
January 15th through the 17th. Kids Under 12 FREE! 
Plan to be here all three days! ~_ 
r?~~ - rTl~~ TimMAiN! - -:EN-:GSP:RSmi'I 
I J:m~~~ "'sIioWn~ft!J~~~d~~fo!.get nlfll l!J l!J L.r""l!JU\J One coupoo per attendee. NO! valid 
~ .i...... He with aDY other promotion or offer. I!!!ill.llrI 7be Maine Home & Remodeling Show is a presentalton of Dickson & McGonigle, Inc ., (603) 356· 7750~ I -------------_ .... 
Dilemma: You require an answering solution that provides 
a clear, pleasant answer without the hassle of a answering 
machine and the flexibility of a dedicated phone system? 
The Local Answer Voicemail 
Portland or Lewiston, ME 
The 800 Answer Voice mail 
Nationwide Service 
• Your Own Dedicated Telephone Number • Your Own Dedicated 800 Number 
• Local access and service in the Portland and 
Lewiston areas. 
• Nationwide Service from anywhere in the 
United States and Canada. 
SENTRY COMMUNICATION 5 
info@telemessaging.net 
httP1_.tel~messagiOQ.net 
. ' .~.:'. 
Q .'. ': 
O· 0.: '. 
I)' • 
We can dispatch calls to your pager, transcribe them 
to an alpha pager or email them to you on the road . 
Each box can also have customized greetings for day 
and evening callers. Everything is possible! 
We can do just about anything your requirement. 
demand. Just call us and ask, I bet. we can help! 
207-761-5400 800-856-6301 
hltp:llwww.telemessaging.nct info@tclemessaging.nct 
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ALK ED SUSLOVIC 
In June, Ed Suslovic, a 39-year-old Portland real estate broker, drove two hours to a 
Boston hospital, lay down on a gurney and watched as doctors bored two long needles 
into his hips. They extracted Suslovic's bone marrow and transplanted it into a lO-year-
boy with leukemia, in hopes of saving his life. Suslovic and the boy have never met. 
How did you find out your manvw matched the boy's? 
This April I was sitting here at work and r got a phone call and it was the national reg-
istry tracking me down. [They] told me I was a possible match for someone, and would r 
be interested in taking that step. And, you know - of course. 
you say of course, but wasn't it really painful? 
For me it was no worse than if I maybe shoveled too much heavy wet snow. That's 
something that every Mainer can relate to. It was not painful. It was not agonizing. 
Since the boy got your manvw, what have you heard about how he's doing? 
He had a real rough summer, because a recipient's immune system is completely com-
promised in preparing to receive the transplant. Recipients are very susceptible to all 
( 2 fo r Jl s.p e cia Is 
ALL WINTER LONG 
Sit by the fire in our 
HEARTHSIDE ROOM 
"Just read this letter: 
IDear Friend, I have 
some great news. I 
have 100 percent of 
your cells in my 
marrow. your cells 
really kicked butt!!'" 
sorts of opportunistic infections, and so he was hospitalized with shingles, really bad 
shingles, which apparently is not uncommon. 
But the latest update that I just got last week is that he's doing well. He's home. He 
has minor restrictions on play activity, but he's doing pretty well. 
We have exchanged cards and notes through the registry, 'cause we can't know each 
other's identity for 12 months afterwards. [But] I feel like I know this kid now. And I'm 
going, 'If I hadn't done this, he would be dead now.' That's why my mission is to let peo-
ple know, get into the registry. 
Why was this experience so imponant to you? 
I was talking to my wife about it. She went in and got registered ... last week. We are 
expecting our third child in February. To me, it's the closest thing that a guy can come to 
creating life. And that's kind of the feeling that she and I have talked about. You know, I 
love feeling the baby move and the tummy and stuff. And this to me is the closest thing 
that men can come to. 
Interview by Kimberly lean Smith; photo by Matthew Robbins 
• d. cole jewelers 
10 exchange st., partland 
"open 7 days a week" 
772,5119 
. Scan a bracelet for yourself 











CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
30% Off Tea Tree Oil Products 
by Dessert Essence 
The Amato's Pizza Quiz. 
~~~~~~ 
~QICE CREAM f 
~ ~ .. Of Portland ~ 
~ Stock Up ~ 
~. . Now! A We'll be dosed from Ian. 10th -Ian.' 18th T I (for a short break) Don't be le,ft out in the (old!O 
I 0 Proudly serving... , 
I , . Q's Own Ifomemade 0 
~ Super Premium ke Cream , 
, • Homemade Hot Sundae Toppings ~ o · Green Min. Coffee, Cappuccino, Espresso 
, • Other Inspired Desserb 
o Open 'til 9:00pm Sun-Thun cO. 
, 10:oopm Frl-Sat , 
~ 
F .... Parking Lot Beside Our Shop ~i 505 Fore St., PortJ.ond 
773-7017 
!.()~~~~ . 
(Finally a subject where you always finish your homeWOrk.) 
John, Jane and Ted have just 
ordered a large Amato·s pizza 
with everything on it. 
John has $1.50 in his wallet. 
Jane has $1.25 in her purse. 
Ted has $1.15 in his sofa. 
Who will go to the ATM, get 
. money and pick up the pizza 
on the way back? 
Find out why the Double Grande Pizza-two delicious 14" 
one-topping pizzas for only $13.99-i5 the answer to everything! 
There's Nothing Like A Real Italian. 
312 St. John St., Portland, 826-5978; 71 India St" Portland, 773-1682; 1379 Washington Ave., Portland, 797·5514; 1108 Broadway, South Portland, 767-5916; Oak Hili , Scarborough, 683-2402; 3 Main SI" Gorham, 839-251 1; 135 Maine St" BrunSwick, 729-551 4; Mldlown Malt, Sanford , 324-7407: 469 Main St. , Saco, 286-2377. 
Now open at 458 Center St, Auburn, 782-7114 
561 Congress St 
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Better Portland 
CBWs annuallesti'lol d kesh <leas, construaiYe 
criticism and inceOOiaIy insults 
News & Views 
S\1--_~PuQ ... Ii~till..cs;uJJanwdLQUJtUJh",eLr umu:i<i,.,tallIkues::. V by AI Oiamon 
7'r ___ O~Id1lla~m~y~w~a~y 
~ by Elizabeth Peavey 
8'1----'-C..,ity V PoItIand's school admilislrators """"'I given up 
on gelting a big raise 
1 ~r--_---,E ... d.l.litu.owri",alJl a",nJ1dlJl",ettJ,u:tersl!l 
Arts & Entertainment 
18'~--,-,Ed.qjg ... e'!J 13 Gho5ts ~ haooted by a dream d sva:ess 
2~ Clubs 
23)'f-__ -'C"'a ... Ie"'nJ1d .... ar 
2~l-__ -"NlUoctLWullJm.l<alLl.r.Em~iS!i:isn;iQlIJ5ns 
~ by Zoe S. Miller 
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Power shift 
"My position on taxes is simple: we don't need to increase the already too-heavy bur-
den on Maine people." 
- Angus King, gubernatorial candidate, in his book, "Making a Difference," 1994 
"There will be no gas tax increase in my administration. Maine people are already 
overtaxed. They can't afford it." 
- King, now the governor, quoted in the Maine Sunday Telegram, Feb. 12, 1995 
"King reiterated his pledge not to raise [gasoline] taxes." 
- Portland Press Herald, May 3, 1995 
"The governor continues to be strongly opposed to raising the tax on gas." 
- Alan Stearns, spokesman for the Maine Department of Transportation, quoted in 
the Lewiston Sun Journal, March 18, 
1996 -------------=---
"[King] is opposed to increas-
ing the overall tax burden, and the 
gas tax is part of that" 
- Kay Rand, the governor's top adviser, quoted in the 
Lewiston Sun Journal, March 18, 1996 
"I'm giving [a gas tax increase] very serious considera-
tion. I'm not fully committed to this yet. n . 
- King, quo'ted in the Portland Press Herald, Dec. 12, 
1998 
Cheater slicks 
While we're on the twin subjects of raising the gas tax and making inconsistent 
statements, let's try reconstructing the accident that led to the governor's sudden con-
version to high-octane. 
According to the Maine Department of Transportation, one of the big reasons a tax 
increase is needed is because, although more people are driving more miles in the state, 
today's fuel-efficient vehicles are keeping gasoline use at a steady level. As a result, gas 
tax revenues are also stagnant. 
That could be true. Of course, it might also be true the government is concealing 
aliens from outer space in a secret underground bunker in Nevada. It's possible Bill 
Clinton is basically an honest guy. And Boston Red Sox management could be correct 
in assuming the team doesn'!'need anybody to take Mo Vaughn's place. 
You'll excuse us if we have our doubts. While we can't delve into the Vaughn, Clin-
ton or space alien issues at this time, we will take a moment to consider the gas tax 
problem. If, as the transportation bureaucrats claim, cars and trucks are more fuel effi-
cient, how come all we've heard from environmentalists over the last several years are 
complaints about gas-guzzling sports utility vehicles and pickups, the two categories 
that dominate the automotive market. According to numerous surveys, consumers 
have been trading in their 40-miles-per-gallon imports for SUVs and trucks that get 
less than half that mileage. 
Even a casual survey of parking lots during the holiday shopping season revealed 
acres of the road behemoths of such inefficient natures that, even with their motors 
shut off, they still managed to absorb several pints of petrochemicals, SUVs seemed to 
be hotter sellers than Beanie Babies. At the same time, small, efficient cars appeared to 
be scarcer than Furbys. But a good deal less in demand. 
All of which ought to lead any sensible taxpayer to question the transportation 
department's analysis of the causes behind the alleged slump in gas tax revenues. If, as 
a result of those questions, the problem is found to be less dire (or less real) than 
heretofore thought, it wouldn't be the first time the department has been - let's put 
this as politely as possible - caught cooking the numbers. 
Starting during the recession of the early 1990s,·state transportation officials rou-
tinely spent money they didn't have, figuring they'd payoff the debt with cash from 
future bond issues - even though those bonds were supposed to finance other pro-
jects. It was a clever scheme, at least until it became obvious the funds from the bonds 
weren't enough to cover all the bills. By 1995, the department was in hock for Qver $36 
million. The Legislature eventually approved a 10-year bail-out plan, for which we're 
still paying. And King admitted the credibility of the department had "been shaken." 
Now it's three years later, and the shaking has stopped. Many of the legislators who 
dealt with the last funding scam have been tenn-limited out of Augusta, leaving naive 
rookies to consider claims a gas tax hike is needed to cover a shortfall that, this time 
. around, amounts to a "projected" $55 million. 
We can only hope they look both ways before crossing that street. 
Top off our tank by writing to this column, care of C8W, 561 Congress St., Portland, 
ME 04101. Or e-mail ishmaelia@gwi.netandfuel some controversy. 
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THINK SNOW! 
• Men's and Women's 




Shoes, Apparel and 
Accessories. 
HOURS 
Wednesday- Samrday, 9:30 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
DIRECTIONS: From Westbrook, rUe: Rt. 25 wCst toward 
Gorlum. Pass Lake Region Furniture on the left. Take: the: next 
left into Gorham IndusuiaJ Park.. The: fim right wiU be 
Hutcherson Drive. The warehou.se nort is located :1.[ 55 
Hutcherson Drive. the last building on the right, 
Please call 856-1484 for more infonn:atioD. 
• Men's and Women's factory 
defects and close-outs. 
Docksides'" Boat Shoes 
and Drysides'" Waterproof 
Ourdoor Boots. 
WAREHOUSE STORE 
55 Hutcherson Drive 
G.,ham. ME 04038 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? 
Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust 8: Pollen Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose 8: Throat Surgery 
222 Auburn St., Portland 878-55\0 • Rt. 133, Farmington, 778-3535 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
30% OFF Jan 2-8 
40% OFF Jan 9-22 
50% OFF Jan 23-30 
SNEAK A PEAK -SPRING ARRN ALS 
Drawing for 4 Gift Certificates to be held in Februazy. 
Bring in this ad to be eligible. 
A Children's Clothing Store 
415 Forest Ave. , Portland, (Exit 6B off 295) • 775-7111 
One block from Pier 1. Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-6 Sat 10-5 
Plenty of free parking available on-site 





~ CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS IS MY FORTE. 
Though far from home, I end up in the middle of skirmishes between my parents and sibling. 
Their battleground? The Internet. My ISP? )avaNet. With my X2 modem and )avaNet's 100% digital network 
connection, I never get a busy signal when I negotiate- online. local . Internet access, 24/7 toll-free 
technical support, and more peace in my world are a real bargain jor only $19.95 a month. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Give peace a chance. Call 1-800 )avaNet for immediate Internet access. 
25 ideas for a better Peavey 
Our fair city is not the only candidate for improvement. Thus, I have come up with the 
following 25 ways in which I might better myself in the upcoming year: 
1. Stop stealing themes for this column from questionable sources. 
2. Put to practical use all the non-procrastination techniques I learned at my time man-
agement seminar, so that r might not find myself stealing ideas from questionable sources 
and grinding out this column two days before Christmas when r should instead be out fin-
ishing the shopping I have not yet started. 
3. Get famous. Wouldn't you like to be able to tell your friends, "I knew her when she 
was just a slacking, no-good, getting-nowhere columnist for a small-town alternative 
paper"? Of course you would. Now, one of you must know an editor in high places. Get 
on the blower. . 
4. Stop trying to wean myself back on caffeine. 
5. Be tidier. When J throw something away and miss the garbage can, I should pick the 
item up and not leave it until trash day - especially Ben & Jerry's containers, which 
cement themselves to the floor and leave an insoluble glob of goo beneath them. 
6. Be cleanlier. When I step in something sticky on my kitchen floor (like ice cream), I 
should clean up the sticky spot and not 
continue to walk over it in my wool 
socks until it looks like a mound of 
mold from all the stocking fuzz 
accumulated on it. 
7. Return the 3,407 dinners lowe people. 
8. Learn how to cook, add 100 square feet to my dining 
area, get some additional chairs and replace all my broken 
wine glasses, so that I might return the 3,407 dinners lowe 
people. 
9. Try not to think bad thoughts about people at the gym. 
For some reason, seeing people sweating in their underwear 
sours the milk 'of human kindness in me. ELIZABETH PEAVEY 
10. Stop napping in the face of adversity. 
11. Never again agree to write cover stories for Casco Bay Weekly while at Gritty's. 
12. Honor no contracts written on cocktail coasters. 
13. Avoid superfluous, extraneous, repetiti;e and redundant wording; self-referential 
humor (sorry, that's a private joke); meaningless asides (parenthetically speaking); exces-
sive - and r mean excessive - use of dashes; and semicolons; 
, 14. Introduce more color into my wardrobe. People continue to find it amusing that I 
dress in nearly all black, so I'll plan to bring out jet, ink, ebony, coal, pitch, soot, smUdge, 
midnight, raven, crow and swart-colored items of clothing during my next fashion season. 
Whenever that might be. 
1.5. Avoid using archaic words (swart) that no one knows the meaning of. 
16. Be kinder to my furry canine friends - that is, if they resolve to rid themselves of 
their crotch-sniffing, garbage-strewing, shoe-chewing, barking, shedding, smelly ways. 
Woof. 
17. Party like it's 1999 and fret like it's the year 2K. 
18. Buy a new pair of leggings. At last count, I owned approximately 15 pairs '~f black 
leggings (not counting the ones in the bags for Goodwill that have been piling up in the 
comer of my bedroom since last spring), and yet I wear the same pair over and over. That 
is because it's the only pair that has not faded to gray and doesn't sag in the butt and poof 
out at the knees. The problem is, this pair has a small hole in the upper right thigh, into 
which I have repeatedly wormed my finger, so now it gapes. The sight of this hole and 
these leggings makes my mother very sad. Replacing them is the least I can do for her. 
19. Take the bags of clothing that have been piling up in the comer of my bedroom 
since last spring to Goodwill. 
20. Don't be so quick to judge. Perhaps before I denigrate the following acts, I will 
shop at Wal-Mart, get a coffee at Starbucks, ride the Narrow Gauge Railroad, watch 
"Titanic," walk on Moulton Street in pumps, hang out at the Maine Mall, apply makeup 
and don jewelry before I go to the gym and vote RepUblican. On second thought, nah. 
21. Take more interest in world affairs, and let that interest be reflected in this column 
through social commentary and impassioned cries for reform. On second thought, nah. 
22. Be less clumsy. I needn't remind any of you of my dislodged toenail accident of ear-
lier this year, but in case you thought that was an isolated incident, consider this: The 
other day, as I was bending behind a table to plug in my Christmas lights, I drove a can-
dlestick upon said table up into my left nostril. There are no isolated incidents. 
23 . Practice more random and senseless acts. 
24. Resolve not to pout, shout or cry and, instead, honor Christmas in my heart, and 
try to keep it all the year. (All right, I know I said I'd do that last year, but plans went 
awry.) 
25. Set unattainable goals of self-improvement, so that shortly after the new year, I can 
resume my slacking, no-good, getting-nowhere ways and nap with impunity. 
And to all, a good night. 
On second thought, Elizabeth Peavey thinks she's fine just the way she is. 
' DECEMBERJ1,l998 (} 
Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALL 1-8oo-'AVANET 
Or visit the cafe 'at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
he fedel'al ~ of Housl .. 
, and UrtNln De,elopment (motto: 
'Fuck you') has decided not to fund 
most Maine programs for the homeless. In 
1998, the state got $3.4 
million, much of it for 
Portland agencies that 
were cited by HUO 
Secretary Andrew 
Cuomo for giving 
quality service. The sud-
e 
o-rama 
den reversal took even 
James Joyce, the regional HUO official who 
reviewed Portland's application, by surprise. 
'Oh, we are very shocked: Joyce said. The 
impact of the cuts will likely be severe. My 
Choice, a Portland shelter for pregnant home-
less women, will lose over $71,000, about half 
its budget. ' 1 don't know how long we can 
maintain the program without federallunding, • 
said Cheryl Huston, the agency's development 
director. Mark Swann of the Preble Street 
Resource Center said he may have to layoff 
staff. '1 haven't really been able to process this: 
Swann said. "This is so big: HUD spokes-
woman Sandi Abadinsky's explanation: , can't 
get into any of the specifics M .. you are calling 
on a holiday week .... They are taking some 
well-deserved time off .... Weve hied to handle 
this information as best we could: And a 
Happy New year to you, too. 
a Every 10 years, the Portland Police 
Department (motto: 'HUD? Is That a Drugn 
decides to aadl down on dnIg ....., ..... 
..... deaIen. On Dec. 26, the cops busted 
the Herbal Tea & Tobacco Co. on Congress 
Street and the Treasure Chest on Pine Street 
for stocking pipes, bongs and other items that 
could be used to ingest illegal substances. 
Paraphernalia vendors were last cited by the 
city in 1989 when about $10,000 worth of 
goods were seized from the Treasure Chest 
The store was eventually forced to forfeit its 
inventory and pay a $2,000 fine. "Since then, 
we haven't had any complaints about parapher-
nalia: said Police Chief Mike Chitwood in a 
1996 interview. That apparently changed in 
~<lber, when Herbal Tea moved from the Old 
Port to Congress Stree~ allegedly prompting 
complaints from citizens offended by its big 
neon "4 :20' sign. 
a The Cumberland County jail (motto: 'Making 
HUD look Responsive') accidentally 
released con,lcted stalker Peter 
Harmon on Dec. 21, more than a month 
before he was due to complete his sentence 
for repeatedly harassing a Portland woman. 
The jail also failed to notify Harmon's victim 
until he was already on the loose. Harmon was 
later located in Caribou, and returned to the 
lockup. Now why doesn't that make us feel 
secure? 
• Catholic Charities Maine (motto: "HUD, 
SCHMUD") has fired Doris Ho"man. the 
director of its troubled Refugee and 
Immigration Services. Nobody is saying wily, 
and the refugee community is divided as to 
whether Hohman or her superiors at CCM 
are responsible for screwups that have 
left immigrant families stranded in 
motels ~ money or food for 
weeks. caw 
Secret pay hike plan 
Portland's school administrators haven't given up on getting a big raise . ' 
you'll pass our raises and you'll like it: Portland School Superintendent Mary Jane McCalmon in her center of power. ALE PHOTO I TONEE HARBERT 
• CONNIE PAClllO 
When it comes to determining how 
much top administrators in the Portland 
schoal system are going to make, 
Superintendent Mary Jane McCalmon is 
still calling the shots. 
On Dec. 23, McCalmon sent a memo to 
Portland School Committee members, out-
lining her new strategy for granting educa-
tion bureaucrats a sizable pay hike, in spite 
of intense public opposition. 
The memo was sent just two weeks 
after the school committee handed out pay 
raises as large as 25 percent to McCalmon 
and other top administrators with little 
chance for public discussion or dissent. 
Bowing to the intense public criticism 
that followed the announcement of the 
salary increases, school committee mem-
bers agreed to reconsider the raises on Jan. 
6 and to include an opportunity for public 
comment in the process. But a quick read 
of McCalmon's memo indicates neither 
she nor the school committee are planning 
to keep their promise to allow public input 
into the size of the pay hikes . 
In her memo, McCalmon , who was 
unavailable for comment, told the commit-
tee, "To assist you in your thinking about 
how to restructure the pay for the Central 
Office Team, I have devised some possible 
scenarios. Alternative A (allached) is 
essentially the same proposal you voted on 
in December phased in over a three-year 
period .... You may want to consider other 
plans, if so, .. . we can run the numbers for 
you. 
"The plan for moving forward with this 
issue is to send this data to you now so 
you'll have time to think it through. A 
packet with this material and any other 
scenarios you would like will be distrib-
uted next Wednesday to you and to the 
pu blic in preparation for the January 6 
Board Workshop on this issue. A vote 
would take place at the January t 3 board 
meeting." 
The memo was sent to committee mem-
bers, but wasn't included in the media's 
packet or sent to the Portland City 
Council, a group whose members were 
also angered by the large raises. Several 
councilors have said that as a result of the 
salary increases , they'll look twice at 
McCalmon's next budget proposal. 
Councilor George Campbell, a member 
of the finance commiltee, said the first 
mistake the committee made was working 
only behind closed doors and not inviting 
the public to comment before voting on 
the issue. Reacting to McCalmon's memo, 
Campbell said, "It still seems like they're 
considering this in isolation. " Asked 
whether he believes McCalmon and the 
committee .have any intention of opening 
up the process, Campbell said, "No. It 
doesn't sound like it from that memo." 
Campbell said he is not against giving 
raises, but only after other priorities are 
met. "If the administrators need more 
money," he asked, "is it being balanced 
against the school's need for more books?" 
He said the raises - whether granted 
all at once or phased in - will have an 
impact on how the Council votes on edu-
cation funding in the next budget. "I 
certainly will be looking at the overall 
balance of need across the system," he 
said. 
Councilors may also be looking at 
whether school administrators are really 
committed to allowing more public 
scrutiny of their work. Councilor Jim 
Cloutier, another finance committee 
member, said if the school board wants 
to create an open-door atmosphere, it 
should already have released the memo 
to the public. "That was part of the dis-
agreement and disappointment the first 
time, " Cloutier said . By circulating pri-
vate communiqu es that de tail pre-
planned strategies for pushing the same 
pay rai ses through , Cloutier sa id, 
"they 're not making it easy on them-
selves or their supporters." 
Cloutier said he believes McCalmon 
and other administrators should have to 
follow the same salary process other top 
city administrators do. "If Bob Ganley 
needs a raise," he said, "it needs to be 
done in public." That, he said, is some-
thing McCalmon and the school com-
mittee have yet to learn. 
PORTLAND PLANNING BOARD 
Put Up your dukes 
Pro-development planning 
board members may have a 
fight on their hands 
A political fight may be brewing in 
the normally staid process of appointing 
members to the Portland Planning 
Board. 
Cyrus Hagge and Ken Cole, planning 
board members generally perceived as 
pro-development, say they'll seek reap-
pointment in January. But Hagge, who 
has served 9 years, and Cole, who has 
served 12, now face a City Council that 
shifted last spring toward supporting 
slower growth and neighborhood 
preservation. 
Hagge, a developer, ran for the City 
Council in 1998, losing to Jim Cloutier 
in a race filled with spats about growth 
in Portland. Cloutier, who now chairs 
the committee that helps appoint plan-
ning board members, criticized Hagge 
during the campaign for voting to allow 
the Redlon Park housing development 
to be built on some of Portland's last 
open land. 
Hagge's decision angered neighbors 
along Stevens Avenue, who believe they 
are already bearing the brunt of the 
city's expansion. "They feel like they are 
being bypassed and they want someone 
to speak up for them," said Cloutier. "It 
may be that we need somebody on the 
planning board to do that." 
Planning board members are limited 
to three terms of three years each, but 
Hagge and Cole were appointed before 
those limits took effect, so they have the 
option of serving again. Hagge said he 
has always voted the way the city's zon-
ing ordinance directs him, without suc-
cumbing to political pressure. He said 
he wants to run again because he enjoys 
serving and feels the planning board 
needs experienced people. "I can 't say to 
you in good faith that [Mayor) Tom 
Kane is out to ge t me ' cause I ran 
against his good buddy, Jim Cloutier," 
Hagge said. "I can' t. That wouldn 't be 
the case .... But sometimes it's time for a 
change." 
Cole, a municipal lawyer, said he's 
not too worried that he'll be turned 
away, because at least three councilors, 
whom he refused to name, have asked 
him to reapply. "I would not apply if it 
looked like [a fight) would happen," 
said Cole. "I don 't foresee any problems 
this time around." 
Kane, who promised voters he'd pro-
tect neighborhoods from rampant devel-
opment , vowed to stay out of the 
planning board appointment process. 
"We try and keep it as apolitical as pos-
sible," he said. "I don't want to be push-
ing certain people." 
The seats occupied by Cole and 
Hagge are the only slots open on the 
plannin'g board this time around . 
Applications for those positions are due 
Jan. 4. The Council is scheduled to make 
a final decision Feb. I. 
ose 
change 
KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
As the world spins 
toward mlliemial chaos. 
CBW's staff offers this 
smaH collection of sta-
tistical sanity. 
Salary of Maine's governor: $70,000 
Average salary of U.s. governors: $95,900 
Number of governors with salaries smaller 
than Maine's governor: 3 
Amount this bothers us: 0 
Ingredients In the gingerbread house In 
the window of Foley's I,Iakery on Congress 
Street: 
Shortening: 2 pounds 
Sugar: 4 pounds 
Molasses: 1 gallon 
Onnarnon: 1 ounce 
Ginger: 1 ounce 
ldng: 7 pounds 
Candy: 5 pounds 
Wort: 4 hours 
Value: $250 
Shelf Dfe: many yeers under right c0n-
ditions 
Last seen: Dec. 31 
• Next appearance: December 1999 
Ingredients In 'A Christmas Carol" at 
PorUand Stage Company: 
Actors: 18 
Costumes: 40-50 
Rehearsal: 144 hours 
Production cost $5,250 
Shelf life: a few weeks 
Last seen: Dec. 24 
Next appearance: December 1999 
P.l O'Rourke suggests, 'Kill the poor IEat the 
rich,JScrew evety other son-of-o-bitch. " If you 
hove any similarly insightful economic theo-
ries, send them to this column, rore of caw, 
561 Congress St, Portland, ME 04101, or e-
mail editor@cbw.maine.com. 
White Food & White Wine 
Save, Yum, Save! 
I(ATAHDIN 
DECEMBER 31, 1998 (9 
774-1740 • Spring & High Streets • Tues-Thur 5pm-l0pm • Fri & Sat 5pm-11pm 
1~ CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
After Christmas Sale! 
Ringing in the New Year with ... 
Free Cell Phones-
Free pager 
with one year 
pre-paid service. 
CELLULARONE' 
12 month service commitment required. 
iTNI ::J:::l::Je CAR::J::J::J PHOnE 
STORE 
Wi....,' .. ss Zon .. -
314 Warren Ave. • Portland • 797-5575 
"the most hotly passionate romance you'll find this year." 
Ja ck Mathews, Los Angeles Times 
ally sheedy radha mitchell 
high art: 
CITY 
Considering a neighborhood's fate 
Portland is charting a new course for Bayside, but the people 
who live there have their own ideas 
Who has the power to put a civic center here? How about Owen Wells? ALE PHOTO I TONE( HARBERT 
t KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
For months Portland officials have 
been asking how Bayside, one of the city's 
poorest neighborhoods, should change. 
Now residents are answering - but do 
they have the power to make anyone lis· 
ten? 
At meetings of the Bayside Neighbor· 
hood Association, members say they want 
more and better housing, a larger play· 
ground for their childrcn and no rowdy 
bars. "I'd like to see something more for 
the kids," said Nicole Bishop, who is 
among more than 70 residents who've 
formed the group. "I'd like to see the 
apartments get cleaned up. If you go 
through the area it's not the nicest place 
to walk." 
City officials say they want neighbors' 
input. They've invited association memo 
bers to sit on committees considering the 
neighborhood's future. That future could 
include developing industrial tracts along 
Marginal Way, relocating the area's social 
service agencies and building a new civic 
center. "Up until recently, this neighbor. 
hood hasn't had a voice." said City 
Councilor George Campbell, who repre· 
sents Bayside and chairs the committee 
looking into the civic center idea. 
But how much voice the neighborhood 
has at City Hall is an open question. In 
December, Bayside residents asked the 
Council not to renew the liquor license of 
Rickey's, a Portland ' Street bar. They said 
prostitutes troll the club for johns, and 
drunk patrons are served, leading to side· 
walk disturbances. Yet the Council voted 
to keep Rickey's open. 
Nor are Bayside residents satisfied the 
city is doing enough to improve the 
amount or condition of housing in the 
neighborhood, On Dec, 15, the neighbors 
sent a letter to the Council's housing com-
mittee, arguing the lack of affordable 
apartments has become a crisis. 
At least one Baysider said he's worried 
plans to redevelop the district will only 
make matters worse. "They are going to 
roll over us like a tank," Ken Jones told 
his neighbors at a recent association meet· 
ing. " If you 've been to City Hall , you 'd 
know how it works." 
In fact , the power to set Bayside's 
future course may belong not in the hands 
of renters , but with property owners. 
Mark Adelson, director of the city's hous-
ing programs, pointed to the effect Owen 
Wells had when he offered Portland seven 
acres - owned by Betty Noyce's Libra 
Foundation - in Bayside if the city 
agreed to build a civic center there. Before 
Wells made his proposal, plans to build a 
new sports arena had been shelved 
because the idea was so expensive. 
"Whoever owns the property or controls 
it really gets to decide what happens ... : 
Adelson said. 
. Wells, for his part, has avoided resi· 
dents' questions, even rejecting an invita· 
tion to attend an association meeting. "I 
'don't speak to groups," he said . HI always 
felt that I was just [Noyce's] surrogate. It 
was her vision, not mine." Wells added he 
is likely to give significant financial sup· 
port toward building a new civic center, 
but only if it's downtown - and that like· 
ly means Bayside. 
Some neighbors say they believe City 
Hall is listening to them. Even poor peo· 
pIe in Bayside have been included in field 
trips to visit civic centers in other states. 
And city officials have begun touring the 
neighborhood, looking for a place to build 
a bigger playground. "It's a small city," 
said association member Caulfield. "So if 
you get even a few people to yell, you get 
a 'Wow! This must be the will of the peo-
ple.'" 
But others are less optimistic. "I think 
one thing that the people need to realize is 
that the rents are going to go up [if 
change occurs]," said Jay York, a Bayside 
property owner, during a recent meeting 
with city officials. "Renters aren ' t going 





• Snowboard Base Edge Beveling 
• Binding Adjustment 
• Hot Waxes 
• P-Tex (base) Repair 
PLAY IT AGAin 
SIP'~IRTS 
315 MARGINAL WAY PORTLAND 773-6063 
SNOWSHOE. K-C. AND SNOWBOARD RENTALS 
January 12 - 31 
adapted by Ingm.ar Bergtnan 
from Ibsen's A Doll's House 
directed by Bartlett Sher 
This powerful version of the classic that stunned 
audiences a century ago is a moving portrayal of 
one woman's triumph over a repressive marriage 
and subsequent discovery of her true identity. 
A~~""""'~ 
J.~""''''''''IQ ..... ~ALK AMERICA 
St-ason Sponson 
TUFTS m Health Plan 
U.BeeD 
A Contemporary Studio 
Where You Are The Artist 




No experience necessary 
25A Forest Ave • Portland • Box Office· 774-0465 
26 Free St., Portland . 775-1004 
Tues •. Wed. 10-6, Thurs. - Frt 10-9 
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5 
Glow in the dark neck ties, clothes that don't fit, fruit cakes, 
golf shoes, dog sweaters, tea sets, binoculars, cookware, the 
complete recordings of Zamfir "Master of the Pan Flute," food 
dehydrators, snow tires, bathing suits, snack masters, electric 
toothbrushes, back scratchers, furbies, wax fruit, key chains, 
drum sets, bookends, belt buckles, fuzzy dice, track lighting, 
hula skirts, jumper cables, totem poles, bunny slippers, 
costume jewelry and velvet Elvis paintings. 
Get rid off all of your unwanted 
Christmas Gifts in the CBW 
Classifieds. 
775-1234 
A new year ... a new you!! Mind, Body + .Spirit 





OCAJrlA'lrlE ICARIHO KlcOOX 
is high energy & motivating: 
it's the non-contact kickbox· 
ing workout with the kicks of 
Tae Kwon Do & the punches 
from Boxing. 
ICARIHO KlcoOX 
will give you the results 
you'vc always wanted, while 
also learning to defend your· 
self in any situation. From 
shoulders to calves you will 
become lean & strong, YOU ' ll 
tighten, tone & firm your body 
while building a positive self· 
image, increasing your self· 
confidence & redUCing your 
stress level. 
ICARDIO KICKBOX 
is for everyone - from those 
who want to get in shape to 
those looking for the ultimate 
workout. 
Adult programs focus on building 
agility, strength and provides an 
excellent cardio vascular workout. 
Children's programs develop self dis-
cipline, an A+ attitude and "I can" 
confidence. 
Try one week for free! 
in 
1999 
A self-healing form 
of meditative exercises. 
Try 2 weeks for free 
Classes for all levels 
of ability. 
Call for more information 
Fournier's Olympic Karate etr. 
550 Forest Ave, Portland, ME, 
774-3478 
~ (Ql1L JD) § C IHl (Ql (Ql1L ~ 
Recently the Martial Arts have 
gained increased popularity, 
Although this is good, many 
schools have abandoned the 
·OId School" philosophy just to 
make more money. Some 
schools have become belt facto-
ries and entertainment centers. 
Our business is important, how-
ever your development is more 
important. That is why we 
remain dedicated to ·Old 
School· beliefs that students 
are rewarded for what they work 
for, That true self confidence 
and growth is a result of thor· 
ough training and dedication to 
the art. We value the years of 
tradition and self respect, hon-
esty, patience and integrity as 
prinCiples imbedded in our art, 
not merely words in our ads or 
posters on our walls. 
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CBW's annual 
festival of fresh ideas, 
• • • • constructive criticism 
and incendiary insults 
; 
tALDIAMON 
We think Portland is great just the way it is. But where we see Portland as a 
shining city on a hill- its buildings brushing the heavens; its streets freshly paved 
with gold; its bars full of cheap liquor, loud bands and loose moral standards -
other people sometimes hint to us that their assessments run more toward com-
parisons with an oozing canker sore on a retching, toothless mouth. 
Regardless of who's right, we're not going to shy away from the truth. If 
Portland needs improvement, we're ready to form a committee, conduct an inves-
tigation, start a petition drive or organize a protest. In short, we're willing to do 
anything, except to actually accomplish something. 
Instead, as is our annual tradition, we once again offer our humble list of sug-
gestions for correcting those minor deficiencies that continue to plague the won-
drous city we proudly proclaim - without a hint of irony - Maine's fmest urban 
center. 
Or· at least one of the top five. 
1. It's time to apply the lessons we've learned in education to other areas of 
municipal government. For years, Portland's school system has routinely promot-
ed kids from one grade to the next, even if they .couldn't read, write or use a TV 
remote, thereby enhancing the underachieving 'students ' self-esteem and assuring 
the city of a sufficient supply of drones to staff the underclasses. The same phi-
losophy could be even more effective if it were applied to restaurant health inspec-
tions. 
Just because Old Port mega-landlord Joe Soley's Seamen's Club restaurant (pos-
sible advertising slogan: "Giving a whole new meaning to the term 'millennium 
bug"') has been found to contain hoards of cockroaches and rats, toxic chemicals 
stored near food and a few potentially hazardous plumbing oddities is no reason 
to crush the business' spirit. 
Exactly who chose as the minimum passing grade on a health inspection the fig-
ure of 79 out of 100? Is it written in the Bible? The Koran? The Starr report? No, 
it's probably a result of the same warped thinking that produced the requirements 
that high school students read Shakespeare and understand algebra. 
Doesn't the act of forcing restaurants to meet someone else's arbitrary standard 
of cleanliness simply reinforce the sort of elitist c1assism we've been trying to 
expunge from our educational system? Have psychologists and other experts from 
TV talk shows been consulted about the effects of a failing grade on an eatery's 
ego? And who is to say that some segments of the public haven't grown fond of 
the taste of rodent feces in their food? These are questions that need to be 
answered before we decide to rip apart a restaurant's psyche in a fanatical search 
for animal poop and bug slime. 
Instead, we should be creating a new approach to examining eateries, an 
approach that focuses less on whether the flush from the toilets is draining direct-
ly into the water heater, and more on whether creativity is being stifled by fear the 
food police will find fingernail fungus on the table linen. We need a system that 
awards bonus points for imagination - such as preserving our valuable natural 
resources by reusing the dishwater as a drink mixer - rather than reducing scores 
because of our ancestors' unhealthy aversion to anything that did not meet their 
narrow, patriarchal, Euro-centric view of sanitation. 
Such as centipedes in the spaghetti. 
3. Because our first idea was so long and involved, we're counting it as two. 
;4. Geno's, a headbanger club on Brown Street in Portland, also failed a health inspection 
of its kitchen, and was c10sea for several days. It would be good for all our souls if we con-
fessed that: 
a. Until now, we hadn't realized Geno's had a kitchen. 
b. We've never actually met anyone who's ordered anything to eat at Geno's. 
c. If we did, we'd be very scared. 
d. And a little nauseous. 
5. Our schools are providing inspiration in areas other than health inspections. For 
instance, the Portland School Committee recently won accolades for the semi-secret way in 
which it handled the granting of enormous raises to top administrators. "We salute the meth-
ods by which you have bravely attempted to move your outmoded democratic system closer 
to our glorious model: wrote the first secretary of North Korea's People's Ministry of 
Forcible Re-education and Creative Uses of Public Money. 
"We wish we'd thought of that: read a telegram from the Libyan Center for International 
Obfuscation. 
"Resist with force all efforts to impose sanctions," Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein advised 
in a phone call to Superintendent Mary Jane McCalmon. "Allow no inspections of your sov-
ereign property by agents of the forces of Satan. Or Ganley. Or whatever." 
Our school committee members have made such bold strides at home that now is the time 
to send them abroad on missions to aid those nations that are valiantly trying to stamp out 
representative government. 
Or maybe we should just let a British court 
decide if they should be extradited to 
Spain. 
6. Charlie Harlow deserves an addi-
tion to his title of Portland city coun-
cilor. We suggest the word "former." 
7. The Portland City Council recent-
ly gave Bookland a huge financial 
incentive to build a superstore on 
Marginal Way. It was part of a program 
known as "tax increment financing," or 
what normal people call "wasteful 
spending." 
But that doesn't mean we'd oppose 
every effort to use tax dollars to spur 
development. Here are some business 
tax breaks we'd actually support: 
a. A special exemption for anyone 
willing to tear down the Holiday Inn by 
the Bay and replace it with something 
more attractive. Such as a nuclear 
waste dump. 
b. A property tax refund to the law 
firm of Cloutier, Barrett, Cloutier & 
Conley to help defray the costs of its 
excellent annual Christmas party. 
Which, at last report, was still going 
on. 
c. A 10 percent reduction in the tax 
bill of any shop that refuses to stock 
Beanie Babies. 
8. Suggestion for improving 
Portland's public access TV channel: 
Fewer bean supper announcements. More blow 
jobs. 
9. Cumberland County District Attorney Stephanie Anderson should attempt to soften her 
harsh image by announcing some token improvements in her staffs working conditions. Such 
as removing the leg irons, thumb screws and tOliure racks from public :view. 
10. The Portland Public Market has greatly enhanced the city's culinary scene. But the 
market could do more in the area of civic improvements. It's time to set aside space for a new 
stall catering specifically to our elected officials. Among the offerings at the stand: free-range 
brains, organic guts, brass balls and thick skin. Suggested name for the new business: the 
Body Politic. ~uggested motto: "Giving our leaders a hand so they don't end up as an ass." 
11 . As strange as it seems, some Portland city councilors are concerned the proposed 
$500,000 municipal teen center will fail to attract many youths, possibly because it might be 
considered somewhat uncool. As if taffy pulls, quilting bees and continuous showings of 
tapes of old City Council meetings on giant-screen TVs could ever be uncool. But just in case 
hipper attractions are needed, we suggest the following: 
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a. Portland Superintendent of Schools Mary Jane McCalmon diving naked into a tank 
filled with the secret stash of cash she plans to use to pay for exorbitant raises for herself and 
her top aides. 
b. Portland City Councilor Karen Geraghty wrestling with herself in a vain attempt to 
make up her mind. 
c. Stand-up comedy by House Speaker Steve Rowe. 
d. The Mary Jane McCalmon puppet show, featuring dancing members of the school com-
mittee on strings. 
e. Or, if that doesn't work, free doobies at the door. 
12. Sorry, that was completely irresponsible. We forgot that Portland's anti-smoking ordi-
nance doesn't permit pot-smoking at teen centers unless it's done in a fully enclosed, sepa-
rately ventilated room. 
13. In retrospect, our criticism of McCalmon seems to be getting out of hand. We promise 
to stop. 
14. At least until idea 23. 
15. Portland needs to use the Bath Iron Works waterfront property for a hotel and con-
vention center as much as it needs: 
a. another failed minor league basketball franchise. 
b . . an aquarium. 
c. more faux Irish pubs. 
d. another microbrewery owned 
by a macro brewery. 
16. Speaking of which, all the 
financial experts say the wave of 
the future is mergers. But most 
mergers don't seem to change 
anything. When Bell Atlantic took 
over Nynex, the only difference 
was in the corporate logo. When 
Exxon and Mobil get together, the 
result will still be a boring old oil 
company. If Asylum joined up with 
Stone Coast, you'd just have a big-
ger, more soulless music venue. 
What's needed are mergers with 
a little mutation. Here are a few 
suggestions: 
a. Maine Won't Discriminate 
merges with Diesel Doug and 
the Long Haul Truckers. This is a 
marriage made in heaven. 
(Assuming, of course, that the 
fundamentalists are wrong about 
gay activists and hon ky-tonk 
musicians not being allowed in 
heaven.) MWD, accused of being 
autocratic and out of touch, 
acquires the honest, grass-roots 
appeal it needs to get its 
message out to average voters. 
DD&TLHT, laboring in near-
poverty, gets a huge fund raising 
machine with lots of leftover 
envelopes. The result: an actual 
civil rights movement in rural areas of the state, plus a whole new interpretation 
of the song "A Boy Named Sue." 
b. New Year's Portland merges with the Christian Civic League of Maine. On the plus side, 
there'd be no more ambiguity about what kinds of movies could be shown at the new enti-
ty's annual film festival. On the minus side, there'd be no one at either organization who 
could handle a media interview without appearing to be doing a sweating, stammering imi-
tation of Dick Nixon's last days in the White House. 
c. House Majority Leader Mike Saxl merges with the United States Postal Service. 
Portland's most ambitious politician would finally have the clout he needs to build the East-
West Highway across northern and central Maine. Using tbe postal service's exemption from 
local zoning and environmental laws, Saxl could bulldoze through hundreds of miles of pris-
tine forest, undisturbed wetlands, peaceful villages and scarce wildlife habitats - scattering 
bagfuls of federal dollars in his wake. With shiny new blacktop laid from one border with 
Canada to the other, the USPS would have thousands of potential sites for its new distribu-
tion facility, and no pesky neighbors to file lawsuits. 
d. Portland Mayor Tom Kane's anti-graffiti unit merges with Islamic Jihad. Actually, that 
wouldn't result in anything significantly different. 
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Z. Clark's After Holiday Sale 
Bookcases, Desks, Home Theater Units, 
Computer Stations (oak, yellow birch or pine) 
All Wood Furniture 
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OLD PORT 
Sunday BRunch: 10:30-3:30 
"OUR sisreR ResraURanr was vored besr bRunch 
in PORrsmourh and we'Re planning ro do rhe 
(f~)-) same heRe in PORdand!" /"'r'l 
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9 out of 10 dentists recommend reading 
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It even gets to those 
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Topcoats & Co. 
305 Commercial Street, Portland • 874-0929 
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25 IDEAS FOR A BETTER PORTlAND CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13 c. Olympia Snowe threatened to beat me up. 
17. Everyone knows the arrival of Starbucks in Congress Square will result in the end of 
d. I was kidnapped by Ross Connelly. 
e. Susan Collins threatened to beat me up. 
£. I was kidnapped by space aliens who looked just like Jim Longley. 
g. Bob Livingston invited me to a party. He said there'd be girls. 
h. There were. And they beat me up. 
22. Is it possible we won't have Annette Hoglund to kick around anymore? Hoglund. a 
former state representative from Portland, says she's sold her business, Yankee Bingo, and 
moved out of town, leaving a significant gap in our little universe. 
It just won't be the same around here without Hoglund, who was always available when 
we needed a story about somebody violating environmental laws, engaging in questionable 
campaign fund raising practices or running afoul of state gaming regulations. Now there's 
almost nothing left to write about, except for her lawsuit accusing CBW of defamation. and 
the small matter of a continuing investigation by the State Police and the Cumberland County 
district attorney's office (to whom we sincerely apologize for item 9) concerning allegations 
of illegal gambling activities. 
It's obvious Hoglund needs some new career opportunities. We checked our database for 
openings suitable for an ex-legislator, ex-housing developer and ex·bingo entrepreneur who 
isn't afraid of a little negative press. Here's what we found : 
a. Public relations adviser to Joe Soley. 
b. Public relations adviser to Charlie Harlow. 
c. Public relations adviser to Portland Superintendent of Schools Mary Jane McCalmon. 
life as we know it in Portland. What no one has been able to explain to us is why that would 23. Oops. We promised not to make any more fun of McCalmon until item 23. We are 
be a bad thing. scum. 
18. Every third dog in Portland - as well as the governor's press secretary - is named 
Bailey. That's enough. Name your pooch something else. 
19. No, not Murphy. Don't you have any ideas that sound like somethinK besides an alco-
holic beverage from Ireland? 
20. Speaking of originality, we've just about run out. Time to steal some ideas from other 
people. Here's one we swiped from CBW columnist Elizabeth Peavey, after she'd had a few 
too many Christmas Ales at Gritty's. 
For years (Peavey mumbled), there's been a lot of talk about converting Congress Street 
into a pedestrian mall. There'd be grass, trees and no traffic. The major benefit of this plan 
is that it would create lots of new places for Bailey and Murphy to poop. The major problem 
with this plan is that it would make it impossible to drive across town. 
What this burg really needs is improved access from Munjoy Hill (where Peavey lives) to 
the West End (where Peavey wishes she lived). The best way to achieve that would be to rip 
out all the sidewalks from the Eastern Prom to St. John Street, thereby allowing plenty of 
room for a nice, wide superhighway. Next, tear down all the traffic lights, which serve no pur· 
pose, other than to tum a trip through the heart of the city into an expedition lasting longer 
than the Whitewater investigation. Finally, follow the enlightened example of Germany and 
eliminate all speed limits along that stretch of road. Once that was accomplished, the mayor 
could cut a ribbon and officially rename the refurbished main drag the Portland Autobahn. 
Sure, there'd be some loss of downtown retail business, due to the wholesale slaughter of 
any potential customers foolish enough to venture out on foot. But that would be more than 
offset by increases in wrecker services, ambulance companies and liability lawyers - not to 
mention all the tourist dollars generated by spectators laboring under the misconception they 
were watching a sanctioned NASCAR event. Call it the Peavey 500. 
21. Some picky people are making a big deal out of Congressman Tom Allen's decision to 
skip the votes on impeaching President Bill Clinton, because it conflicted with Allen's daugh-
ter's wedding. Although Allen later decided to rent a chartered jet (at a cost of $7,000 -
billed to the taxpayers, of course) in order to attend part of the debate, the 
critics were not assuaged, They griped because Allen, worried that all the 
really good hors d'oeuVTes would be gone, still had to bail out of 
Washington before decisions were reached on two of the four articles of 
impeachment. 
Sensible people considered the choice the congressman faced: 
a. He could fulfill his responsibility as an elected official to take part in 
a historical constitutional confrontation with implications for the nation 
that will likely reverberate for decades. 
b. Or he could go to a party. 
These same sensible people praised Allen for his decision to blow off all 
that political crap. Hey, they said, how many weddings does a geek like 
Tom get invited to, anyway? If he doesn't take advantage of the opportu-
nity to boogie at this shindig, he may never get another chance. 
But even Allen's supporters acknowledged his whiny explanation about 
supporting "family values" sounded pretty lame. It's obvious that what 
Allen needs is not a more adult sense of his responsibilities as a congress· 
man, but more advlt excuses. Here are some suggestions, for use whenev-
er he decides to play hooky again: 
a. John Baldacci threatened to beat me up. • 
b. Newt Gingrich ate my homework. 
• 
24. Our only excuse is that McCalmon really is hiring a PR person. Because when you're 
already under fire for squandering public dollars on big increases in administrative salaries, 
that's the only other expenditure you could possibly make that would have even less 'popular 
appeal. Besides Hoglund, our list of other excellent candidates for the job of school 
spokesperson would include Joe Soley, Charlie Harlow and Bailey the Wonderdog. 
25. Once again, we've run out of space without managing to offer our invaluable advice 
to everyone who needs it. We can only say to the likes of Portland Police Chief Mike (My offi-
cers were indicted for WHATI) Chitwood; Portland City Manager Bob (Chitwood said 
WHAT?) Ganley; Portland City Councilors George (WHATI) Campbell, Cheryl (HOW?) 
Leeman, Nathan (WHEN?) Smith, Jack (HUH?) Dawson, Nick (WHO?) Mavodones and 
Jim (What Christmas party?) Cloutier; Bath Iron Works ("We're outta here"); the Blethen 
family ("We're in here"); the Gannett family ("We were always kinda out of it"); Owen Wells 
("I am it"); Paul (Agenda Boy) Volle; Christopher (Taxi Service) Muse; Tom (Apparently He 
Wasn't Kidding) Connolly; Pat (Apparently She's Still Kidding) LaMarche; Moses (Death to 
Consultants - Wait, I'm a Consultant) Sebunya; Herb (Don MacWilliams) Adams; Don 
(Herb Adams) MacWilliams; George (Faithfully Representing Bill Clinton, The Tobacco 
Industry And The International Olympic Committee) Mitchell; the Maine Turnpike Authority 
("We could teach the Portland School Committee a thing or two about secrecy"); the Maine 
Youth Center ("We probably couldn't teach the Portland School Committee anything: In fact, 
we learned most of what we know about running a correctional institution from the Portland 
School Committee"); the Quiet Man Coalition ("We're not just quiet, we're dead") and any· 
one disappointed about not making this list ("We're not just stupid, we're brain-dead"), you 
might have better luck next year if you changed your name to Mary Jane McCalmon. 
Al Diamon, CBW's political columnist. recently acknowledged he has a close relative with a dog 
named Bailey. As a result, he's considering resigning. 
• 
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COMMENT 
Untying Ponland's safety net 
everyone in Maine. 
Make no mistake: The problem of how to help Portland's 
homeless now that the federal government has axed funding for 
shelters doesn't belong to this city alone. That burden weighs on 
cities? Does the city manager of South Portland not feel some responsibility to 
support places that take in families evicted from homes on his side of the Casco Bay 
Bridge? Does the mayor of Westbrook not think that city would benefit from a shelter 
than ensures Greater Portland's mentally ill kids have a place to sleep? Portland officials' have long suspected other towns send their poorest here for help, 
rather than setting up their own local soup kitchens and homeless shelters. "Whether 
it's rumor or fact, the general perception out there is that for many communities in 
the state their welfare program involves a bus ticket to Portland," City Manager Bob 
Ganley told CBW in 1996. "r don't think you 'd find a homeless shelter in 
Scarborough. Why hasn't South Portland got a homeless shelter? Westbrook? Are the 
only poor people who are homeless in Portland?" 
It's been 11 years since a group of homeless activists camped out in Portland's 
Lincoln Park, building a "tent city" that embarrassed city officials into setting up a 
system of shelters and soup kitchens. Since then, Portland has poured federal, state 
and local money into a variety of agencies to make sure no one has to camp out on 
the public lawn again. The. city has provided a model answer to the problem· of 
helping the region's poor, only to have the federal government slash the safety net 
with one swipe of its bureaucratic knife. 
Ganley's question, of course, is rhetorical. The poor of South Portland and 
Scarborough and Westbrook - even the poor of Caribou and Jackman - end up 
knocking on the doors of Maine's largest city. To Portland officials' credit, they've 
decided to respond to that knock with as much generosity as taxp~yers can mus'ter. 
Neighboring towns and cities, however, haven't followed suit. They still offer little 
support for the destitute beyond the occasional food giveaway and limited general 
assistance checks, and they probably can't be counted on to chip in now that 
Portland's programs are in trouble. 
.. As part of our process, when we realized Maine was not receiving any funding ... 
we did a thorough review," said Sandi Abadinsky, spokeswoman for the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development. "An incredible amount of due diligence was 
done .. .. In some cases, extra points were given, but .. . it was still not enough to give 
[the state] any money." 
The feds' answers about dismantling Portland's shelter system are far from 
satisfying, but at least they bothered to choke out lame excuses. All the city is getting 
from neighboring towns is the slim comfort of a cold shoulder. When the news broke that Maine had lost more than $3 million in federal funding 
for the poor, where were the offers of help from leaders of suburban towns and LAURA CONAWAY 
T11anks, Bookland 
The discussion about the tax incremental financing 
(TlF) for Bookland's proposed new store 01)· Marginal 
Way in Portland has not included a complete picture of 
how Bookland already contributes generously to our 
community. While I have no comment on the issue of 
the TIF, I would like to share four ways the Portland 
Public Library's services and patrons have benefited 
directly from 'Bookland's support: 
1) During the month of November each year, 
Bookland donates a portion of the profits from the sale 
of children's books to the school or public library of 
the customer's choice. We thank Bookland for that 
program and the store's many customers who designate 
the Portland Public Library as a recipient of that 
contribution. 
2) At any time of the year, Bookland, like many 
other Portland area businesses, grants the Portland 
Public Library a discount on purchases that we greatly 
appreciate. 
3) For the last several years Bookland has 
generously sponsored the fall portion of our very 
popular Brown Bag Lecture Series. This year they are 
sponsoring the spring portion as well. 
4) Over the past year Bookland has been partners 
with the library in two extremely successful additional 
author programs: renowned short story writer Ann 
Beatie in the spring and Charles Frazier, author of 
"Cold Mountain," during tbe summer. 
Sheldon Kaye 
Portland Public Library director 
Congressman: just a job 
This letter is in regard to Laura Conaway's editorial 
about U.S. Congressman Tom Allen ("Here comes the 
bride, there goes the congressman," 12.24.98). 
First, you stated congressional funds were used to 
lease a private jet for Rep. Allen to return home for his 
daughter's wedding Dec. 19. You neglected to include 
that Allen, as a U.S. representative, has a travel budget 
of congressional funds that is specifically used for ' 
travel between home and work. 
Second, I bet you weren't even watching the 
coverage on C-SPAN of the House vote Dec. 19. I was, 
and it was a long-winded argument that finally led up 
to a vote late in the afternoon. I have faith in Allen that 
he stayed as long as he felt he could without harming 
his daughter's wedding day. 
Ms. Conaway, if you believe that Rep. Tom Allen's 
job is more important than his family, then perhaps you 
are missing life's whole point. 
I suggest you take time off on CBW's deadline to 
spend the day with your child and know firsthand how 
it feels to really show up for them and how they feel . 
having you be present for them. Be it a school play, 
picnic in the park, graduation, wedding or simply 
lunch, this is why we are here. Not to choose work over 
our families. For without our families, traditional or 
alternative, we are empty. 
It is a sad day for you, Ms. Conaway, and anyone 
else who misses these important moments in life for 
what you claim is a crisis in our nation's capital. Surely 
those things can wait, but your family can't. 
Janet Harvie 
Portland 
valentine from MECA 
Let it be known that Paul Dibiase ("Problems at 
MECA? Blame CBW: 12.17.98), responded to CBW's 
edit of my letter ("Don't tread on me," 12.10.98). 
I have spoken to Kate Webb, and at great length, 
not about this issue, but around the time of the 
incident at Maine College of Art ("Art or abuse?" 
11.26.98). I was just another stressed, anxious and 
confused artist/student in dire need of direction and 
counseling for whom Webb did next to nothing. A 
friendly custodial engineer with good listening skills 
could've done better. I only know she wasn't good at 
her job because my fellow students and I experienced 
this much. 
I wouldn't mind having another conversation with 
Webb, however. I'd like to know why she feels the 
school owes her money because of the fact that o:ne 
student briefly displayed an innocuous and faceless, 
though funny-looking, sculpture of a female figure with 
flowered plants. Because of this she cannot sleep at 
night? 
By the way, Michael Shaughnessy ("MECA'~ l~st 
opportunity," 12.10.98), those abusive-sounding 
quotes were written in the elevator by a woman, as a 
feminist slant on Valentine's Day (hence the graffito "I 
want to fuck you till your cunt bleeds' was in fact a 
valentine, so to speak) . We all find it oddly and 
disturbingly egocentric that anyone person would 
think statements such as these are directed at oneself. 
Get real - never were statements like this made 
toward anyone working at or attending MECA. 
I've never seen anything written about Kate Webb 
anywhere at MECA - until the dawn of this article. 
Now the bathroom walls are bursting with Webb-
inspired witticisms. Ironically, the school has someone 
running around eradicating any Webb-inspired graffiti 
(paying special attention to not destroy the surrounding 
unrelated graffiti) . The bathroom walls currently 
feature perpetually renewed patches of white covering 
spots where once there were artist/student-made 
doodles, such as a half-man, half-woman mermaid 
creature labeled with the disclaimer, "Nothing to do 
with Kate Webb." Next to it was the NTDWKW 
acronym which began cropping up beside 
other bathroom doodles. 
exclusive priority the MCLU has placed upon this issue? 
Louis Sigel 
Portland 
Repent, City Council 
In fairness to the Portland City Council, business 
expansion in the Pine Tree Shopping area, near Exit 8, 
seemed acceptable (since some businesses were there 
already). However, it is also very logical to 
realize that any further expansion in the 
area should be confined to the very 
limited area contiguous to the Pine Tree 
center. 
My favorite is ·a picture of a pipe 
with this caption: "Ce n'est pas Kate 
Webb." Is that politically correct 
enough for you, CBW, Mr. Dibiase, Mr. 
Shaughnessy? 
Above all, you needn't worry, Mr. 
Dibiase, as the world hardly lacks 
people ready to punish others for their 
ideas. Of this I am sadly aware. 
believe that 
Rep_ Tom 
We should all learn from our 
mistakes. The City Council made a 
serious mistake in rezoning the Rand 
Road-Westbrook Street area as 
industrial. That rezoning was an 
egregious error of a magnitude that was 
clarified for us by the monstrous plan 
of the Postal Service distribution 
Allen's job is 
Jesse Leah Vear 
MECA student 
more center. To perpetuate this plan will 
result in an ecological calamity. It will 
Free speech, not 
paid speech 
Stephen Stinson ("In defense of the 
MCLU: 12.24.98) seems to agree with 
me that the campaign finance reform 
issue is a key factor in discussing the 
Maine Civil Liberties Union ("Still 
fighting to preserve dirty elections," 
12.17.98). I wrote to draw attention to 
the fact that it was not mentioned at all 
in CBW's intervi6w with Sally Sutton 




be an environmental disaster that will 
shame us for generations. It will be 
worse than the Union Station syndrome 
- if it's possible for anything to be 
worse than that was. Perhaps we made 
that mistake so that we could come to 
realize that we should not make this 
one. 
then perhaps 
Just over the horizon, the changes 




Superhighway are resulting in some 
significant inroads to services as we 
know them. They may become 
anachronisms. To build where the 
Postal Service wants to build, at the I vigorously concur with him that the 
beauty of the U.S. Constitution is that it does 
not discriminate. It guarantees freedom of speech, but I 
would argue that it guarantees the rights of individuals. 
Only individuals can vote, and I believe only individuals 
should be allowed to contribute money to political 
campaigns. Political action committees and corporations 
cannot vote, and in my opinion, they, unlike individuals, 
do not have a constitutional right to contribute to 
political campaigns. 
I do not equate money and free speech, and neither 
does the Supreme Court, Congress or most Americans. 
I do support Stephen Stinson's right to free speech, 
and I also support his right to spend as much money as 
he wants to do it. But I do not extend that right to 
violating the law on political campaign contributions. 
What I fail to comprehend at all, however, is his 
defense of the MCLU. If campaign spending is 
so irrelevant, as he claims, 
how does he justify the 
frightful environmental cost involved 
(mitigated or otherwise), looks like a 
gigantic attempt to turn back the clock, to tell us where 
we've been rather than what we have. 
The City Council should redress its decision to vote 5 
to 4 to allow this plan to go forward. The bizarre 
circumstances that preceded that vote are ample proof 
of that fact. To do nothing is to abdicate the 
responsibility implicit in elected representation. 
Fred Dambrie 
Portland 
Actual photo of federal Department of HOUSing and Urban 
Development offiCIals expressing concern for the plight of Portland's 
homeless In the wake of their decision to cut money for shelters 
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etting shown: local filmmaker Bob 
Poirier said he thought his flick 
-Tangible Fatllers" would go 
unscreened after Maine Al1s refused to include 
it in the New year's 
Portland film festival. 
Poiier's dorunentary 
of a gay priest was 
rejected. according to 
Nicolaus Bloom, Maine 
Arts executive director, 
because 'Our audience are ram; 
ilies and we need to be sensitive to that.' BIt 
now Poirier has snagged 8 screening at 
Keystone Theatre Cafe Jan. 3. 
Poirier said Keystone owner Jim Flanagan 
contacted him after learning the film had been 
excluded because of its content ('Fdm festival 
homophobia?' 12.10.98). '!Flanaganl called 
me the moming ICBWl came out and said that's 
too bad: Poirier said. -Your film did really well 
here last time, and I'd love to offer you a 
screening of your own.' 
Poirier said he'll use the Keystone show as a 
fund,aiser for his next film, 'Civil Rights: which , 
documents the 2(}-year struggle of Maine's 1es-
bian and gay community, and as a fenCe-fnend-
ing mission to those in the local arts community 
whose feelings were hurt when Poirier took a 
stand against their holier -than-thou homophlr 
bia. 
• Getting bashed: ApparenUy, another word 
has been added to the list of those deemed 
politically incorrect Southern Maine Pride, 
sponsor of the area's biggest gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgendered New Yea(s Eve 
party, has been catching some flack. not from 
the censorious bigots of the religiOUS right but 
from its own allegedly liberal supporters. 
N. issue is the event's official name: "New 
year's BasIl," Some among the group we'll 
refrain from calling fun-impaired twits, and 
instead refer to as overly sensitive persons with 
too much time on their hands, were offended 
by the use of 'bash: claiming the term is more 
often associated with hate crimes against 
homosexuals than partying. Pride c(}-Chair 
Michael Rossetti felt obligated to respond to the 
criticism in a letter posted on Maine GayNet. 
-Words like 'BASH' are far less fearful than 
things that can keep us from working together 
as friends: wrote Rossetti. 'Lefs keep working 
together as friends: 
To which we can only add that 1999 needs 
more words for getting the beat and fewer for 
getting beaten up. If 'bash' is sliding away in 
the wrong direction, help rectaim it by attending 
the event, at the Holiday Inn By the Bay in 
Portland on Dec. 31. For info caN 774-7800. 
• Getting praised: That yuppy lesbian mag, 
Girlfriends, has added Portland to its. fist of the 
best places for yuppie Jesbians to 1M. 
The magazine notes the repeal of the state's 
civil rights law, 'lblut benealh the fray lies a gay 
community galvanized by the struggle n waged 
against the state's antigay minority: Other 
pluses include the Rainbow Business and 
Professional Association, Sisters, 
Katahdin and Pat Peard. caw 
Arts, Entertainment, Weirdness 
Surf SpoOks 
13 Ghosts is haunted by a dream of success 
13 Ghosts chums out a froth of all-instrumental surf rock. 
• ALLEN DAMMANN 
The nature of 13 Ghosts, a garage surf 
band from southern Maine, may be best 
illustrated by a scene in the 1960 schlock 
film from which the group borrowed its 
name. The episode occurs in the basement 
of a haunted mansion, and features the 
ghosts of a lion tamer and his feral sidekick. 
The lion tamer's profile ends abruptly at his 
shoulders, but still he stubbornly tries to 
subdue the animal, peeking into its jaws to 
locate his swallowed noggin. 
In a sense, the members of 13 Ghosts 
have also stuck their heads into a few jaws, 
looking for the payoff from the risks they're 
taking. The players, all 20-somethings , 
opted to skip college - for the time being,_ 
at least - to concentrate on the band . 
Toiling at day jobs, the foursome spends 
weekends holed up in a basement, keeping 
the neighbors awake with their ail-instru-
mental brand of surf. "[W]e grew up with 
punk and heavy metal: says guitarist Eric 
Silevinac of their music. "That's all kind of 
in there." 
"It's basically young kids playing old-
time surf-rock: adds Dennis Carver, the 
band's other guitarist. 
How those young kids became 13 Ghosts 
plays out like a classic rock 'n' roll fable of 
independent misfits with an addiction for 
playing whenever and wherever possible. 
Guitarist Dennis Carver first picked up a 
six-string when he was a high school fresh-
man in Booth-
bay Harbor. "[ got along 
with a lot of people," Carver says, "but I 
really wanted to do something different. It 
was pretty much a sports-oriented school. 
There was no music program till I was a 
junior." After purchasing a secondhand gui-
tar, he quickly added the essential compo-
nent of his new lifestyle: rebellion. "I used 
to skip school to play guitar," he says, with a 
guilty laugh. 
Meanwhile, guitarist Eric Silevinac was 
pursuing his own musical ambitions in 
Topsham. Like Carver, Silevinac believed 
his talents were better spent with an amp 
than a geometry compass. "I did what I had 
to do to get through high school," he says. "I 
wasn't really excited to be there." He eventu-
ally joined up with bass player Jason 
Toothaker and drummer Chris Biedryzcki 
after their high school band, Stick Figure, 
fell apart. "I started playing with them in 
'93, '94," Silevinac recalls. "It kind of devel-
oped into 13 Ghosts after a couple of years." 
The band's immersion into surf music 
was less gradual. Indeed, it's the result of 
something like an epiphany. Cruising 
around one night in high school, Silevinac, 
Toothaker and Biedryzcki tuned into 
Bowdoin College's radio station. "And they 
had an all-surf night on," says Silevinac. 
"We ended up listening all night and just 
loving it. It was the first time I'd really 
heard modem surf music. From then on, it 
was the direction we wanted to go in." 
That direction led them to recruit Carver, 
a mutual friend. The 22-year-old guitarist 
jokingly describes the band's music as "a 
surf-rocking horror show" - a sound influ-
enced by the likes of the Ventures and Dick 
Dale but infused with a sardonic sense of 
humor. The band members write their own 
music, sometimes drawing on real life, as 
they did for "Tragedy at the Interstate 
Oasis," a song about a collision between a 
Mack truck and a Brunswick highway 
motel. 
For 13 Ghosts, songwriting is a collective 
process. "Everyone comes in with different 
pieces and ideas," says Silevinac. "We defi-
nitely bitch and moan, but it's neat to see 
someone come in with an idea and take it in 
a direction you didn't think-about." 
13 Ghosts is taking that spirit of collabo-
ration on the road. Carver and -Biedryzcki 
recently moved to Boston ("Just for a change 
of pace, " explains Carver) , and the band 
occasionally gigs 
there, in Portland 
and in Ports-
mouth. Though the 
group hopes to 
embark on an East 
Coast tour in the ncar 
future, the players have 
already earned them-
selves a small body of fans . 
"We have a really diverse 
audience." says Carver. "The 
punk kids like us , some of the 
hardcore kids . Every time we play 
there's always more people there." 
Perhaps most importantly, those peo-
ple are beginning to include the band's 
moms and pops, who were initially less 
than thrilled about their offsprings' idea of 
putting off college to play in 13 Ghosts. 
"They said, 'If you paid as much attention 
to your homework as you do your guitar, 
you'd be a genius,'" says Carver. Now that 
band is getting more exposure, he says, 
their parents' attitudes have softened. 
"They've really seen it corne around, so 
they're a lot more positive about it." 
Carver says. "My dad likes it a lot." 
Nor do endorsements for 13 Ghosts 
come only from home. Johnny Lomba, 
who handles lives shows at the Portland 
music club Asylum, has booked the band 
several times_ "I like that music anyway, 
but as an extra bonus, the band works 
really hard," Lomba says. "There are 
some bands up here that do the same type 
of music, but I find it very interesting 13 
Ghost's music is all instrumental." 
Interesting, but not unique. 13 Ghosts 
is riding the all-instrumental surf-rock 
wave with another local band, Shutdown 
6.6. Still, Lomba believes 13 Ghosts has 
the makings to succeed. "They have a 
good portion of the stuff they need, it 's 
just a matter of how they use it. They 
seem pretty serious." 
And they are. In addition to gigs, the 
band meets five or six times a month in 
Topsham to practice. "In the last year, 
we 've definitely seen a lot more happen-
ing," says Carver. "We've definitely got-
ten our shit together a lot more, gotten a 
lot more professional." 
The work is paying off. The band has 
already rubbed elbows with several estab-
lished names in the genre. Carver and 
Silevinac point out a photograph of 13 
Ghosts taken with surf-music pioneer 
Dick Dale, and the band has perfonned 
with the Bomboras and Fugazi. In addi-
tion, Carver has practiced with members 
of Boston's hardcore juggernaut, Sam 
Black Church. . 
For now, the band is wrapping up an 
EP, a modest effort the guys are eager to 
promote - even if it means packing all of 
their stuff into Carver's Volkswagen' 
Jetta. "We don't care," Carver says. "It's 
something to laugh about down the 
road."CBW 
QEARCH FOR DIVINITY 
Saints and cyberspace 
As the 20th century grinds to an end, those trying to extract meaning from a high-tech world may 
find themselves befuddled. But hope for the spiritually disillusioned, the mentally swamped and the 
morally bankrupt- as well as the merely confused - is on the horizon. Enlightenment may be attain-
OdeHe Bowman 
able at Out of Cake's production of 'Retablos: a work in progress 
by actor/performance artist Odelle Bowman and dancer/chorelr 
grapher Josie Conte. 
Combining text with video and computer images, recorded 
sound, live music and dance, this multimedia performance 
promises to take its audience on a 'search for divinity: 
Undaunted by so monumental a challenge, Bowman, who has 
also worked with Portland Stage Company and Mad Horse 
Theatre, and Conte, the artistic director of the Middle Eastern 
dance ensemble Baraka, drew from such disparate sources as 
Anne Sexton, Baudelaire, Goethe, Brecht, Plato, Rilke and 51. 
Teresa of Avila. 
In a world of cynics who are disenchanted with religion and 
mankind in general, inquiring minds turn to new frontiers for 
answers. ' People seem not to find much miraculous these days: 
says Bowman. Poking around for miracles, the confessed former 'ne!rLuddite' stuck a tentative toe 
into cyberspace, and found an environment where the mysterious could co-exist with the prosaic. 
Her research into the subject even explored the divinity to be found in technology. 
But if all this talk of the confluence of saints, miracles and the technological seems to evoke 
strains of Yanni, never fear. "This is not a new age piece: Bowman reassures. "We're trying to keep 
very balanced. MosUy we're asking questions: 
PAT SIMS 
Retablos happens Mon., Jan. 4 at 7:30 p.m. at the Out of Cake Studio, 29 Forest Ave_ Tix: 






BARGAIN BASEMENT SPECIALS 
CHEAP BEER & fREE PIZZA EVERY DAY 5-7PM 
Ask your doctor about new 
prescription strength CBW to 
find out if it's right for you, 
Warnin9: Regular use of Casco Bay Weekly has 
caused certain sexual side effects in less than 2% of 
males. Women who are pregnant or may suspect 
that they are pregnant should not handle or come 
into contact with Casco Bay Weekly. 
Casco Bay Weekly may impair your ability to drive a 
car or operate farm equipment 
llfti(,j :£\ij 
DECEMBER 31, 199B C! 9 
Cordially invites you to 
ring in the new year & 
help us celebrate our 
1ST YEAR 
ANNIVERSARY 
No cover charge 
FEATURING 
Mary Murphy on piano 




Enter to win a free Night @ 11Ie 
Par1lside Parrot Inn 
PortJand's Premiere Bed & BreakfasL 
Proudly serving tile 
gay community, Drawing @ 12:3Gam 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31ST 
PIANO W/MARY MURPHY 
6:00pm - 2:00am 
HOUDAY HOURS: 
Christmas Eve 4-1 am 
Karaoke wI Lany & Lany 
Christmas Day 6-1 am 
IV SPRING STREET 
871-9169 
SEE CLUB LISTINGS FOR 
OUR WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
CASCO BAY WEEKly 
BRAY'S BREWPUB & EATERY 
"THE LAKE REGION'S FIRST BREWPUB" 
Serving the Freshest Hand-crafted Brews 
. and Hearty New England Fare. 
Celebrate New Year's Eve 
with us! Reserve Now! 
Dinner Specials, including 
Champagne Toast 
Only $14.95/person. 
haturing th, Acoustic Taknts of 
Bill Shimamura 
Rte 302 & 35 Naples, Maine 
Info & Reservations: (207)693-68 h -' ---or visit .9 .. !:!L.·~y-.ebsil~;-':¥'.·:w.Triile[Work.com/brays 
Listen here, you must believe, 
there's fun to be had on New year's Eve. 
For complete details of what to do, 




DRINK MORE 410 IPA 
NEXTWEEI< 
~ FRED J. EAGLESMITH 
WITH DEISEL DOUG 
CLUBS 
This New year's "Rockin" Eve will 
mark an historic occasion in the 
world of popular music, as revelers 
will finally be able to party because 
it's 1999, rather than as though it 
were. Put on your ass-less pants and 
dig the metallic rock, grungey 
sludge and rough pop gems of 
Twisted Roots, Goud's Thumb and 
Figurehead, respectively. Thurs, 
Dec 31 at Asylum, 121 Center St, 
Portland, at 9 pm. Tix: $8-$10. Good till the ball's last drop: Goud's Thumb at Asylum. 
thursday 31 ScionewtIEn Metropolis Free Street Taverna Amive!9y party with Mary Chem-lree party with DJ Thooder Eiler Berry Jam 110 pml$31 
Asyk.m Murphy fpiano/6 pm-2 amino fhip-lxlp and T up 40IB prn-l am Gellds 
Rustic Overtones with ShIrIIIn IXMlfl 1$61; Syr1erm' in Room T""with Stygified 19:30 pml$31 
Tembfe IS pml$15IaI ages! Slone Coast I!ceImg ~y guest DJs lhouse. trance, tech- Gilligan's T)j Bar Twisted Roots with Good's TllJmb New year's EIIl party with no/9:30 prn-7 amI$6I 
and Fl;Jurehead 19 pmI$8- BeIiz!leIIa flO pml$1 0-$12121+1 Old Port Tavern I CaU ahead 19 pm'no IXMlfl 
$10121+1 Strange Pleasure !rockllO pm'no The InOOstry 
The Basefrent 
The lIndefgroood 
IXMlfl DJ ~ spins Top 40, hip-hop and 
NewYea(s Eve party with Uzy DJs Bob look and Colo W Oas. i tecIroo 110 prn-3am121+,$JII8+, '80s and'90s dance hit5 and Pete and llIIy's 
~ 19:30 pmlcover T AAJ moreI7 prn-2 amJ$151 Red lie Revue leal a/1ead1 I $81 
The Big Easy ZlIOIz Siver House TMm 
' loose Moose saoon 
Arlo West and the LA.1Iblsmen 19 .lalZ nigft 19 pm'no covern 1+1 Kivaoke 19 pm'no IXMlfl 
I T J the OJ spins Top 40 19 prn-l 
pnVS3J New yef!I CeIebraIion with DJ fl(·1 SIsters 
i amino IXMlfl 
The Bitter End f2:15-4am1$10IafI ages! DJ Jack IN 110 pm'no coven 
Metropofis 
Rare Form with Wa1ermen 19 '70s, '80s and'90s dance riglt 
pmI$Sl Somewhere IT op 40 daoce mixI9 prn--4 
The Comedy Connection friday 1 Mary Murphy (piano/8 prn-12:3O aml18+ Irom 1-4 arnrladies' amlnouwer! righi/men pay $31 
Bob Ma1ey and GeoIye Hamm 15 J.rge's The lhIergromd Old Port T...." pm. 7 pm. 9 pm. $15111 pm. 
$2019 pm. II pm, 21+1 Cal ahead 19 pmlno cover! AndYs Weekend Party 19 pmI$2l • Straroge P1eas>.re trocIIl 0 pm'no 
Ef1'4JIy Podcets Asyk.m Venlo's I cover! 
sq, Healy, Kevin Reirns and Jell Twisted Roots wih COepitz, Ca!ida' Cal ahead 19 pmlno IXMlfl I O'ROIrle's 
Ftingold 1Ceftic18 pm-2 amino 
and Ransom 16 pml$71af1 ages! 
Zoolz . Cal ahead 19 pmlno IXMlfl 
cover! The Big Easy Iiban Dance with DJ Moshf Ih\l- 1 The Pa>ion 
Free Street T..ema 
Red lie Revue 19 pm'caI a/1ead1 1'q>, trip-hop, house and aci! I OJ Shane Staples IT op 40 daoce 
Darian Brahms and friends. Til 1IIe Bitter EniI jal1J9 pm-I amI$3 after 11 pmlal I IisI9 pml$31 
TIl's RocteI and TllIOOf11lW's Syd's kids 19:30 pml$1I ages after I: IS ami . Pete and llIIy's 
~t10pmlS3l Brion Boni OJ Mtj CampbelI9 pmlno ooveIl 
Gellds Rakish f'a<jjy ib'adiIionaI mtV9 saturday 2 SIsters The Pontiffs. The Brood. Big Meat pmlno cover! DJ darci1g ([up 4019 pml$31 
Hamner and Fury 440 19 pmI$4J The Comedy Connection Angie's Somewhere 
Gligan's T)j Bar Cal ahead Cal ahead 19 pmlno IXMlfl Mary Murphy 1jiano/8 pm-12:30 
Cal ahead 19 pm'no cover! Con1merdaI S1reet Pub The Basement I amino IXMlfl 
loose Moose SaIooII FoI<Iacousti: ni!,tt19:30 pmlno Dreadnau!t<t 19:30 pm'COYer 1 Stooe Coast Brewing CIlor4Jany 
New year's Eve basil 19 pm-t cover! 18.AJ I GOO Sireet W ... IIO pml$10I21+1 
amino cover! EnWPodcelS The Big Easy I The lhIergromd 
MetrnpoIs KMlIIeirnI Cdiirfti.9 pmlno COI8l WoodbIJl1 Arena Band 19:30 I AndYs Weekend PaIIy 19 pml$31 
"..,.'" 800Iy f>JW wih ReYerend SIq N9t.., a.:soo OJ Tmny pmI$Sl VenIo's 
GrooYe Ilunk-roclrl7 pml$351 10p Kill" Kostas 19 pmI$JI The Bitter End I Cal ahead 19 pmlno IXMlfl 
Old Port Tavern Free Street T 8'IerM Cladle 19 pml$1I 
SIraoge Pleasure matlO pmlno SIee!lI' 8cJweeoIiI flO pml$31 Brian Boni I ZooIz Zoott SUt Riot 1swing14:309 
cover! Gellds Rakish f'a<jjy 1traOtionaI1rish19 I pm'call ahead/a! ages! 
The Pa.Iion Ila'IId's I'Iirf!JotJld 19:30 pmI$3l pm'llOroYer! I Decades Ii Darn r70s, '80s. '90s 
The Big Everl feaIIJring the Phil GIigan's T)j Bar The Comedy Connection I dance music19 pm-3 am1$3 after 
IOCt1 Band and DJs rjillZ and swing. Cal ahead 19 pmlno cover! Cal ahead I II pm'aI-ages after I: IS ami 
'70s, '80s and '90s dMW7 pm-2 The kIdustIy Con1merdaI Street /'IJ) aml$25·$501 CoIege Ni!j1t IDJ Jayce spins i'i,>- FoftIacousti: night 19:30 pmlno 
1 !~aY3 SisteB 00p, R&B and dancellO pm-3 IXMlfl OJ darci1g 18 pmlno cover! arr/21+, $3118+, SSI Ef1'4JIyPod<ets 
loose Moose SaIooII Local Celie perfonner 18 pmlno Shortty Aller T akecM leal 




The listings abo'le life for live entertainment and dancing. Bars and clubs may be open 00 additionaf nighls. Submissions lor 1his section 
should be received II1e Friday prior to publication, including dates, times, cost and 1ype of music. Send listings to Chris Busby, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 561 Congress St.. Portland, ME 0410 I or e-maillistings@rnaine.rr.com. 
f 
Sonia Dada 




Merrill Auditorium, t 129 
Merle Saunders 
Stone Coast Brewing 
Company, 1/30 
The Bitter End 
Reggae/SI<a nig1'l19:30 pm'no 
uwer! 
Brian Boni 
An GOan llrish tradiionaV3-6 
pm'no IXMlfl 
The Come<Iy Connection 
Call ahead 
Ef1'4JIy Pod<ets 
Irish session with SI<ip Healy 13-8 
pm'IlOCOVer! 
Free Street Taverna 
Bill Patterson 18:30 pm'1lO cover! 
Gritty Mdluffs 
Kelin Midgley 16 pmIno cover! 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke with DJ Doo t1 0 pm'no 
cover! 
Siver House Tavern 
Ka~ 19 pm'1lO IXMlfl 
Sisters 
Tea Daoce 14-8 pm'no coven 
The Undergro!J!d 
DJ Colin and karaoke with 
Stonn~' Noonan 19 pm-doselcall 
aheadl 
ZooIz 
Free Fall Sunday wih DJ Moshf 
Ih\>-hop/9pm-1 am'$3I21+1 
monday 4 
Free Street Taverna 
Hawt's Open Mic 110 pm'no 
coven 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke with OJ Doo 110 pmlno 
cover! 
Zoolz 
Dominate the Species Igothic 




19 pm'tover IBAl 
The Big Easy 
Blues Jam with Mike Hayward 19 
pmlno coven 
Strangefolk 
State Theatre, 216 
Penn and Teller 
Merrill Auditorium, 21 t 2 
Rusted Root 
Portland Expo, 2121 
Jonny lang 
wi Chris WhiUey 
State Theatre, 3/16 
B.B. King 
Merrill Auditorium, 4/7 
I The Bitter End Daoce Night with DJ Jom 19:30 pm'no IXMlfl 
I CommertiaI Street Pub I AcoosIic open rric 19 pm'no 
I :: Street Taverna 
I 
Jason Rawn II 0 pm'no IXMlfl 
Gritty McOutrs 
. King Memphis 18 pmlno uwer! 
I Old Port TaYem Bluegrass Tuesday with Jerks 01 Grass 11 0 pm/no roYer! 
I Some-oiIere 
Karaoke with lany 19 pm-I 
amlcaH ahea<I 
Stone Coast Brewing ~ 
I\lstic Holiday 110 pmlSII21+1 
; wednesday 6 
I The Basement 
I, Call ahead 19:3OpmIc<WerlBN 
The Big Easy I Red lie Revue 19 pmlno cll'Ofl 
i The Bitter End 
i Call ahead 19:30 pm'1lO roYer! 
t CommertiaI Street /'IJ) 
I Acoustic open rric 19 pm/no 
i cll'Ofl 
I Free Street Taverna 
i Jason Rawn 110 pm'no cover! 
! Gritty Mdluffs I Truftle 18 pm'1lO cover! 
'1 Old Port T aYem 
Karaoke contest with DJ Don 110 
I pm'1lO IXMlfl 
1 The PamOO I ladies' night with DJ SM1e 
i StDples IT op 40 claoce 1'01;19 
! pm/$3lladies free) 
i Silver House Tavern 
. Kaooke 19 pmlno coven 
I Slste<s 
I DJ Daocingl8 pm'no cover! 
i The lJndef9roond 
i 9-OOllloomamert 18 pm! 
I 
Angle's 121 ComrT1€lC~lSi, Ptdand. 773·8593. 
Asyk.m 121 Cenler Si, POIIIand. 772·8274. 
The Basefrent I ExcIoJ~ St, POIIIand. 828-111 I. 
The Big Easy 55 Market St. Portland. 87H!817. 
The Bitter End 446 foreSt, POIIIand. 874-1933. 
Br<Wl1hall Pub 769 Congress St, Po<tIand 773-9873. 
Brian Boni 57 CenterSt. Po<tIand. 780- 1506. 
Cafe UIfa 190 StateSt, Po<tIand. 775-33llO. 
The Come<Iy Connection 6 Ct.som House WhaIf, POIIIand. 774-5554. 
CommertiaI Street Pub Commertial St, POIIIand. 761·9970. 
EnW Podcets 27 Forest Ave, Po<tIand. 774-1100. 
The Fermata W> 365 Forest Ave, Portland. 772-6693. 
Free Street Taverna 128 Free St, Po<tIand. 774-1114. 
Gelldsl3 BrownSt, PoIIIand. 772·7B91. 
Gilligan's T)j Bar 38 WhartSt, Portland. 761·9363. 
Grtty Mdluffs 396 Fore St. Portland. 772·2739. 
The InWsIry 50 Whart St. Portland. B7~5. 
loose Moose saoon Roote 100, Gray. 657·7171. 
Metropolis 1037 Forest Ave, Po<tIand. 797·3781. 
Old Port Tavern II Moo~on St. PortiaIld. 774-{)444. 
aRMe'S laI1ding 175 Me\! St, So. Po<tland. 767·3611. 
The Pa>lion I 88 Middle Si, Po<tIand. 773-64 n 
Pete and Larr(s DoobIetree HoIeI. 1230 Congress It PortIaod. 774-5611. 
The Seornen's W> 375 Fore St, POIIIand. 774·7777. 
Siver House Tavern 340 Fore St. Portland. 772·9885. 
SIst ... 45 Danlorth St, Portland. 774-1505. 
'<>mewhere 117 Spring St, PoIIIand. 871·9169. 
sro.. Coast I!ceImg ~y 14 yorI: Si, POIIIand. 773·2337. 
The Unde!>~1Id 3 SpringSt, PortiaIld. 773-3315. 
VerriIo's ISS Rn..'de Si, POIIIand. 775-6536. 
ZooIz 31 Forest Ave, i'r)lood. 773.8187. 
Urlless otherwise noted clubs requlI L.~at entrants are 21 years or older 
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50 excHaNbe st ., pORtLaND, me 
20) · )61 ' 4432 
ACTING 
CLASSES 
For any level of ability! 
At Portland's only professional 
school for acting 
WINTER SEMESTER 
BEGINS JANUARY 11th 
Offerings include: 
Acting for Ordinary People 
Improvisation with David LaGraffe 
Scene Study with Michael Ratkin 
ACQ.RN Call 761-0617 
School for the 
Performing Arts 







WISH LIST, Quick mind, 
rebel spirit, passionate 
heart, gentle soul, warm 
hands, lover of dogs, 
fasl car. If you possess six 
or mona, lets talk. Happy, 
curvaceous SF,45, nls, 
seeks playmate. 1185534 
r 
aybe ... 
IF THE world ends and I'm 
still Single, that's really 
going to suck. Mom says 
I'm handsome and I 
have a good job, so why 
aren't you ladies lin-
ing up? 28-year-old SM, 
5'9", 1901bs, ISO happi-
ness . ..a5871 
These and more 35 
found on page 
calendar 
THURSDAY, DEC. 31 
NEW YEAR'S PORTLAND 1999 
New year's Resolution #1 : Fewer hours wasted on building a cold-fusion d
evice, more hours spent doing whatever 
the hell you want. Presented by Maine Arts, New year's Portland offers a 
bonanza of wacky ways to greet 
1999. The evening includes "Very Very Vaudeville," a performance of mu
sic, magic and comedy 
with trickster Phil Smith, vaudevillian Michael Lane Trautman and hypnotist
 Tommy Vee. 
At Portland Performing Arts, 25 Forest Ave., Portland, at 1 p.m. 772-9012. F
or 
more cinematic magic, there's the NyP Film Festival, a presentation of 
works on celluloid by Maine student and independent 
filmmakers. At Keystone Theatre Cafe, 504 Congress St., 
Portland. Films show at 1 p.m., 2:15 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:45 
p.m. and 7 p.m. 871-5500. In the afternoon, teenage 
poets, singer-songwriters and bands compete in "Bluntfest 
'99". At Baxter Auditorium, 619 Congress St., Portland, from 
4-11 :30 p.m. 772-9012. Later, get the beat at "Cool Coffee 
House," a night of poetry by Chris Barry, Russ Sargent, Tanya 
Whiton and CBW's Elizabeth Peavey, plus tunes from Davia 
Pontbriand and a free jam session. At Agape, 657 Congress St., 
Portland, from 7 p.m.-11 p.m. Keep up the music buzz with "Homegrown," 
a folk-rock-country-rockabilly-bluegrass jam with The Piners, Diesel Doug an
d 
the Long Haul Truckers, Jenny yasi and Lynn Deeves. At the First Parish Ch
urch, 
425 Congress St., Portland, from 7 p.m.-II :30 p.m. 772-9012, Now that yo
u've got 
the groove bug, put it to use at "This State Is Jumpin," a 1940's-style bas
h featuring 
the Charles Brown Organization, the Phil Rich Big Band and the youth vo
cal ensemble 
Kids on Jazz, in addition to performances by Maine Ballroom Dance. L
earn to two-step 
yourself with lessons from the Maniac Swing Dance Society. At the State Th
eater, 609 Congress 
St., Portland, from 7 p.m.-1 a.m. 772-9012. Lastly, singer-songwriters
 Cheryl Wheeler, Cliff 
Eberhardt and Cormac McCarthy pool their talents for "On a New year's Eve
: at Merrill Auditorium, 20 
Myrtle St., Portland, at 8 p.m. 772-9012. Buttons for New year's Portland 
'99 are $12 ($9 ages 13-17 
and seniorsl$6 kids ages 12 and under!. For more info or a full schedule of even
ts, call 772-9012. 
SOUTHERN MAINE PRIDE'S NEW YEAR'S EVE BASH 
New year's Resolution #2: Less complimenting, more gratuitous cussin
g. you can begin with 
Southern Maine PRIDE's New year's Eve blowout, "We're Beautiful -
Damn It!" The 
countdown to midnight features dancing to the music of area DJs and visit
s by 
surprise guests. And when the clock strikes 12, drown 1998 from 
yo'ur memory with a glass of the nose-tickler. you've 
earned it - damn it. At the Holiday Inn By 
the Bay, 88 Spring St., Portland, from 
8:30 p .m.- l a.m. Tix : $16 ($12 
advancel$14 with New year 's 
Portland '99 button!. 774-7800. 
"NOON TO '99" 
New year's Resolution #3: Fewer days spent 
laughing at the French, more days spent in 
reckless abandon. The Fine Arts Cinema offers a 
24-hour package of music and decadence with 
"Noon to '99: The round-the-clock freakfeast includes 
live music performances by Blue Soul , Dementia , 
Interstellar Policeman and Sons of Silicon, all without having to 
worry about downers like fresh air and sunshine. At the Fine Arts 
Cinema, 627 Congress St., Portland, from noon, Thurs., Dec. 31 to 
noon, Fri., Jan. 1. Tix: $10. 772-7662. 
SATURDAY, JAN. 2 
"STUDENT SHOWCASE" 
New year's Resolution #4: Less time making juvenile prank phone calls, mo
re 
time supporting the arts. Try out the new you when the Centre of Moveme
nt 
School of Performing Arts celebrates its 20th anniversary with "Student
 
Showcase." In addition to highlighting pupils, the event features dance 
numbers by the Centre's Competition Dance Team, as well as by tfie 
adult tap dance company, the Happy Hoofers. At the Centre 
Movement School of Performing Arts, Route 25, (;n,rh"flY
dl 
7:30 p.m. Donations accepted. Proceeds 
Centre's Competition Team. 83"-';;'LU'''' 
Slice of deception: Magician Phil Smith reaches into his bag of 
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REDUClleN . :. : : .:, . 
FULL CIRClE SYNERGY 
offers ciasse, in Portland, Lc" i,tnn 
and Y.nmnulh • 8~b-08~8 
Wishing all of you 
a Happy New Year! 
Open 2-10, In-House or Mobile 
30 Market Street, Portland 
774-7491 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 




Live Celtic Band 
with 
Skip Healy - Flute & Whistle 
Kevin Reams - Guitar & Vocals 




AMERICAN & IRISH FOODS 
BEEF STEWED IN GUINNESS 
HOMEMADE SCONES 
& SODA BREAD 
27 Forest Ave. 
portland 
774-1100 
lues-Sat, 5 - lam· Sun, 3-lam 
Closed Mon • Dinner until 10pm 
* Aer Ungus tickets for 2, round trip coach class trav-
el from Boston or New York to Shannon, Ireland. Good 
for travel season on~ Sep-May excluding 12/12/98 
through 1/99 and 12/11/99 through 1I11/~OOO. Winner 
must claim prize in person by April 1 st 1999. 
EMISSIONS 
T he news that the holiday party for the Olive Garden, where [ am gainfully 
~employed as a waitperson, would be held at Sisters, a Portland lesbian bar, 
added a whole new dimension to an already frightening proposition_ 
Company holiday parties rarely provoke untainted excitement. Even in the most 
benign and apolitical of workplaces, an impending party tends to spark either fear or 
repulsion in employees_ Comments that normally precede an extracurricular event 
like "That should be fun" and "What are you planning to wear?" are replaced with 
"J can only handle going if you do" and "I can't wait to see what they act like drunk_" 
Had this simply been a holiday party, [ might have suffered a little at the thought 
of going. But the location made me resolute: This was an occasion not to be missed. 
After all, what could be more deliciously weird than the idea of 50 employees of a 
corporate chain restaurant partying at one of the city's few gay nightspots? 
Predictably, some of my co-workers had a homo-averse reaction. "At Sisters?" 
they asked incredulously. "Isn't that place gay?" To which someone responded dryly 
that since we'd be renting the place, there would be only the usual amount of gay 
people in our midst. The fact that 
Sisters is a gay women's - as opposed 
to men's - bar made it easier for 
some to take than if we had rented 
Blackstone's or the Unde.rground for 
the night. For the most part, however, 
my comrades behaved as though there 
was nothing odd in the least about us 
holding our fiesta there. 
Of course, the company itself had 
nothing to do with the gathering. 
Corporate protocol apparently pro-
hibits them from throwing us a wet 
bash. Some insurance thing, to be 
sure. But this didn't diminish the plea-
sure I took in telling people I was 
going to "the Olive Garden holiday 
party at Sisters." 
The truth is, I had never actually set 
foot in Sisters before the Olive Garden blowout. I've danced the night away at the 
\.lnderground - where the crowd is mixed - countless times, but Sisters remained 
a m~~tery. The bar has maintained a low-profile existence at 45 Danforth St. for sev-
eral years now. These days, they're open for dancing, pool and socializing 
Wednes&t:,~ through Sunday nights. Live music only happens once in a blue moon, 
but there's us\;.~lly a OJ and-occasionally a drag show. 
As we found O\o.t, it's dirt cheap to book the place on a Monday night. The physi-
cal space is especially ;nviting. It's small enough to survey .the entire room from a 
stool by the bar, but the'b.rangement of tables and chairs around the sunken dance 
floor allows plenty of inconsp-:uous corners for private conversation. Even filled by 
the energy of the mostly straigh\ 0.G. crew, Sisters still exuded lesbian eroticism. 
Girlie posters - the kind you find hal 'ling in a 16-year-old boy's bedroom and that 
feminism has deemed objectifying to WOhen - adorn the walls, along with less 
testosterone-fueled depictions of divine female.. With a Christmas tree at one end of 
the dance floor, disco and Top 40 dance music ~ming from the speakers and the 
pleasant smiles of the Sisters staff behind the bar, the ,lace felt warm and cozy in a 
way few Portland bars do. 
The stage was set for what turned out to be the most animt."XI and rockin' com· 
pany holiday party [ have ever attended_ There was no cloying ~nkee swap. We 
opted instead to buy toys to make some kids' Christmas a little richel. Without any 
imposed structure, the party took on a life of its own. We danced and hU'ed and 
goofed around until the place shut down at 1 a.m. • 
"It's the Olive Garden's coming-out party," a co-worker and [ joked. And inde, 
there was something liberating about this place and this night. With uniforms and 
corporate protocol gone, we were free to be ourselves and find out things we might 
never have known had we not ventured out to Sisters. Nobody literally came out of 
the closet, but we did get a chance to see sides of each other that 
aren't revealed while we're toting trays of salad and breadsticks 
and fuming over daily injustices. OK, so in some cases I found 
out only what kind of shoes people wear when they're off the 
clock. But returning to work a few days later, [ could feel the 
afterglow of our big night at Sisters. And I wasn 't the only one. 
What are you dOing Hew Year's !ve??? 




Thursday, D~cember 31 • 8:30 p.m.-l a.m. 
21+ • Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland 
$12 in advance • $16 at the door 
$2 off (at the door only) with your New Year's Portland '991>utton 
ncket5 available at: 
Drop Me A Line. 611 Congress Street, Portland 
Amadeus Music, 332 Fore Street. Portland 
or call 774-7800 
Celebrate the New Year at 
I 
~~ 
Join us New Year's Eve to celebrate with friends 
Champagne Toast - Food & Drink Specials 
For you late night diners, we will be keeping our kitchen open until midnite. 
- Join us for New Year's Day breakfast at Ruski's - Opening at 9am. 
A hearty and heartfelt thanks to all of you who participated in our 
Needy Family Christmas Fund Raiser. 
Our Auction at Ruski's raised $1886.00 
Raffles and Full Monty Night raised $1000.00 plus donations. 
For a Grand Total Of $3200.00 
27 Children & the West Side Day Care will get off to a good start this year. .. 
2 12 Danforth Street, Portland 
774·7604 
Happy New Year's 
from Steve, Rosie 
and the staff at 
Raski's & Rosie's. 
Our Special Thanks 
to all of our patrons 
for another 
successful year! 
330 Fore Street, Portland 
772-5858 
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(207) 772-4439 
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Celebrate New Years @ 
. imentory drink 
pur(~ose of your Dinner Entree 
KARAOKE 1 0 ~ (lOSE 
weDNesDay 
*all you CaN eat SUSHI 
$20.00 
mORe speCials ON OUR weB sIre! 
«t?LUNCH 5 DINNeR) 
~ 265 st. JOHN st, pORtLaND 
HOURS: m -f 11:30 - 2, 5 -10 




,Sp., .. t.S Ba.. . 
t & Restauirant 
~ HJlP,PI' HOUR 
'4 .. 7.pln EVERYDAY 




t" Sun 1-9pna ' 
Mon5-10pna 
$3 Buffet wi I.asagna, 
Wings, Pizza 4t More 
Free Popcorn 
Db Yeah: Pool Tables, 
Jlir Hocky Dr NFl.: We , ' , 
• bave your ganae 
Open:l Days 






I Bud Light Draft Specials ... 
I & 
: All you can eat wings 
: $5.00 
I 
I 1160 Forest Ave., Morrill's Corner 
I Portland, ME • 797-6924 
I ~ upscAle food in _ rtf""''' _tmosp/ltrt ~ 
L~ _ ~=~~.:!:r:::..Ul= _ ~ 
This IS a habanero pepper. 
It IS the hottest pepper In 
the wolid. Hot enough to 
burn the forl<ed tongue of 
capitalism' you wield so 
carelessly lrom 9 to 5. 
Oh, you don't think so? 
We're open till 9. 
.~t( 
(j;';D'~'~;roVfW~~" 
O!'er-\ ftl{ir-\-~ iM\-1f'M. . 







Open New Day 
CONGItFSS ST., PORTlAND 87100051 
AMERICAN 
ROSIES.l'.!Iere goodlriends. fine foods and spintsblend logether. Voled.1 Old 
Port Bar and 8est Burg .. in town. Dai~ food .nd beer specials. fresh dai~ soups 
& chowd .... famoos lor oor calz""", and ""ko writ Open 7 days per week. 
Sat·Sun Ilam-liWTl.330 fore SIr .... Portland. 7)2.5656. 
RUSKIS. VOle<! II Neighbortlood Bar siXlf> year In a r ... and this years t I 
Br .. kfast Sjlol Two Happy HouI> 7· I Ilam & 4-7pm. Dai~ food and beer. SIlO' 
dais. Breakfasl served all day and nite and shill won .... can have sandwiches 
and pIzza Irrthe morning. Open 7 days per week. Monday·SaI Jam-lam. 
Sundays 90", I"" 212 Danforth StreeI. POOIand. 774-7604. 
IAR·I-qUE 
B8Q BOIl'S. (Ilef owned. Real food for reat people - slow, wood-smoked bar-l> 
que featur'ng: lender. meaty port ribs, Texas beef brisket. Carolina pulled pork. 
smokey links. chicken and more. Eat ~ or take out - call ahead! 871-8819. 
Winter Hours: Tu & Th 11:3(HIpm. f1i & SalII:JO.9pm. Sun IHlpm. Closed 
Mort free local deiivOf)' on Soo<iays 1$15 minJ871-8819. 147 Cumberland 
AYe .• PortI1nd. 
UNClE BUYS BAU·jJ.UE. _Ihan Saint lourerrts original 8i11y's SoutIlside 
B8Q restaurant reincamated in funky ne.¥ easlside dogs at Ihe foOl Of. MuflOY H,II 
lone block east of Vilage CafeJ 80ne sucking. smoI<ed "",ems. brisket. shoo, 
ders. wood 9rilVvogetarian avai~b~. Dinner 5'(;L M.fr. Sat & Sun 11 :30.(1. 
~nch availa~e on Sal & Sun. 69 N<wbury St. 871·5631. Take .... catemgavaH-
~. No ad cards. 
CAFE 
BAXEHOUSE CAl£. fearures 8istro style !iring lor Lunch. Dinner and Weekend 
Brunches in our intimate new dining room. fresh from t!1e oven pastries. breads, 
cookies & calces. Great soups. hear1y sandwiches & salads at noon _ deidous 
dinner choices Thu,,·Sat local mlaOOrN & a very neresting. value cordous 
wine lsi; dessert is a must! 205 Corm1erc:ialSt.. 773-2217. 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAl£. Offering Sa'-eed Mussels & lemon lobster 
brolh wi fresh basil pannesan crostini; PolSticke" sruffe<! wi vegeiables & 
seNed wla sesame-ginger sauce; Baby Bade Ribs & Balce<f iliad< Beans: grilecl 
salmon seNed wi rice piIaI & CUClJrrIber· re<! orion relsh. 12 oz New yorl< Slrip 
Steak wi portobel~ mushrooms & derri glaze. _ and lunch. Wed.f~ 7" 
2p; Sat 8a-2p; OImer fri & Sat 5p-8jl. Sunday Brunch 8a-2p. 388 Cottage Rd. 
So. Portiand. 76HiJil 
lIlACX TIE. Now ~ the heart 01 t!1e Old Port' Slop by and experience IX< simple 
satisfying fare or ... ei<ltloral. cuisine. Hearty soups. delicious sandwiches and 
always a terr¢ng lunch special. Take home dime .. available. Catering ~ 
isis on site. HouI> M.f 7:JO.3. free deINery available in t!1e Old Port ..... 188 
Middle St.1oIf Exchange behind Ihe i'a'liionl 761-6665. 
BLUE MANGO CAl£. PortIanIfs oasis for Ial>Jous food.lIIlch and dinner oatOf}' 
willi lui bar. featuring SalIOOO Quesadi!a. griIed dIct", with IrOpicaI fn.it salsa. 
cocornA lempura fish. Soups, bfeads, dressings. and desserts. full Service - full 
bar seperate ventalated smoking "ea. Rated *** 112 - Food. **** . Service 
by ME Sunda! T~ogram. Usted by Holiday Inn Preferred Restaurants- Qed! 
Cards accepted. Tues-Sun, 11 :3010 IOpm. Lunch ~ bact Brunch starling 
December6lh. 129 Spring St. 772·1374. 
RUENOSHIf' CAl£. Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a friend~, casual alrOOSiJhere· 
for brunch over-stuffed omelettes. ~esh quiche. pancakes and more seNed .. 
day. LIIlch' includes a wide variety 01 soops and sandwiches. Daily lunch and 
brunch spedals .Iso available. Specolly coIfee drinks. Rate<! fotr stm on GO 
magazine. Open Moo>SaI. 7..".2pm; Sun 7:31lam-2pm. 703 Congress St. on 
PooIand. 871·5005. 
CAAIIiEAN/CAJUN 
S£VANAH'S. Come and eat "Something lliIferen( Our authentic wisine is sure 
10 spicen your laSte buds. Sevanah's is Portland's newest exol~ food exper;. 
Maria's 
QI~TOQANTE 
6 Course Dinner for two 
$40 
(not available New Year's Eve) 
Ownnkhif Anthon] Napolil4no Sinu 1960 
337 Cumberland Avenue, Portland 
772-9232 
) 
enc~ Caiibbean and Cajun cooking ,t " best. 5e<ved In a br~hl and friend~ 
atmosphere. Dinner ITues·fri 5p-IOpJ Lunch Ifridays Only 11 :30,·2:30pl. 
fridays Happy Hour 5p-7p, Sal 11.31la-10p. Sun 4p-8p. 144 Cumber1and Ave. 
Portland. 112 mile ~om t!1e Old Port 761-7654. Me, V, AMEJt 
DELI & IAKERY 
MAMA D'S DEU, BAKfRY. Now expanded -featuring hsl1 bake<! pastJies and 
breads ~om n.. ElJ"opean BakOf}' of falmouth. Our del oilers Rotisserie dlid<-
en, with Iasty cI1id<en sandwiches on ~esh ba<ed bread, roIl-ups. mamated sa, 
ads, Fresh Martel Pasta, and more. Recipes of three generalions - Mama's 
amazing breakfasl merll serve<! daily. 795 Congress St. 772·1800. 
EC L E C TIC 
ASYLUM. looking lor fantastic food & excelierl entertainment' Seek AsyI", .. 
Scrurr¢ous soops. Sexy saI.1ds & 5ql/listica1ed sandwiches Daily specials.1resh 
desserts & _ bread. Happy Ho\J" 4p-1p, MDrH'ri Free Buffet Th .... fri 
121 Center St., POOIand,ME. 772~274. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. full bar - now featLring 50 been on lap. Extensive meoo... 
sandwiches. soups, salads, plalters. lunch or dinner in the mysterious 
Woodfords ..... Me, V ... Amex accepte<!. Pariing. 540 forest Ave. Portland. 
772{1300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High Streets • 774·1740. F .. turing Portlan<fs most edec. 
lie ,nd best lasting menu. Great foods made with orjy 1l1e ~esIlest 01 ingredients. 
Come and enioY !he fun aIJnOS!lIlere. naliooal~ published ~ and award 
win'*'g desserts. OpenT .... Thurs 5p-9:30p, fri &Sat5p-1O:3Op. 
NATASHA'S. 40 Portland St· 12071 774-4004 • Innovative New American 
Cuisine served in ""'ky, New Age surroundings. VOied Portland's best new 
resia ... nI ~ Cas<Xl Bay WedcIy's 1998 pol. Brealdasl. kIIch. dinner & .... <end 
brunches. A_ for private parties Sunda! evenings and Mondays. 
PEP!'ERCUJ8. _. else can roo find 12 greot entrees in such an 0I1Iicing sa. 
ting for less than 5 12' Organ~ meat. fantastic lisI1. .and ~ dishes IhiII have 
earned Pepperdub .8est Vegetarian' award for ntne SIIlI~hI yea". OlallQlng 
menu. wortd cuisine, 14 wines by t!1e glass. _ bread, free partilg. 
aedl cards. smoI< .. ~ee. party room. gill cerIificaIes. Open 7 nighis, 5 to dose. 
78 MiddleSt.. Portland. 772'()531. 
SAMUEl'S BAR, GRILL We feature a full menu and are known for our out-
standing selection ollinner spedals ranging ~om $8.95-510.95. Wed-Sat 4-
IOpm. 2 for I pizzas and $1.00 Drafts Moo·Tues 4pm until dosing. We open 
daly at II :30 am offering' ~rge ~nch menu. 1160 forest A .... Portland. open 
nighlly uoti 1:00am. No reservatiorlii 79H924. 
STONE COAST 8II£WtIG CCWlAH"/. FIJI seMce restaurarl. great lor a quick 
lunch or a nigt! on t!1e lown. from ~esh _ & ~ .. k 10 a range 01 vegetarian 
lems. and ~esh soups made eYefYday. Stooe Coast has something for __ 
Open everday 11 :31lam serving 1i 10:oOpm Sun-llu. I 1:00 fri & Sat Plenty 01 
free parking. 14 yorl< St.. Gomam Cooler. PooIand. 773-8EER. 
FlENCH 
AUBERGINE BISTAO-W1NE BAR. A Parisian 8istm in PortIan<fs Arts District. 
Taste t!1e aJOIIing 01 southwest f~ t!1e Gascony region. done with a metro-
poIitIn accert fistI. shellfish. dud<.1arrI> & always sI .. k with SUCCIAent sauces & 
amazing accompaniments. Elizabeth·s raw mil cheeses or wonder1ul desserts 10 
fimsh. formidable! 555 Congrss St.. 874.()680. Dinner T ..... Sat 5:JO.Ctose. 
french Sunday Brunch 11·2pm. 
ICE CREAM (DESSERTS 
qs ICE CREAM. O:s own homemade super ~emium ke ere,,". made exci ... 
siveIy on 1l1e premises using only Itle finesl'ngredlenls- Also SOMng Green 
Mour«ain Coffee, cappuccino. espresso. baked goods & other inspied desserts. 
Relax in awano, friendly iIIlTlOSp/Iere. Open urlillOpm fri & Sat 9pm SIJl.Thurs. 






The All-American Microbrew Showcase 
every Thursday in December & January 5 to 9 pm 
Thursday 12131 Happy New Year! (We'll be open until 11:30) 
Thursday 117 Sugarloaf Brewing Company, Carrabasset Valley, ME. Jim McManus 
will be pouring Carrabasset Pale Ale, IF A, Snowmaker Stout & Amos 
Winter Ale. 
Rocky Bay Brewing Company, Rockland, ME. Come try Rocky 
Bay's Nor'easter Stout, Whitecap Pale Ale and Schooner Pomt Lager. 
540 Forest Avenue. Portlond, ME • 772-0300· http://WNW.gleailoslbeor.com 
What's For Breakfast? 
e ~--'lo Tasty Omelets ' - . -::~ 
Fresh Baked Honey Buns 
Croissants J 
Scones & more .... 
$1.99 




&.ea~/44t • ,.!eued • Z'~ 
Daily Specials 
Home Cooked Meals 
Rotisserie Chicken 
Eat In or Take Out 
IRISH FOODS 
EMPTY POCKETS. Full bar featuring Guinness. Harp and Irish whiskeys, 
POOIanlfs only authenl~ Irish food Pub, offering Beef in Guin~ Boiled ~mer 
in Harp. and Homemade scones and soda bfead from scratch. 8est Irish musk: 
in Maine. Hours Tu-Sat 5·1am. Son 3-1am ($ 1.99 Guinness 'all day Ofl Sun) 
LunchlDinner. 27 foresl Ave. Portland lbeside Portland SIage CoJ 774-1100. 
tTALlAN 
BELLA CUCINA. AlbeI1a\ n.. Good Egg cafe, Bella Bella. Zephyr Grill.nd now 
Bella Cucina. This one serves ·country·ttalian· whatever that means. Here it 
means salmon poIpetonne on shellfish risotta, roasted gnocchi with shrimp 
salad, wood rao~ed veal dlops stuffed with rab!>' sausage. Longfellow Square · 
open evOf}' night @ 5pm - free parking betind Joe's Smote Shop. 100 selection 
wine list IhiII changes dai~. reser>ations accepIed. 653 Congress St.. POOIand. 
828·4033. 
MARIA'S RISrORANTE n.. Napoltano f,nWy welcomes roo 10 Iry Portland's 
1ines111a1~n cuisine. We offer dishes ong'naI~g from ~I parts oIlialy Great "'!t 
etarian seledions, homemade bread & desserts & a lIl;que & -..ooderfij wille 
1st Feoturing owner/chef AnIhony Napolilano Sr. Since 1960. Lunch $5-8. din-
ner $1 0.20. 337 Cumbertand Ave. Port~nd. 772-9232. 
JAPANESE 
RJJL LOOIied in t!1e heart 01 Portiands Old Port offering toadilional Japanese 
specia~es. sushi. Korean entrees. and Thai selections. Japanese Talami room. 
hibachi lTeppanyak~ tables, sushi bar and comfortable dining room. Lounge 
happy hour M-f 4pm-7pm. Sushi happy hour 3·5 M·Th. Hours II:Jo. IOpm 
Sun·Thurs. II :30·11 pm fri & Sat. Hibachi room 5-00se. 29 Exchange St.. 
POOIand. 773-2900. Pa"'ing garage validation available. 
RESTAURANT SAPPORO. 8est sushi in lown. Robata·ya~ open grin. Tempura & 
leriya~ . Voget".n .nlrees. lline-in or lake-out Tel: 772-12331 fax: 871 · 
9275. 230 Commerc~1 Street, Union Wharf, PortI1nd. 
MARKET, CAFE & CATERING 
AURORA PROVISIONS. Portland's neighborflood cafe and gourmet food ~ore. 
Start lOUr day with our delicious morning pa~ries. espresso. brewed organ~ 
cofIee and smOllihies. At lunch. I'isit oor cale. enioY seasonal~ inspired soups 
and sa_ along with our tempting de5Sef1S. And on your ww/ home. slop 
in and shop for gourmet din~ 10 go, fine wines, artisan cheese and fresh pm .. 
duce. Why cook' Eal Aurora foods' Mon-Sat 7:30.7:00. Closed Su~ 64 Pine 
Slreet in Portianlfs West End. ~ .. parking. 87HlO6O. Me, V. Af. 
BlACK TIE TO GO. Incredible delectable cuisine - take us out or take us home. 
Locale<! in Ihe h .. rt 01 Portlanlfs Old Port oftering br .. kM paslries. specialty 
~alian style sandwiches, evening entrees, salads, wrap and roll sandwiches, 
homemade breads, halian sodas. fru~ smoothies. and more_ What is a Panini? 
Come in and find out' 184 Middle St.. 756-6230 "'f 7:31><i:J0. sat 9-6. 
MEXICAN 
AMIGOS. Maine's fi rst Mexican resta..ant CelelJrating 25 Y"" in t!1e Old Port 
fIJI Bar - Happy Hour 4·8. Microbrew spedals. House speciaIy, Beef. chid<en. 
or shrimp Habanero dinner (not for the fair( of heartJ Hours: Lunch Tu·Sat 
t I :30·2:30. Din Tu·Th 5-9. fri & Sal 5-10. T,ke out av.iI.ble. 9 Da .. St. 
Portland. 772.()772. 
GRA~S 8URRITOS. 420 fore St. Old Port POOIand. 76H1751 . Preparing 
all of your Mexican favorites: featuring Portland's Best Burritos, Quesadilas, 
NOW OPEN U:\J()[R NEVI ~lI\~AGE:MlNT 
Porthole 
Restauran 
\ 20 Custom House Wharf, 
SERVING Portland 
Breakfast Daily till 11:30. 
Lunch &. Dinner 11:30-<:\0 •• 
Dinner Thurs-Sat Until 9pm. 
Oailv 5 )l'cials 
Monday· 6am-3pm 
Meatloaf Dinner $5.95 
Tuesday· 6am-3pm 
Roast Turkey Dinner $5.95 
Wednesday· 6am-3pm 
Baked Lasagna with Garlic Bread $5.95 
Thursday • 6am-9pm 
New England Boiled Dinner $5.95 
Friday' 6am-9pm 
All You Can Eat Fish Fry $5.95 
Saturday • 6am-9pm 
Roast Beef Dinner $7.95 
Sunday' 7am-2pm (breakfast) 
Eggs Benedict $5.95 
761-7634 
. TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 
) 
Nachos & more. Functional food for fundional folks. Hooo: MoTh Ilam-dose. 
fri lIa'" 12am. Sat 12-12. Sun 12,m·IOpm. 
• TORTUA RATS. A memorable experience In fine. affordable Mexican cuisine. 
Olffi Happy Hou! Moo>Thu. H , free chips. salsa and chili. Open Sun 12p-9p. 
Man-Thur II :3Ila-dose, ffi.Sat 11 :3Ila-Ilp. Free paoting. 1,1SA Me, AMEJt and 
Discover. 1871 forest Ave., Portland. between RiveMe and t!1e Tumpike. 797· 
8729. 
NATURAL FOODS 
TliE WHOLE GROCER. for ~ndl or dinner: ~I natura\ vegelarian meals to go 
induding wh~esome soups. vegetarian roI,~ sandwiches. .nd sushi, home 
made mullins and cookies. and , wide assortm",1 of ~esh ~"" Open seven 
days a week. M.f 9-8. Sal 9-7, Sun I Hi Open at new location. 127 Marginal 
Woy call 774-7711. 
NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT 
MIUlNER·S. **** 112 'One 01 t!1e mosI exciling restaurants to hit Portland ~ 
a long lime: - Go MagazIne. Swing'" food! Rice & nood~ bar and natural foods 
resiauranL Serving for lunch a variety 01 rice and nood~ dishes WI1h an ededic 
sampling 01 sauces. fresh soops and homemade desserts. Serving for Dinner 
vegan. vegetarian & sea loods. Take out available. Cred, Cards. 51 Oak St. 
Ibetween Congress and freeJ Lunch rnoro-Iri II :31la",3pm. Dinner MoTH 5· 
9pm, f-5A 5-IOpm. 871·9999. 
SEAFOOD 
15 OysT£R. Erjoy white linen quality dining ~ a relaxe<! oImosp/lere with a 
lovely view IlVeffooIOOg POOIanlfs working harbor. Savor our specially sIleIffish 
and pasta dishes and much. much more. /HJ Vo.Illiscover ,a:epted. Park'ng 
in adjacent lot. 5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
PORTHOU RESTAURANT. SaH on down 10 Cu~orn House II\larf for PorthoIe's 
delicious breakfast & lunch specials. Enjoy pierside diring on .... Sunny!Jecl< or 
in oor ededic "~ng room. friday is AI·lJ.Can-Eat Fish fry.Dimer f1i & Sal un~ 
9pm. Open M·TH 6-3. fri 6-9. Sal ].9, Suriday 7-2. 20 Cuslom House Whart. 
PortJ.wl 761-7634. 
STEAKS 
WRANGLER'S RE£f STEAKHOUS£. 298m St.. GorIlam. 839-2906. Rnal~, an 
authentk SI .. khouse in t!1e Greater POOIand _ SeMng Black Angus Sirloin 
andseYefal other cuts. Stop in and see our great atmosphere, lunch Tues·fri 11· 
2; Dinner MoTH 4:30.8. fR-SA 4.30.9. Dinner Menu on~ on Sunday 12-2 & 
4:30.8. 
WRAPS 
Fl'DERAl SPICE. Original foor""r conceptuer .,...;ng lIle best in wraps wiItl 
mull>ethnk .nd heart"""lhy ingred~1S from .. oond lIle wo<1d. Allllder 56! 
Everyitling available 10 go. Delivery available II :31la-2p, Mon.fri. $2.50 Micro 
Pints after 5 p' Open Mon-Sat lIa·9p 225 federalSt.. POOIand. 774.s404. 
THE KJTCl£N. n.. Kl_ prepares ~esh. wholesome ingred~1s in creative, 
inleresling ways for people wiIo love food. but don'l have time 10 cool. Try 0 .. 
homemade f.latet or SouvIaki, Jamaican JerI< or Thai O1id<en Wraps. We ""ke 
Vegetarian Ooili dai~ and have a Tofu Teriyaki Stirfry rooll come back for. 593 
Congress St.. 775.()833. 4 Pleasant Slreet il8nJIswick. 729-5526. 
'" 
lunch & Dinner 
Always using the freshest produce & meats available . . 
Open Tues.-Sat. Take OUt available. 
9 Dana Street, Portland' 772-0772 
16arl7ara's_ 
388 Cottage Rd_ South Portland 
After all of the 
gift"giving is 
over, it's time to 
treat yourselfl 




lunch & dinner , 
entrees. 
You deserve itl 
Breakfast & Lunch, Wed-Fri 7a-2p 
Sat.8a-2p 
Dinner, Fri & Sat 5p-8p 
Sunday Brunch 8a-2p 
767-6313 or fax 799-5037 
~ ummy, fresh, creative, 
guilt-free, wholesome 
meals seven days a week! 
CHICt(J:N FAJITA WRAP 
Grilled with onion, red pepper and zucchini, 
served on brown rice and green leaf lettuce 
" topped with salsa and tzatzlki sauce 
SZECHWAN SPICED SHAVED 
STEAK WRAP 
Grilled with onion, red pepper, mushroom 
and bean sprouts, served on brown rice and 
green leaf lettuce, topped with fresh scallions 
MEDITERRANEAN WRAP 
Kalamata olive pate, 1eta cheese, and 
roasted red pepper on brown rice, green 
leaf lettuce, tomato and cucumber 
593 Congress • across 110m the museum • 775-0833 
4 Pleasant • just off Maine Sl • Brunswick • 729·5526 
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~aG~ / Wili~ 
When was the last time 
you met a restaurant that 
cares as much about our 
community as it does 
about the risotto? 
At Natasha's, we're passionate 
about everything we do. 
Our philosophy, like our menu, is 
truly New American: innovative, 
open -minded, playful. We offer 
our employees health insurance 
and sup.port causes like the United 
Way and the Peabody House 
because we want the world to be 
a better place. And we create 
entrees like our open faced white 
lasagna with lobster because we 
want to serve the world better 
food. So tune in, tu rn on, and 
drop by for a transcendental 
dini"g experience_ 
Handicapped accessible' Free 
parking (across the street) nights 
and weekends' Available for 
private parties Sunday evenings, 
Mondays, and Monday evenings 
a ~rntrart with a mll\lllon 
40 Portland Street, Portland, 774-4004 
Tuesday-Thursday; 7 AM - 2;30 PM & 5-9 PM 
Friday; 7 AM-2;30 PM & 5-10 PM ' 
Saturday; 8 AM-2;30 PM & 5-10 PM 






















CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL 
WITH QUEST CENTER MARTIAL ARTS 
tfffD.. 
MARTIAL ARTS 
Unique and Effective Program of 
Self-Protection and Self·lmprovement 
Call 772-7763 
Ask for John or Hahna 
487 Forest Ave. Portland, ME 
Become an Excellent Teacher 
Enroll in UNE's Post-baccalaureate Teacher Certification Program 
"Receiving a prestigious 
natiorULl awardfM teaching 
directly relates to the excellent 
educatUm tOOt I received in 
UNE's Teacher CertifiCate 
Program. I would wt have had 
the opportunity to win an award · 
like this if I didn't have such 
quality, accomplished instructors 
and thM(JUgh, first-rate train-
ing. When I finished the TCP 
at the University of New 
England, I felt that I was 
extremely well prepared fM the 
teaching profession. " 
- Melissa Noack, 
7"' grade art teacher, Westcott 
Junior High School in Westbrook, 
recipient ofthe 1998 Sallie Mae 
First Class Teacher Award for the 
State or Maine 
This self-pac~d program is for individuals 
who hold a baccalaureate degree and are 
interested in a career in teaching. 
Classes begin January 12. 
The UNE Teacher Certification 
Program offers: 
Fulfillment of state certification 
requirements 
(elementary and secondary) 
Course work that incorporates 
educational theory with classroom 
observation 
Semester-long internship for valuable 
classroom teaching experience 
Convenient late afternoon or evening 
classes 
Low student-to-teacher ratio and 
individualized personal attention 
Competitive tuition and financial 
assistance 
Exceptional, experienced faculty 
For more information on this and other programs, 
call the Office of Continuing Education at 797~ 7688, 





Westbrook College Camp,," 
Portland. Maine 




Big country, big meat 
~ 
ugaboo [Creek] Steak House," claims one staff member of the South "B Portland restaurant, "is not your ordinary steak house." That state· 
ment comes not from a flesh-and-blood waiter, but a life-size robotic 
Christmas tree named Timber - the son of Douglas Firbanks. 
Part Disneyland, part Donner Party before things got ugly, Bugaboo 
Creek is one of the Maine Mall area's gimmicky, theme-based chain restaurants, like 
the Olive Garden, East Side Mario's and Chili's Bar and Grill. 
Local general manager Mark Glidden attributes Bugaboo's success to a strong cus-
tomer-first approach. "We have that edge," Glidden says, drifting into corporate-
speak. "We do whatever it takes to 
make our guests happy. It's the same 
philosophy L.L. Bean has." 
A hard-core meat-and-potatoes 
place, Bugaboo touts itself as "the fla-
vor of the Canadian Rockies," a slo-
gan borne out by a cascade of wilder-
. ness imagery. In the parking lot, 
a neon silhouette of a moose stands 
sentry, its Boeing-sized antlers 
stretched against a horizon of moun-
tains, ostensibly the Bugaboos. The 
restaurant is partially camouflaged by 
strategically placed shrubbery, and if 
you ignore T.G.1. Friday's next door, 
you get the impression you've arrived 
at Bugaboo after a perilous trip 
through the bush. 
On a recent Saturday night, hope-
ful diners stand beneath the moose's 
glassy stare, smoking and waiting for 
the PA to beckon them to their seats. 
When a female voice finally comes 
crackling over the loudspeaker, it's 
another reminder this isn't your ordi· 
How 'bout dem bones: supper at Bugaboo Creek 
PHOTOfTORO VAUN 
nary steak house, "Attention, my Bugaboo buddies," announces the woman. "Chad, 
party of five, your table is ready." 
Inside, Bugaboo resembles the hunting lodge of someone who decided to collect 
every imaginable form of outdoor gear, then trap one of every animal on God's green 
earth and nail the whole shebang - along with any advertisements featuring outdoor 
gear and animals - to the walls. The restaurant contains more snowshoes, fishing 
rods, canoes, taxidermy trophies and nature paintings than an ethnographic museum. 
"This is what Americans like," shrugs one diner. "They like to be hit over the head. 
Otherwise they don't recognize it. 'Oh, this is a lodge theme?'" 
. Tonight, there are plenty of heads to hit. Glidden estimates the restaurant serves 
upward of 900 mouths on a typical Saturday evening. "It's a very high-volume kind 
of operation," he says. Put another way, it's standing room only. Benches near the 
greeting station and in the adjoining souvenir shop are crammed to capacity. 
Customers who neglected to make reservations have only a 45-minute wait, time 
easily drained at the restaurant's Thirsty Moose Saloon. Visitors to the watering hole 
are entertained by a decapitated moose head, which persists in being loquacious -
maybe even poetic. It's impossible to know because most of what the head says is 
drowned out by the music. the TV and the buzz of conversation. 
Beer swillers are alerted when their tables are ready by a paging device that buzzes 
like an overheated cicada. Once seated, diners can choose from a selection of entrees 
tailored to the diet of Grizzly Adams. The menu is loaded with steaks, burgers, pork 
chops, chicken breasts and other dishes to make a carnivore's head swirl. Tonight's 
special is beef stroganoff, a pioneer's plateful of meaty nuggets and thick onion gravy 
that makes "stick to your ribs" sound as weak as "tofu." Quickly stuffed. I regret 
nature hasn't provided me with an additional stomach. The meal is not ordinary. It is 
delicious. 
"Our food is prepared fresh," says Glidden. "We're constantly making potatoes, 
bread, Caesar dressing from scratch. We cut our meat fresh here, and it isn't pumped 
full of a lot of preservatives." . . 
He's particularly proud of the mashed potatoes. "After working 
years and years in restaurants," he says, "and having to hang my 
head in disgrace when someone asks, 'Are the mashed potatoes 
real?' - I finally work in a place where the mashed potatoes are 
real." 
Not ordinary, you mean. 
PERFORMANCE 
Submissions lor the performance 
sedion should be received t"N'O weeks 
prior to publication. Send to Allen 
Dammann, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
Congress SIr .... PorI1and. WE. 04101 
or e-m&H zmiller@maine.n.com. 
DANCE 
'Dance Umn1s" Thurs, Dec 31 . 
Conlernporaoy and jazz dance COl> 
certs by Betsy Dunphy and Perennial 
Effec!s Dance CdIedive, Ram Island 
Dance, ChatNoir ,nd Dance Inside 
Out and others. No Portland Hig~ 284 
Cumberland Ave, at 7 pm. r~: $12 
1$91eens 13·17 and seniors, $6 
kidsl.772-9012 . 
'Student Showcase' Sa~ Jan 2. 
Student pe!formances in a variety 
of dance Iorrns. At Centre of 
Movement, Route 25, GoIham, at 
7:30 pm. Donation requested. 
839-3267. 
MUSIC 
"The Edge of Sound" ThLrS, Dec 
31 . Those who like, little high 
brow with their Meister Bra" can 
check out 1he Boy Singers 01 
Maine, 1he classicallrio Penumbra 
and 1he premier of 'Old Worlds: a 
composition for stri1g Quartet and 
soprano by Sal~ lutyens. 'M 
music' wiD be provided by percus-
sionist Nicolai Yudanov, key-
boardOt leo Kall and nutisl Katie 
Down. At lhe Portland Museum of 
Art. 7 Congress Sq, from 2-9 pm. 
r~ : S 121$9 teens 13· 17 and 
seniors, $6 kids!. 772-9012. 
'Homegrow!1' Thurs, Dec 31. FoIk-
roci<-(Q(J[1by-rockabilt!-bluegrass jam 
with The Piners, Diesel Doug and the 
long Haul Truckers,.Ien", y.,i ,nd 
l1f1n Detves. AI. 1he Frst Parish 
OMKch, 425 Congress St. Portland, 
~001 7-1\ :30 pm. r~ : $12 
1$9 teens 13-17 and seniors, 
$6 kidsl. 772·9012. 
'This State is Jmtpin- Thurs, Dec 
31. Hool it up to _ate our fire-
bombing of Bagdad at this USO era 
bash featuring 1he Charles Brown 
Drgan.atloo, the Ph~ Rich . 
Bard and 1he yooth vocal ensem- . 
bIe 'Xids 00 Jazz.' The event also 
includes daoce demos by Maile 
Ballroom Dance and lessons with 
the Maria<: Swing DaI1ce Society. 
No 1he State Theater, 609 Congress 
St. Portland, from 7 pm-tam. r,lc 
$12 1$9 leem 13-17 and senioo, 
$6 kidsI. 772-90 12. 
"On a New Year's Eve" Thurs, Dec 
31 . Singer/songVo1iters 0te!yI 
WheeIer,Oiff Eberhardt and 
Cormac McCarthy share their 
songs and stories. At Me1!iII 
Aud~orium, 20 Myr1Ie St. Por1Iand, 
al8 pm. r,lc $121$9teens 13·17 
and senioo, $6 kidsI. 772-9012. 
THEATER 
"Retablos' Mon, Jan 4. A perfor. 
mance piece by Odetle Bowman 
and Josie Conte exploring 1he 
divine implications of cyIlerspace. 
No Qut of Cake Studio, 29 Forest 
Ave, Portland, at 7:30 pm. r~ : $5 
!students freel. 791·2842. 
'Tales 01 ... "Thurs, Dec 3 I. 
Storytelling Iestiv~ hosted by the 
'Rogue of Fi.ines' lealuring David 
Sanipas, Maria Testa, Susan Stove<, 
Deborah Freedman, Michael 
Howard, Michael Parent and 0th-
ers. At Dak Street Thealer, 92 !laic 
St. Por1Iand, at 1 pm. TIx: $12 1$9 
teens 13-17 and seniors, $6 kidsI. 
772-9012. 
"Very Very VaudeviIIe'111LrS, 
Dec 31 . wyN/.and the Chidren·s 
Theater of Maine host an evening 
of vaudeYille, magic and comeci>' 
with pe!forrner> induding rnag~ian 
Phil Smith. vaudevill~n Michael 
lJIne Trautman and hypnotist 
T 0011T1)1 Vee. AI Portland 
Performing Arts, 25 Forest Ave, 
Portland, at 1 pmT~: $12 1$9 
teens 13-17 and seniors, 
$6 kids!. 772-90 12. 
Tibetan monks, John Denver's posthumous popularity and 
the success of those Cascade Mountain boys, Pea~ 
Jam. Well, down in South America they've got 
some mountains too, and from the Peruvian 
. Andes comes Inca Son. The group plays tradi-
tional tunes from all over Latin America and 
original compositions, as well, on instruments 
they make themselves. The added spectacle 
01 native dancers and traditional Andean attire 
will leave you as breathless as a flatlander on 
Machu Picchu. Sa~ Jan 2, at the State Street Church, 
159 State S~ Portland, at 8 pm. T vc $15 1$7 kids 5·12). ' 
DOES YOUR 
SUCK? 
TAKE A LOOK AT THE 
JOBS OFFERED 
WEEK IN THE CLASSI-
FIED SECTION OF THIS 
PAPER, THE PERFECT 






Classes Start Mid-January 
Give the giSt oS LiSe thiS New 
Year's Season While putting S01'le 
extra $ in your pocket. 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 
685 Congress St. 
Portland 
772·5715 
239 Main St. 
Lewiston 
783-3230 




CO",iHJ bllek to tlte . 
OLD PORT 
tit is JtlHullry. 
384 Fore street, Portland 
Fly to Atlantic City 
and stay at the Trump Taj Mahal 
CASINO· RESORT" 
TRIP INCLUDES: 
• Roundtrip Non-Stop Jet Servjce' Deluxe Accommodations 
• Lunch & Dinner Buffet· Revue Show Ticket (if Avail.) 
Jan 18+19 from Portland, ME 
Jan 27+28 from Manchester, NH 
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COMING SOON: 
LIVE MUSIC IN OUR 
UPSTAIRS LOUNGE I 
"Functional Food for 
Functional Adults" 
420 Fore Street 
PorUand • 761-0751 
Mon-Thurs 11am to Close _ ... 
Friday 11 to 12 
Sat 12 to 12 • Sun 12 to 
r- - - - - - - - - - - ______ '" 
FREE PICK UPI 
Pur sime "Iaad" Ilibe GaldbJel 
Donate your used car to the I 
National Kidney Foundation 
of Maine and three great 
things will happen! 
You'll get an unneeded auto 
conveniently picked up You may 
get a great tax deduction. You'll 
keep our patient and our 
community programs going, 
!f you have a auto to cohtribute, 
please call, 
INe accept boats, planes, 
motorcycles and campers as well! 
1-800-488-CARS ( 2277 ) 
Thank you for your help in 
making lives better 
I 
Iil=National Kidney : 
Foundation of Maine I 
For program, service, or information on 
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Submissions for the visual arts 
section shouk! be receive<! two weeks 
prior to publication. Send to Chris 
Busby. Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101 
or e-maillis1ings@maine.lT.com. 
OPENINGS 
Chocolate Church Arts Center 804 
Washington St, Bath. 'The Hidden 
lilndscape: ~ide show and gaIeIy ta~ by 
pOOiographer Wil Richard, Th\fS,.Jon 14 at 
7 pm. Shows Fri • .Jon 8-ThtlS, .J,1n 28. iIle 
1999 Juried PllOtography ExhiMioo runs 
ooncunef1lly. Hours: T ues-Fn 10 .... 4 pm, 
Sat noon-4 pm. 442·8455. 
Greenhut GaIery 146 Middle 51. Por1Iand. 
'Opering the New year: Jonuary show by 
galefy artist<; shows Wed • .Jon &Mon. Feb 
1. Hours: Moo-Fn 10 am-5:3O pm, Sat 10 
am-5 pm. 772-2693. 
June Fitzpalrick Gallery 112 High 51, 
Portland. Opening reception for new wor1< 
by Steve Soper, Tues, .Jon 5 from 5 pm·8 
pm. Shows throug, Sat Jan 9. HotJS: Mon-
Sat, noon-5 pm. 772·1961. 
Maine Pholo CCHIP Gallery 100 Oak SI. 
Port~nd. Black and wMe photographs by 
Alex de Stei<juer show Tues..Jon 5-Sat, Jan 
30. 'Eye the FC>'"'!Iner: A Sampling From a 
liletime of T "yel: pholographs by Ray 




Group show featuring 
work by Peler 8als. Eve 
Bennett, Juliet Gillespie, Cal 
Schwenk and others showsil'rolJ11 Sat Jan 
9. Hours: Thurs,Sal noon·5 pm, or by 
appointmerl. 761'()()76. 
Gallery 7 49 Exchange SI. Portland. The 
seoond annual New Faces Exhibi1leatlllilg 
watercolors, fum~ .. e, ~mps and masks by 
f'urtlan<l 1Jinoslories; an .-on the 
end of the age of the dinosaur. shows 
through Sal.Jon 2. HotJS: Wed and Sat 10 
am-5 pm, Thurs 11 am-5 pm, Fn 6-8 pm, 
Sun 0000-5 pm. Admission: $5. Fwst Fn Ii 
- the month is ~ee 828-1234. 
TIle Museum 01 African Trtal Art 122 
Spnng SI. f'urtland. A oofIection Ii African 
tribal masks and artifacts representing 
over 1,000 years of Cenlral and W~ 
African history. Ongoing. Hours: Tues· 
Sun Ilam-6 pm 871·7188. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Coogre$ Sq. 
Hours: Mon-Wed, Sat·Sun 10 am·5 pm. 
ThIIrs and Fn 10 am-9 pm. Admission: $6 
ISS students and seniors/S 1 kids 6-121. 
Admission is free every Fn from 5-g pm. 
775-6148 C>' 1~g.4067. 
, 'Art in Ogunquit, OgunquIt In Art: 
1898,1998: paintings, sculpture and 
graphics by members of the Woodbury and 
FIOId circles, as well as paintings by _ 
who visited, worked in or explored 
Ogunquit Ongoing. 
, 8iemiaI exhilition 01 wOOs judged 10 be 
the best of Maine art shows IIlrough Sun, 
Jan3. 
, "lesley Oil: TIle Poetics of Form: sculp-
lure and photOg<aphs inc"'P""ting poetry, 
showsliTough Sun. Feb 21. 
, 'The Prints of Will Barnet, 1930, 
-.. shows IIlrough Sun. Jan 24. 
The Spring Point Museum at Southern 
Maine Te<llOical CoIege, Fort Road, So. 
Portland. 'Portland Harbor Changed 
Salt Center lor Dorunentary ReId Studies 
19 ~ne SI. Portland. 'From Perbmance 
ArtislS to Donut Makers to Hip Hop: A 
Group SIlow of Recent Photography and 
Nonliclion Wriling by Fall. 199B Salt 
Studenls' shows through Mon, feb 22. 
Hours: Wed-Fn 2-6 pm, Sal 10 am-I pm. 
761.{)66(). 
USM Osher Map library 314 Few~ Ave, 
Portland. Maps of Spain from the Enggass 
collectioo show through Sat, Feb 13. Hours: 
Tues 12:30,4 :30 pm. Wed and Thurs 
12:3().4:30 pm and ~ pm, Sat 9 .... 1 pm 
780-4850. 
USM Stone House 6U Wolf Neck Rd, 
Freeport. '2600 Hours ~ National Service: 
Remembering My Ameri·Corp Service: 
photography exhibit bl Georg Johnston 
HarriI10n shows lIYough Fri. Jan 15. Hours: 
by appointmenl865·3428. 
y.nnouth Historical Soc:ietT 215 Main SI. 
yarmooth. "VISions of Community,' an exIi-
bition depicting yannot.Ch·s ~scape, pe0-
ple and ewganizatioo~ shows IIlrough June 
1999. Hours: Tues-Fn 1·5 pm. Sal 10 am-5 
pm. 84~259. 
CALLS FOR 
ART I ARTISTS 
Danforth GaI1ery seeks art wOOs. malta-
lions. performances. artistic renderings and 
visual presentations for its IOIll anni'iersary 
celebration exhibilion, "The Way Mayne 
lMainel Was.' Send SASE to The Spirit of 
The Cay Cafe has classes for kids. />J. the 
(Jay Cale. 26 Free SI. Portland. 77!).J004. 
Cay Classes ~ you are somebody 11Ieres!' 
ed in skillful yet casual clay classe~ call 
AI~n Arnold aI Pleasant St. Collective at 
761·7900. AI hand-buiIding. My age over 
1iswelcome. 
Creative Resotrte Center offers free pro-
grams b' kids cj all ages. including , App1e 
Pictlle Mats' and 'Pumpkin PictlKes" At 
the Creative Resource Center, 1103 Fewest 
Aye, PC>'tIand. Enroflment is lim~ed. 797· 
9543. 
Brenda Haberman, BJ.A. M. Ed. holds 
classes for ijds, leens and adults. AI 3R 
learning Center, 273 Main SI. yarmouth. 
B46-9965. 
Kop1Kal offers classes ~ intenor decorat· 
ilg. 846-5663. 
Maine Mobile Arts offers classes at Stone 
Soup Artisans, 102 Maine St. Brunswic~ 
721-8634. 
Personal Creations Worlshop offers class-
es in decorative painting, stencil-making, 
kids' crafts, pressed flower pictures and car· 
looning. At Personal Creations WC>'kshop, 
87 Marte! 51. f'urtland. For a full sdle<l.Jle, 
cal 761'()991. 
The P_nd Museum 01 Art offers a vari-
ety of c1asses />J. 1lMi f'MA. 7 Cong<ess Sq. 
Portood. 775-6148. 
Portland Pottery offers a variety of pottery 
~sses lew adults and kids, in addition to 
classes in si~er, cerarrOcs. mofd~ng and 
met;;. />J. Portland Pottery, II B Washilglon 
• Tues·Thurs 11 am-9 pm, Fn II .... 5 pm, 
Sat 10 am-6 pm, Sun 0000-5 pm 774·1900. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Cong<ess Sq. 
'Canng for the Collodion,' an exhiM of 10 
recef1lly dleaned and r~C>'ed 19th<en1ury 
paintings by Charles Cod man, Franklin 
Stanwood and o(h", shows Sat .Jon 9-Fn. 
March 19. 'New Acquisilions,· a small 
group of recently acquired Maine land-
scapes. shows Sat, Jan 9·Fri, March 19. 
Hours: Mon·Wed, Sat·Sun 10 am·5 pm, 
Thurs and Fn 10 .... 9 pm. Admission: $6 
ISS students and seniorsiSI kids 6,121. 
Admission ~ free every Fn from 5·9 pm. 
775-6148 C>' 1~il-4067. 
"Prairie Stonn, Manitoba: woodcut (24" x 48") by Barbara Putnam, at the Portland Museum of Art 
USM Area Gallery Campus Center, 
Portland. 11le Moonrakers Advise: a hang-
ing installalion' by Aslrid Bowlby shows 
Mon,.Jon II·Thurs, Feb II. Hours: Mon-
Thurs 8 am·IO pm, Fn 8 am·5 pm, Sat 9 
am-5 pm. 780-5009. 
GALLERIES 
ArtWorts MECA Building. 97 Spring St, 
Portland. Maine College of Art's sales 
gallery featuring jewelry. pholography. 
sculplure. handmade books and ponery 
crealed by MECA alumni and students, as 
well as members of the Maine Crafls 
AssoCIalion. Oog";ng. HOtIS: Tues·Sat 11 
am-5:3O pm, ThtJS llam-8 pm. 775-5098. 
Davidson & Daughters Contemporary Art 
148 H~h SI. Portland. 'A Special Holiday 
Gift.. leattJing the wor1< of 35 artist<;. shows 
through Sal .Jon 2. Hours: Tues. Wed, Fn 
and Sal II am·5 pm. Thurs II am-8 pm. 
7801)766. 
Deliah Pottery 134 Spnng 51. Portlan<l Oi 
paintings by Paul Brahms show through Fn. 
Feb 5. Hours: Tues·Fri II am·6 pm, Sal 
0000-4 pm 871-1594. 
foghorn Gallery 4 Oinlon Sl Portland. 
Internationallolk art Oaxacary wood carr 
ings, b~k pottery and crafts of indigenous 
peoples Oogoing. Hours: by appointment. 
781,2563. 
The fore Street Gallery 366 Fore St, 
Portland. Group show 01 photographs by 
Nancy and Matitlew Sleeth and pairtings lly 
Tom Maciag, Nancy Swasey, Alfonso 
Gobea, K. Dana Nelson, Marcia Saker, 
Richard Roflow, Tom Ellinglon and John 
Bickfont is ongoing Hours: Mon-Sat lOam-
6 pm,Sun 12·5 pm 874·8084. 
Fronl Room Galery 378 Cottage Rd. So. 
Portland. Fost annual holiday show leaturing 
paintings by Patrick Corrigan, prints by 
Donna Hodgkns. g~ by lillla Fuller and 
jewelry by 8rent Will~ms shows through 
Thur, Dec 31. Hours: Wed·SaI 11 am·6 
pm. Sun II .... 5 pm. 767·9070. 
Frost Gully Gallery 411 Congress 51. 
Penland. Painlings by Alfred Chadbourn, 
~n Magee.lilurence Sisson. Wiriam Thon, 
Dahlov Ipcar. Stephen E1r1er. John lilurent 
and Thomas Crotty Me ongoing. Hours: 
Mon·Fn nooo·6 pm and by appointment 
773-2555. 
seven new artists shows through Thurs, Dec 
31. WC>'k ~om lIle first New Faces exhibit 
including baskets, clay, furnilure. glass, 
mixed media, fiber and sculptured metal 
and jeweiy ~ ongoing. Hours: Mon-Wed 10 
am-6 pm, Thurs-Sat 10 am-8 pm, and Sun 
noon-6 pm 761·7007. 
Hnge Gallery 576 Congress SI. Port~nd. 
'Striking Malches: wor1< by Karen GeOId. 
shows tlvough ThtJS, Dec 31 . Hours: Wed-
Sat 11 am-8 pm, Sun 0000-5 pm 761·9552. 
Hole in the Wall Studioworlts 1544 
Roosevelt Trail, Raymond. 'Arl for the 
Hofidays: paintings, sculptt.r1! and g~ for 
hofiday gilt givilg show liTough Sat. .Jon 30. 
Hours: dai~ 9:30 am-6 pm. 655-4952. 
House of Frames Gallery 863 Broadway, 
So. Portland. 'Painled Furniture. Painted 
Mi/TC>'s' by Deb Lockhart shows liTough Fn, 
.Jon 15. Hours:Mon-fn IOam-5pm,Sat 10 
am-I pm. 799-2288. 
Montgomery Momortal Gallery al MECA 
522 Congress 51. Portland. Works by 
~udeMonlgomery. Ongoing. HOtIS: Tues. 
Wed, Fn and Sat II am,4 pm, Thurs II arn-
8 pm. 775-5098. 
TIle Stein Gallery 195 Middle 51. Portland. 
"Scent, Spa"'le and .Joyne Redman: per· 
fume bonles by 15 _n glass artists 
and the jewelry of Portland artist Jayne 
Redman show through Sun . .Jon 10. Hours: 
Mon-Sii 10am6pm,~rro1-5 pm mron 
Hugh Verrier Studio 13,15 Boynlon SI. 
Portland. Sculpt .. e and painl~gs by Hugh 
Venier. ~ fbIs: Cal iim1 m9814. 
MUSEUMS 
Bowdofn CoNege Museum 01 Art 9400 
CoIege Statioo. BruI1S\OOl Hours: T ues-Sat 
10 am-5 pm. Sun 2·5 pm. Free. 725-3275. 
• -Art and life in the Ancient 
Med~erranean' Work spanning the 4th 
century AD. Ongoing. 
, 'Asian Art" A selection of decoraIiYO art 
objects from the permanent collection. 
Oogoilg 
• 'Portraits" Amencan portraiture. dating 
fr"," the 18th century 10 tum of the century. 
OogOing. 
• ·Wildemes5 Transformed: American 
Landscape Painting' shows through Sun. 
Jan 17. 
, "Winter Scenes' Woodblock prints by 
Winslow Homer and paintings by Barbara 
Cooney depicting winter activities show 
through Sa, Jan 30. 
Children's Museum aI Maine 142 Free SI. 
Ferever: Thetegacy 01 World War Ir docu- Danforlh 300th, The Maine Artisls' 
menling the ~ of lIle war on local com- SpacelDanforill Gallery. 21J.36 Danforth SI. 
mUOIties. shows Ihrough Thurs. Dec. 31. - PortIan<l04101 by May I 1999 
"Spring Point. ledge Ugh! House,' a per. front Room GaIery seeks'slidesipholOS of 
manent exhibitIOn of photographs and art;. work lor upcoming exhibitions Send 10 
facts ~ 100 years ~ the lighf$ Front Room Galery, 378 Cottag. Rd, So. 
hIStory. Portland Harbor, 1865·1900: Portland ME 04106 767·9070 
Making a living in Stormy rnnes/ a per. TIle FroSt GIlly Gallery seeks to represent 
manenl exhibi1ioo on the clipper ship Snow two C>' three sculptors wilh strong ties to 
Squan. Hours: Fn-Sun 1-4 pm Cost $21kids Maine. Send slides andlor pholographs, 
and members freel. 799-6337. along wilh a personal biography and 
Umbrella Cover Museum 105 Brackett resume to ' Adelle Gabfietson Associale 
Ave. Peaks ~Iand . A humC>'ous di'1i~ of Directo;. 411 Congress St, Portland, ME 
umbrella sheaths. OngOingAdm,sslonby 04101 .773.2555. 
loreKjn currency IS2 AmerICan donatIOn Hinge GaAery seeks WO/OO1'S artwor1< II all 
r"'I£IIf<J. Hws:by~ 7li6-4496. mediums including artist's books for an 
OTHER VENUES exhibition in March, 1999. Send.idesand 
biography with return postage by Fn. Jon 15 
Americana Workshop Route 1, 
Kennebunk. Oil paintings by Jean 
Colquhoun Oogoing. HotlS: Thurs-Sun 10 
am·S pm, or by appointment-or chance. 
985-8356. 
Green Design Fum~ure 267 Commercial 
SI. Portlan<l The ~ndscape and floral paint, 
ings of Lois Strickland. Ongoing. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 arn-6 pm. 775-4234. 
Maine Audubon Soc:ietT 20 GiIs1and Fann 
Rd. F~mooh. Hand woven tapestries and 
clothin9 by Nancy Wines·DeWan shows 
iI'roIJ11 Sun..Jon 31. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-
5 pm, Sun 0000-5 pm. 781·2330. 
Maine Collage Furniture Lower Falls 
lilnding, yarmouth. WC>'k by Maine artists 
Laurie Hadlock, Tonee Harbert. HR. 
Higgens, liz Prescott Jane Ryan and Greg 
Frangoulis shows through Thurs, Dec 31. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10 .... 5 
pm, Sun 0000-5 pm. B46-3699. 
Tho$. Moser Cabinelmak'" 149 Main St. 
Freeport. Display 01 hooked rugs by mem-
bers of the Tin Pedlar Chapler of the 
Association of Trad~ional Hooking Artists 
shows through Sun. Feb 7. Hours: Mon-
Thurs. Sat 10 arn-6 pm, Fn 10 am-8 pm and 
Sun II am·5 pm. 865·4519. 
Online Art Exhi>IIion Company Works by 
local emerging artisls can be ~ewed at 
11home.lMne .• . comIoaec 
P~nd CoIIee Roasting Company III 
Commercial 51, Portland. Works by b.J. 
Danforth. Ongoing. Hours: 6:30 am-5 :30 
pm dai~. 772-9044. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monumenl Sq. 
·Watercolors by Pomie McVane,· show 
lIYough Fn, Jan 29. Hours: Mon. Wed and 
Fn 9 am·6 pm, T ues and ThtlS noon-9 pm. 
Sat 9am-5 pm. 871-1700. 
to Hinge, 576A Congress 51. Portland ME 
04101. 761·9552. 
Maine ... rts Commission is developing a 
new program for artists in all disciplines and 
seeks 10 stJ'Vey Maine artists about their 
experiences and needs. To receive a sur-
vey, 'call 287·2724 or e·mail 
jan.pouin@s1ate.me.us. 
Polliand Parks and Recreation seeks 
_10 subml wor1< for exhibitions rrWlg 
every two months. A portfolio must be sub-
milled for consideration. Call Brenda at 
874-8793. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Sq, 
Portland. irTlites artists to subm~ wor1< for a 
one-monlll exhibition iii the lewis Gallery. 
871· 1758. 
TIle Round Top Center Fer the Arts seeks 
wor1< fC>' an exhibit beneIiIing the Red Cross 
relef efforts in Central America. The exhibit 
v.i taI<e jjare Tlus,.li!n 7·Sat..li!n 9. 563-1507. 
Southern Maine Wellness Center irTlites 
_10 exhibit framed wOOs in their thera-
py center. Ca! MeIlIl at 767·1385. 
Sludio 313 seeks wor1< for possible exhibi-
lions. FC>' an applicatioo form. wlite to Stu<Io 
313. 34 DrixIIl St. Portland. ME 04101 
Union of MaIne VISUal Artist<; seeks tigllal 
art for a March, 1999 show aI the College of 
the Allantic. New members irTlited. Submit 
~ides C>' pnnls to Ilooglas Bar'<ley. RR I Box 
625. Bar Harbor. ME 04609. FC>' more info, 
can 288-5199 C>' Robert at 326-8459. 
CLASSES & 
WORKSHOPS 
ACTS has photography and drawing lor 
adults and ijds. AI ACTS, 341 Cumberland 
Ave,1'c<1Ian<IlIyappoinlmenlonly. 761·2465. 
Ave. 772-4334. 
Sawyer Street Studios has poItery classes 
b' ~ and ijds. />J. Sawyer Stree\ Studios, 
131 Sawyer SI. So. PortIan<l 767·7113. 
Sheldrake Studio offers drawing and paint. 
I1g classes for adults, beginner or expen' 
enced, and lun art classes for kids in 
kitemaking and papermakilg. 775-2653. 
TIle Wilderness School offers a number of 
classes. At Ihe Wilderness School. 99 
Woodside Rd, BruI1S\OOl n9-8616. 
1'00II9 At Art" Judy Favst offers unusual 
art classes for kids ages 5-13 and ther PM' 
ents, including 'aay Studio: "found Object 
tvr and 'Giow-in-the-Da'" Art' 761·9438 
C>' 767·7650. 
Zygot _ & Cafe offers ~sses on 
book repair and book and portIolio makng 
al its bindery al 61 Pleasant SI. Portland. 
~sses limited 10 six leigh! in can~raphyl . 
CaD Scot! at 775-4121 . 
INTERNSHIPS & 
FUNDING 
The Maine Arts Commission offers 
grants and services to assist arts organ> 
zations, artists and communities in vari-
ous projecls. Call 287·2724, e-mail 




'Activating your Creotivity' Share yoor 
creative process and products lof what· 
ever forml in a safe and supportive en,;. 
ronmenl K yoo wish to share, plan on 
5-10 minutes MeeIs lIle first Wed of the 
monlh al Agape, 657 Congress St, 
P~nd, at 7:30 pm. Suggested dona-
tion: SS. 780-1500. 
The Cenlral Maine FrIends 01 
Photography holds meelings the first 
Tues and third Wed of each month. AI 
the Creative Photograph~ Arts Cenler, 
Sales Mill Enlerprise Arts Center, 4111 
floor, 59 Canal St, Lewiston, from 7-9 
pm. 782·1369. 
Maine Antique Paper Show Features 
postcards and paper coflectibles. At the 
Ital~n Heritage Center, 40 Westland Ave, 




and Thank You 
for all your 
support this 
season 
From all of us 
at 
BOOKS ETC 
38 Exchange Street 









If yaur contraception falls, or if you had sex 
and didn't use birth control at ail, you can still 
prevent pregnancy. Taken within. J'IIIC.. 
72 hours af unprotected sex, r.~ ~ 
Emergency VI 
Contraceptive ..-(. 
Pills (ECP's) can greatly reduce 110... ~ 
your risk af getting pregnant. 
And they're safe and easy to use. So don't wait, 
keep an ECP kit on hand (prescription necessary), 
Call PlaDned.Parenthood ~I 
Ifr 110/ /q() ~/ P , . 
,.,:m.~-£l.' til frim 
DECEMBER 31, 1998 Ql 
FREE!HaiYclAt 
Brin9 this ad in and receive a fREE! Haircut 
Offer expires 1/30/99 
COIlllolech SCHOOL of COSMETOLOGY 
1037 Forest Ave. Portland 
207·797·9004 
Open Tuesday - Saturday 9am-4pm 
All work is done by students under an instructors supervision 
When yo:u give your best 
e can,do the best for 
people with disabiliti~s 
and other disadvantages 




Area Goodwill Retail Store Locations: 
32.AlfmJ Street, Bidderord • 282,1998 
72-74 Maine Street, Brunswick· 729,3006 
353 Cumberland Ave., Pordand· 761-8455 
765 Roosc:velt Trail, Windham· 892-8463 
Union Station, ST. John Street, Ponland • 761,4797 
Mill Creek Shopping Center, So. Pordand • 741,2056 
Look Dazzling 
for the New Year! 
Cocktail Dresses -- Semi Formals 
Portland's Premier Women's Quality 
Consignment Clothing & Accessories. 
on 
621 Forest Avellue - 871,5053 
Shake off the Holiday Blues! 
Our resolution is to help you meet the right person ferr you. 
• Personal Interview 
• Experienced 
• Highly Successful 
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Utilize 20+ years experience 
in local government law. 
• Zoning 
• Business Licenses 
• Property Tax Abatements 
• Street & Sewer problems 






564 Congress St., Portland ME· 207.774.5946 





For All Young People 
Sunday, January 17 
2:00PM to 4:30PM 
Tour the Campus. 
Learn About Admission Requirements And 
Financial Aid Availability. 
DEMANDING ACADEMIC CURRICULUM 
~ One of only 47 Jesuit High 
Schools Nationwide 
~ 96% College Placement Rate 
Student-to-Faculty Ratio of 11:1 
:> 27 Honors Courses 
:> 5 AP Courses 
:> Character-Based Education 
EXTRACURRICULAR OPPORTUNITY 
~ Award Winning Community 
Service Program 
~ 27 Non-athletic Extracurricular 
Organizations 
ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE 
~ 12 Varsity and JV Sports As Well 
As Freshman Teams 
Entrance Exams will be held on 
January 23, February 6 and 
March 13 at 8:30 am at the 
Cheverus Gym. 
For addilionallnformalion and Appliea/ion 
Material Please Contact 
Cheverus High School' 774-6238 
• 267 Ocean Avenue' Portland 
IN CASCO BAY WEEKLY, 
it works! 
Call 775-1234 today! 
Full Seafood Menu 
Voted Maine's Best Chowder 
Rated **** 112 star's by 
the Maine Sunday Telegram 
LISTINGS 
'Blunlfest '99' Thurs, Dec 31. Teen talent 
competition for poets, singer/songwriters and 
bands with ongoing visual arts activities. At 
Baxter AuditOrium, 6 t 9 Congress St, Portland, 
from 4-11 :30 pm. TIx: $12 t$9 teens 13·17 
and seniors, $6 kids). 772-90 t 2. 
Casco Bay Weeldy listings are a fun and 
free seMce to our readers. To have a 
listing considered for publication, send 
complete information (including dates, 
times, costs, complete address. a con· 
tact telephone number I by noon on 





Actors Flaming Productions seeks a male character actor 
between the ages of 20 and 35 capable of playing multiple 
roles for its upcoming production of "Jeffrey: For more info, 
call Craig at 761-5959. 
Actors and Actresses Sun, Jan 3, Mon, Jan 4. Auditions for 
the Schoolhouse Arts Center production of "Oklahoma: At 
Schoothouse Arts Center, Route 114, Standish. Sun at 1 :30 
pm, Mon a16:30 pm. 642-3743. 
Actors and Actresses Sun, Jan 3. Students in grades 1-6 
may audition for the Windham Center Stage Theater produc-
tion of 'Chartotte's Web: M Windham Community Center, 
School Rd, from noon-4 pm. 893-1912. 
Athletes, actors and dancers are wanted for a spring '99 
performance 0/ Esduardo Mariscal's community dance-the-
ater project. 87f-9056. 
Rim and Video Cnew Positions for DP, Assistant Producer, 
grips and gaffers are wanted by Apposite Productions for no 
budget productions of short scripts. Call Jim at 885·3559 or 
email tOjmsweaver@hotmail.com. 
Independent F~mmakers seek short stories and/or screen· 
plays (20 minutes or less) for local production .. Contact Bob 
at 828·4030 or aartists@gwi.net 
Instrumentalists Mid-Coast Orchestra now seeks string 
players, including violas, violins and double basses. To 
schedule an audition, call Paul at 829-2752 or Kristen at 
854-2629. 
Instrumentalists The Casco Bay Concert Band, an adult 
community band, announces openings in the trumpet per· 
cussion, flute, clarinet. oboe, bassoon, and string bass sec· 
tions. Call Dr. Peter Martin at 780-5267. 
Instrumentatlsts are wanted for the Italian Heritage Center 
Concert Band. Rehearsals ane Wed at the Italian Heritage 
Center, 40 Westland Ave, Portland, from 7:3()'9:30 pm. All 
instruments needed. Call Susan at 774-2184. 
Male Singers Mon, Jan 4. The Maine Gay Men's Chorus 
auditions gay/gay sensitive men interested in singing. A 
vocat piece in the singe(s range should be prepared for the 
audition. At the Williston West Church, 32 Thomas St, 
Portland, from 5-7 pm. 772-1384. 
Musicians are invited to submit a two-song cassette to 
Musician magazine's 1999 Best Unsigned Band 
Competition. For more info or an entry form contact 
Musician's Web site @musicianrnag.com. 
Playwrights age 18 and younger may submit plays 10 the 
8th Annual young Playwrights Contest Drop entries off at 
any People's Heritage Bank branch or send 10 the 
OJildren's Theatre of Maine, Box lOt 1, Portland 04104. 
Singers The Cathedral Chamber Singers of SI. Luke's 
Cathedral announce auditions for its community·based 
chamber chOir, pe'rforming secular and sacred choral works 
of all periods. To schedule an audition, call Albert at 772-
5434. 
Singers The Oratorio OJorale of Brunswick announces audi-
tions for all parts. To schedule an audition, call Peter at 782-
1403. 
Singers Renaissance Voices a smalf Portiand-based a cap-
pella group, holds auditions for all voice parts. To audition, 
call Marion at 781 -2965. 
Singers The Casco Bay OJapter of the Sweet Adelines, a 
women's barbershop quartet, seeks individuals who can 
read music and stay on tune. Call for an audition. 799-1924. 
Writers are wanted to create a writing group. Scribes of all 
types welcome. 78()'1126. 
Writers Beginning to advanced writers wanted for a writing 
group meeting eight Mon from 7-9 pm starting Jan 11.773-
8355 or e-mail sglennel@maine.rr_com. 
workshops/lectures 
'Shakespeare Meets Verdi" Tues, Jan 12, 19 and 26. Mini· 
course exploring the bard and the opera compose(s contri-
butions to the Opera Nazionale Italiana's upcoming 
production of "Olello" with Dawn McAndrews of Portland 
Stage Company and James Parakilas, Professor of Music at 
Bates College. At Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument Sq, 
Portland, Irom 7-9 pm. Free. 773-3150. 
Vietnamese Music Wortshop Tues, Jan 12. Workshop on 
Vietnamese cu~ure and musical traditions by musician and 
scholar Phong Nguyen. At Portland Performing Arts, 181 
State Sl Portland, at 7 pm. Cost: $5. 761-1545. 
' Cool Coffee House" Thurs, Dec 3 t. Beat era 
gathering featuring poetry readings by Chris 
Barry, Russ Sargent Tanya Whiton and Elizabeth 
Peavey, a poetry stam, music by the house band, 
Truckbody Jones and sitar·player David 
Pontbriand, a presentation of 'The Rfteen Minute 
Hamlet" by the Portland High SchOOl Shakespeare 
Drama Club and a reflective ceremony incorporating 
dance, song, meditation and sharing. M Agape Center, 
657 Congress St, Portland, from 7 pm-l am. fIX : $12 ($9 
teens 13·17 and seniors, $6 kidsl. 772-90 12. 
'tI's a Hat Thing' Thurs, Dec 31. Humorous hat and card-
malcing gathering in preparation for the New yea(s parade. 
At 548 Congress St, Portland, from 1·5 pm (hat-making I and 
7·9 pm lcard-makingl. TIx: $12 t$9 teens 13-17 and seniors, 
$6 kids!. 772·9012. 
New year's Eve Bash Thurs, Dec 31 . Southern Maine 
PRIDE's first annual New year's party, themed "We're 
Beautiful - Damn Itr indudes DJs, surprise guests and a 
champagne toast at midnight At Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 
Spring St, Portland, from 8:30 pm-I am_ TIx: $t2-$16. 774· 
7800. 
NYP Rim festival Thurs, Dec 31 . Showing 0/ student films 
by students from the Indian Istand School, Penobscot Nation, 
Portland Arts and Technology High School and other institu-
tions, followed by independent films such as James Cole's 
"Jekyll: Jim Weaver's "Apparitions: "The Dutlet" by 
ShoshanrJa Hoose and others. At Keystone Theater Cafe, 
142 Free St, Portland, at 1 pm. TIx: $12 t$9 teens 13·17 and 
seniors, $6 kidsl. 772·9012. 
Portland Pirates Thurs, Dec 31 : Against ancinnati. Sal Jan 
2 and 9: Against Lowell. Sun, Jan 10: Against Fredericton. At 
the Civic Center, Portland. Dec 31 and Jan 10 at 4 pm; Jan 
2 at 2 pm; Jan 9 at 7:30 pm. TIx: $9-$13 1$5 kids 12 and 
under, $7 seniors). 775-3458. 
Portland Pubtic Marltet Thurs, Dec 31 . The official eatery of 
New Year's Portland offers fine food, drink, nowers and 
enteriainment by Port City Jazz and Sunrise Brass Quintet 
On Preble St (one block from Monument SqJ, Portland, from 
9 am-II pm. Free. 772·9012. 
"Quiet on the Set" Thurs. Dec 31 . Three silent shprt films: 
'Pool Shaoo' starring W.e. Fields, "Race for a Ufe' starring 
Bamey OIdfieids and "Big Business" starring lJlurei & Harely 
accompanied by Robert Legon on a 1929 Wurlitzer. At the 
State Theatre, 609 Congress Sl Portland, at 2: 15 pm, 3:30 
pm and 4:45 pm. TIx: $12 ($91eens 13·17 and seniors, $6 
kidsl. 772-9012. 
'Space Place" Thurs, Dec 31 . Spacey decorations and activ-
ities including mini-planetarium shows, space hat-making 
with the TInfoil WIZard, "Space Man" puppet shows by Jesse 
Davisson and more. At the Children's Museum, 142 Free Sl 
Portland, from 10 am-9 pm. TIx: $12 t$9 teens 13-17 and 
seniors, $6 kids). 772-90 12. 
Take Your Partner' Thurs. Dec 31. Contradance with fea-
ture caller John Mcintire and the Copley Ceili band, food and 
beverages. At the Chestnut Street Church, 17 Chestnut Sl 
Portland, from 7-1 t :30 pm. TIx: $12 t$9 teens 13·17 and 
seniors, $6 kids). 772-9012. 
Winterfest Portland Through Thurs, Dec 31 . The Portland 
Rotary Club offers rides on the Narrow Gauge Raitroad to 
view over 250 holiday displays. Wed·Sun from 4:3()'8,30 
pm Itrains depart every half hour). TIx: $6 ($4 kids 4-12l. 
842-1808. 
Contradance Sal Jan 2. "Family-style" contradance includ-
ing polkas, waltzes, mixers, tangos, line and cirde dances 
with music by the Sea Slugs and instruction by Kat Logan. At 
Saco River Grange Hall, Salmon Falls Rd, Bar Mills, at 7:30 
pm. fIX: $4 ($2 kids 12 and under). 929-6472. 
'Discovering America' T ues, Jan 5. Part one of a stide pre-
sentation by Michael and OJris Perry entitled "From Sea to 
Shining Sea: 50 Miles a Day Across America" covering the 
leg of their bike trip from the Golden Gate Bridge to the 
Mississippi. At Foreside Harbor, 191 Foreside Rd, Falmouth. 
Free. 7BHl201. CBW 
zany 
headgear at 
ott's a Hat 
Thing: 




3i) CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
MOVIES 
'you've Got Mail: directed by 
Nora Ephron. Rated PG, At 
through life so packed with jittery energy that Joe 
rernarles, 'Patricia makes coffee J1eIVOus.' 
Encouraged by her trio of bookstore employees 
(Jean Stapleton, Steve Zahn and Heather Burnsl, 
Kathleen plans to meet Mr. Cyber Right in the flesh, 
What ne~her of them knows until the fateful night is 
that they have already met - and clashed - in. their 
real-life roles as shark and minnow. 
Hoyts Falmouth 10, 206 U,S, 
ROIie 1, FaIrnoUh, 781-5616, 
and Maine Mall Cinema, 
Maine Mall Rd ., South 
Portland,774-1022, 
/lJ. merica Online should be very happy, Thanks to 
irectorlwriter Nora 
Ephron, the sound of its trademark robotic male voice 
- the one subscribers often hear when they log on -
announclOg, 'You've got mail' will now be synony-
mous with the thnll of new love, romantic fulfillment, 
even the beaming, bland faces of two of this countJy's 
most popular cinematic sweethearts. 
Discerning filmgoers should be less happy. By 
carefully evaluating the ingredients necessary to cre-
ate a safe, palatable theatrical entree - not too 
chewy, not too complicated - Ephron has once again 
served up a hearty helping of mainstream mediocriD'. 
"You've Got Mail,· co-written by Nora and Delta 
Ephron, is essentially a homogenized version of Ernst 
lubitsch's darker, funnier 'The Shop Around the 
Comer.' 
In Ephron's 
movie, big business, I!:"'I:-""'" 
Before love conquers all, Kathleen will be forced 
to undergo lovesickness, bookstore trauma and a 
truly embarrassing segment during which she and her 
now deceased mother twirl in a shamelessly senti-
mental dance from bygone days. Joe will be obliged 
to demonstrate a little of the nurturing spirit he has 
apparently been hiding over the years (while destroy-
Ing a senes of small businesses) and reveal his soft. 
SIncere Inner core. 
Set against the backdrop of Manhattan's Upper 
West Side .lcoffee at Starbucks, hot dogs at Papaya 
King, groceries at labar'S>, 'You've Got Mail' glitters 
with the sequin-bright Ephron touch: ~'s glossy and 
sophlsucated .In a superficial way, humorously on the 
money occaSIOnally, but never surprising or mu~id~ 
menslonal. Ephron IS so used to being the smartest 
kid In school, she gets lazy, What Lubitsch crafted in 
1940 as a delightful romantic tale, accentuated with 
moments of pure comedy, sadness and ruthlessness 
becomes Lubitsch Lite in Ephron's hands a trite' 
unlikely rehash with evel}'lhing reduced to ~ Iowei 
cutest common denominator. When Kathleen goes 
In the form of a 
Borders-type super-
store, threatens to 
swallow up an unag-
gressive entrepre-
neur and her small, 
charming children's 
bookstore. But perky 
Kathleen Kelly IMeg 
Ryanl, the shop 's 
owner, is blissfully 
unaware of impend-
ing doom, Despite 
the fact that she is 
romantically involved 
with journalist Frank 
Navasky (Greg 
Kinnear), "the great-
est living expert on 
Julius and Ethel 
Rosenberg: she is 
Key word: arte. Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan sparK cyber romance in "You've Got MaR: 
spending an increasing amount of time in online chats 
with someone she knows only as NY152. Identifying 
herseW as "Shopgi~: she is concealing the pertinent 
facts of her life from her cyber pal, though hiding 
none of the secrets of her heart, Online with her 
anonymous friend, she talks freely in a way impossible 
with Frank. 
Somewhere nearby lives Joe Fox (Tom Hanksl, 
owner of the hugely successful national Fox Books 
chain, a bottom-line businessman who has few 
qualms about gobbling up the Shop Around the 
Corner, Kathleen's kiddy-book establishment. He also 
happens to be NY 152. His online tete-a-tetes wrth 
Kathleen serve as a refuge from his hard-nosed urban 
existence, which comes complete with neurotic gir~ 
fnend ((ndle favonte Parker Posey in her first big 
Hollywood movie rolel, a book editor who careens 
online to ask Joe how to handle the possible demise 
of her company, he advises her lin 'Godfather" termS> 
to 'go to the mattresses.' Cut to next scene: Kathleen 
rallying the troops outside her bookstore, Kathleen 
cutely shadowboxing behind the counter. 
As in 'Sleepless in Seattle: Ephron accompanies 
the onscreen action with music picked not for its 
evocative nature or metaphorical connection bUt for 
its ploddingly literal mirroring of what's going on. 
Thus, when Kathleen meets Joe for the first time we 
hear 'Never Smile at a Crocodile.' And so on. ' 
The idea of cutting through life's extraneous com-
plications to connect soul to soul is an appealing one. 




Dist11rbing Bebayior • 
How Stella Got Her Groove Rack. 
alit of Sight. 
Fireworks. 
Heney Fool. 
I ayp and Death on I nog ISland. 
Our Mutual £dend • 
-J4 
The TOlman Show. 
Wilde. 
SHOWING THIS WEEK 
AN1Z Woody Alleo pro'Ii<les lhe voice 01 
the (neurotic, 10 be surel lead insect 
who's determined 10 win lhe heaI1 011"" 
beauti ful ani princess. Nickelodeon 
Cinemas 1-6 
PlEASANTVILLE Ted Turner's dream 
come true. A pair of teens are zapped 
into 'Pleasantville: a wholesome black-
and-wh~e lV show from !he '505. As !he 
town's milk-and-pie-residents learn 8 
t~in9 or two about independence, they 
dIscover something else they never 
dreamed imaginable: cok)r. Then again, 
maybe ( s Majbetline's dream rome true. 
Reviewed 10129/98. Keyst""e rheatre 
Cofe 
THE PRINCESS BRIDE A swashbuckler 
with aU !he trappings 01 a classic fairy lale, 
told With a conlemporary sensibility. Then 
again. classic fairy laies never had Andre 
ttle Giant. Starring Mandy Patinkin and 
Robin Wright. Oirecled by Rob Reiner. 
Keyslone 'Theatre Cofe 
BABE: PIG IN THE CITy The walking Ia~· 
mg bacon returns. Separated Irom his 
kind~ owners Farmer aoo MI>. Hoggen 
during a public .. ppearance loor, !he little 
squealer hooks '" With a band of 00lan 
animals. Babe's hammy perfonnance in 
!he I!ictc is already generating buzz. aoo 
many critics are betting Ihe little "nker 
will pick '" an Oscar Mayer in '99. On !he 
horizon, meanwhile, Babe lums in his first 
dramatic performance in next summer's 
'The Jungle: Nicke/odeoo Cinemos 1·6 
A BUG'S un; Disney's response 10 lhe 
popular .Artz" is this computer·animated 
!ale aboot an . 
his foes aoo 
lIoyts Clor1<'5 Pond, IIoyts F; 
ELIZABETH Director Shekhar Kapu(s 
biopic looks at the me 01 lhe 16lh-century 
monarch, Quet!n Elizabeth I. With Cale 
B~nchett aoo Geoffrey Rush. Keystone 
Theatre Cole 
ENEMy OF lllE STATE w~ Smith finally 
ventures ""! 10 see l his dizzying popu-
larity from Men in BlacY remains the 
same. Directed by Ridley Scott's Hash-
and-crash brother, Tony Scott '-Top 
Gun"l, -Enemy 01 the Stale" plunges a 
~bor lawyer ISmlhl inlO a nigllimare of 
doubIe<rossilg aoo hi-ted1 surveillance. 
!erry Bruckheimer I·Dangerous Minds: 
Armageddon-) produced, so you can 
e>pect music YicIeos 10 replace traditional 
storyteling deYices. such as dialogue aoo 
plot. With Gene Hackman. Reviewed 
12/3/98. Moine Moll Onemo 
THE FACUL T)' PsssI! The leachers are 
possessed by aleos I mean, more than 
usual I SirW lhe geometry leacher de¥our 
two sophomores today. Fascist jerk! 
We're meeting after school 10 decide if 
we're going 10 fight back or what. Or 
maybe we're goona p~y looch Ioclba~ I 
""'I remember. Pass t on. Directed by 
Robert Rodrique~ lIorts Falmouth 10, 
Moine Mall Cinema 
HAPl'tNESS Three sisters struggle 10 deal 
with each other and their twisted love 
lives. Helen receNes obscene phone calls 
~om a neighbof wihiIe oondescending 10 
her siblings. Joy assuages her gu~ over 
the suicide of a lover by doting on her 
current squreze. And Trish fails to see 
Ihat her husband is chasing pubescenl 
boys. Oirecled by Todd Solondz. 
Keyslooe Theatre Cafe 
ru BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS Just as 
re~able a Iradition as mom's "adult 
eggnog' ~ lhe annual Christmas flick -
sweet. filling aoo spiked With good c_ 
Th~ yea(s serving has 10 do with Jake, a 
self-absorbed dreamboal Uonathan 
Taylor Thomas! who's abandoned in !he 
.-01 the Cal~omill dese!t by a pack 
01 prankish Iq,otbal ~rs. Dressed ~ a 
Santa suit, Jake must make his way to 
New yorl< by six o'clod< on Christmas Eve 
- or risk losing h~ girlfriend 10 !he schoof 
stud. Nickelodeon Cinemas 1·6 
JACK FROST A cold·shouldered lather 
!Michael Kealonl gets his comeuppance 
when he dies and is resurrected as his 
son's snowman. Wildly inaccurate the 
fifm ignores overwhelming scient.ifiC evi-
dence thai all dead people return as 
Benji. Hoyts Clark 's Pond, Harts 
Foimooth 10 
LOlITA Uke a! works oIootoriety, 1.oIita· 
offends most lhose who haven'l experi-
enced it. The same is surely true of the 
film (do ycu have lhe Independenl Film 
Channel? Thoug/lt so.l Based on Yladimir 
NatxJI<ov's wick~ droll nevel about a 
pedop/liIe - a subject, said _ov, as 
taboo in America as inter-racial relation-
ships - *lolita" follows Humbert 
HulOOert's '-"rerny Iron~ unimal~ suc· 
cessfuI eIIarts lodeltower!he 12·year-otd 
object 01 his affection lDominique SwainI. 
The Movies 
MEET .JOE BlA(]( Toed Ii always being 
- the bearer of less than thrilling news, 
Dealh (Brad Pin! lakes human fonn aoo 
decides 10 see _living is atl aboot H~ 
host is an aging tycoon (Anlhony 
Hopkins! past his expiralion date. who<e 
beautiJtj daughter IClaire Forlanil is not aI 
ag unhappy about Death's appearance. 
And vice versa. Is that a scythe in your 
pocket Of are roo just happy 10 see me? 
Nickelodeon Cinemas 1-6 
PRIItCE OF EGyPT Holy Moses! Severtty 
10 I 00 m~1ion bucks 10 lurn !he Bible into 
a cartoon (wtlile thousands of kids are 
eating strung popcorn lor Christmas din-
nert' DreamWorlo; studio partner Jeffrey 
Kazenberg's goooo have some 'splaining 
10 do when he meets the big M in personl 
IIoyts Clark's Pond, lIoyts Falmooth (0 
PSYCHO Purists are already wetting 
IhemseIves o""',!he thoo!1>t oIlampenng 
With Hitchcock s masterpIece. In this 
shoI-by·shol remake directed by Gus Van 
San! ("My Own Private Idatlo·), Anne 
Heche lakes over lhe role of a woman on 
!he run who makes !he JateIuJ mistake 01 
checking into the Bates Motel. Vince 
Vaughn stars as !he creepy bellboy and 
taxidermist, Norman. Reviewed 
I 2110198. Nkkelodeoo Cinemas 1·6 
THE RUGRATS MOVIE From !he Rat Pack 
10 lhe Brat Pack - back 10 !he Ral Pack 
again. ]V s lrouble making ankle-biters h~ 
the big screen. Maine Mall Cinema 
Hayts Fa/moulh 10 • 
RUSH HOUR CIYis T ocker ~ a oop whose 
eflorts to retrieve a baron's kmapped 
doughier Jail- ~nding him In an oiI-and-
water partnership with kung Ju maestro 
Jackie Chari. Nickelodeon Cinemas 1·6 
THE S(EGE As the head an "'IHerrorist 
le.am, Denzel Washington joins forces 
With Annetle Bening to save the Big 
Apple ~om a wave 01 atIaCks. When lheir 
moderate measures Jail 10 solve !he prob-
lem, general Broce Willis moves in and 
declares martial law. Reviewed 
11112198. Nickelodeon Cinemas 1·6 
STEPMOM Isabel Uulia Robertsl has a 
way with kids - a wily lhat makes them 
torture her 'Nith snide commerts and air-
bome cereat, anyway. When she attempts 
10 ~ _on 10 her boyJriertd's rugats. 
Isabef discovers she's no substilute tor 
the real thing; ex-wife and supermom 
Jackie tSusan Sarandonl. lIoyts Clark's 
Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 10 
STAR 11IEK: INSURRECTION PIcard aoo 
crew take 10 lheir phasers 10 prolect a 
colony of the eternally young. But as 
Trel<kers know, the real loe here ~ thai 
-Insurrection· is the ninth film in the 
series - the dreaded odd number, 
Reviewed I 21t 7198. lIoyts Clark ', 
Pond, lIoyts Falmoulh 10 
TANGIBLE FAlllERS Portlaoo fillOO1aker 
Bob Poker directed this documentary 
about Matthew, a Catholic priest reared in 
rural Maine who struggles 10 grasp a hold 
of his sexual idef1tity and interpersonal 
relationships . Reviewed 6/11/98 . 
Keystone Thea .. Cote 
TOUCH OF EVI. Thanks to !he discoYery 
oIa 53-paqe mernc from Orson Welles 10 
Universal Studios, the legendary direc-
100s 1958 crime nick has been restored 
10 match Welles' pioneering ~sion . Set In 
a small Mexican border lown. !he film pts 
Ihe moral~ bankrupl aoo alcoholic oop 
Hank Quinlan lWenesi ~ a staunch 
aoo idealistic government offICial, Mike 
Vargas jChartton Heston in regrettatHe 
makeupJ The Mf1Vies 
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY 
Every guy's dream: !he chaoce 10 go 10 
prom with the most beautiful girl in 
scl'ool Every guys nightmare: lousing '" 
lhat chaoce by gening his ialteml man-
hood caught in h~ zipper in ~ont of !he 
most beautiful girt in scl'ool Whano 'ya 
do? Wait lor YI'lI', hire a PJ. 10 find the 
girt, and take another crack at a date. 
With Cameroo Diaz. Ben Stiller and Matt 
Dilion. Reviewe<I 7123199. Nickelodeon 
Cinemos 1-6 
lllE WA TIRBDY A butOOing water·sIop-
per on a oo;lege Iootballeam lurns oot 10 
be a tackling juggernaut. With Adam 
Sandler and Henry Winkler. Reviewed 
I 1126198. I/oyts C/ork's Pond 
WHAT DREAMS MAY COME A man ~ 
killed in an automobile accident and 
transported 10 the afterlife. Once Ihere, 
he leorns his wile committed su~ide nel 
Ioog aner his death. Sluck in a different 
region 01 lhe aftetWOrtd, lhe Io~ng hU$-
band goes in search 01 his spouse. Wt\h 
Robin W~liams. Nickelodeon Cinemas 
1·6 
MIGIfTY JOE YOUNG A zoologist IBili 
Paxon! stumbles across what looks 10 be 
King Kong's baby brolher playing in lhe 
big backyards of Africa. Pursued by 
poachers, Paxon aoo Donkey Kong Jr:s 
orp/lan handler IChartize Theronl bOng 
!he specimen 10 LA.. where he promptly 
goes ape· shit in Irallic. Reviewed 
(2124/98. lIoyts Falmooth to, Moine 
Molf Cinemo 
THE WlZARO OF OZ The greatest road 
movie of atl lime. Digitally restored and 
remastered Uhough thai clunky cotton· 
ball twister stands litlle chance of ever 
being improved), the film returns lor its 
6Ott1 anniversary. Nickelodeon Cinemas 
1-6 
PATCH ADAMS Robin Will~ms slars as 
the title charclCter in this film based on the 
founder of the Gesundheit InSl ttule. A 
med studenl wilh a penchanl lor probing 
the funny bone, Patch uses humor 10 
ease palients· II~. Sad~, !he goofy doctOf 
~ helpless 10 do anything about lhe nau-
sea indUCed by another cloying Robin 
W~ham.s film. Hayts Falmouth , 0, Mome 
Mall Cinema 
YOU'VE GOT MAIL An independent 
bookseller (Meg Ryanl is suddenly up 
against the Walt (Mart) when a mega-
bookstore ctlain owned by Tom Hanks 
invades her borders (withouL however, 
the help of a massi ve tax break). 
Nevertheless; lhey ""'gate through !he 
$loons of kiddie porn on the Internet 10 
find safe harbor in each other's loving 
arms. Reviewed 12131198. Hoyts 
Falmouth 10, Moine Moll Cinema 
SCHEDULE EfFECTIVE FRIDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, 
JAN. 1-5. 
Owing to SChedulil1!j changes after CBW goes to press, 
mOViegoers are advised to confirm times with theater.;. 
f:O)'TS ClARK'S POND 
~3 Ctart's Pond Rd., So. Portland. 879- t 5 t 1 
STEPMOM tPG-131 
I, 1:30, 4, 4:20,6:50,7:20, 9:40, l()OfIII.SUN MAT 10:30 
f'IIINCE Of EGyPT tPGI • 
1:10,2:10,3:40,4:40,6:30, 7:10, 9:450FRI-SUN MAT 
10:40, 11 :20 
STAR TRE/{: (NSlJ!RECTION tPGI 
1:40, tlO, 7, 9, 9:3()ofR).SUN MAT 11:10 
JA(]( FROST tPGI 
1:50, 4: I 50fRHiUN MAT II 
A BUG'S UFE tGI 
1:20, 2, 3:50, 4:30, 6:40, 7:15, 9:10, 9:5()OFRI-SltI MAT 
10:50, 11 :30 
THE WArntBOy tPG-131 
7:30, 9:55 
~yrs FALMOUTH 10 
~oo US. Route I, Falmouth.781-5616 
THE FAQJL lY tRI 
1:30, 4,7:25, 9:55of1U-SUN MAT 10:30 
PATOf ADAMS tI'G·131 
(2:45, 1:25, 3:30,4:10,6:45,7:10. 9:35 1()OFRI-SUN 
MAT 10:45 ' 
STEPMOM tI'G- I 31 
1:15,4:15,7, 9:5()ofRI.SUN MAT 10:20 
MIGHTY JOE yOUNG IPGI 
12:50,3:25,6:30, 9:1 ()oFRJ·SUN MAT 10:15 
PRINCE Of EGyPT tPGI 
2:20, 4:50, 7:15, 9:4()OFRI-SUNMAT I 1:50 
YOU'VE GOT MAlL tPGI 
1:50, 4:30, 6:50, 7 :20, ~:30, IOjJ5of1U-SUNMAT 11 :15 
STAR 11IEK: INSURRECTION tPGI 
7:30,9:45 
JA(]( FROST tPGI 
2:25, 4:35ofR1·SUN MAT 12 
A BUG'S UFE IGI 
2, 4:20,6:40, 9:QSoFRI-SUN MAT I t :40 
THE RUGRA TS MOVIE tGI 
2:40, 5oFRI-SUNMAT 12:10 
( uysrONE THEATRE CAFE 
~ Congress St. Portland. 871 ·5500 
THE PRINCESS BRIDE tPGI 
FRl-SAT MAT 1:45,3:45 
IW'1'tNESS INRI 
6, 90N0 SHOWINGS SltI • .JAN. 3 
TANGIBU FATHERS INRI 
SUN., JAN. 3 ONLY'I, 3, 5, 7, 9 
ElJZABETH tRI 
6:30, 9:15ofR1·SUN MAT 1, 3:30 
PLEASANTVIlll tI'G- I 31 
7, 9:JOoFRI-SUN MAT 1:30, 4 
~NE MAllONEMA 
~ine Mall Road, So. Portland. 774·1022 
yoovE GOT MAlL tPGI 
12:55, 3:45,7, 9:35 
PATOf ADAMS tPG-131 
I, 1:30,3:50, 4:15, 7,7:20, 9:45,9:55 
MIGHTY JOE youNG tPGI 
1:20,3:55, ]j)5, 9:40 
tHE FACtl.T)' IRI 
1,3:30,7:30,9:50 
THE RUGRATS MOVIE IGI 
(2:45, 2:50, 5 
ENEMy OF tHE STATE III 
1:15, 4jJ5, 7, 9:45 
(;;.E MOVIES 
~ Exchange St., Portland, 772-9600 
TOUCH Of EV1L INRI 
5, 9:JOoSAT·SltI MAT 12:30 
LOlITA INRI 
7·SAT·SUN MAT 2:30 
(;ICKELODEON 
~emPle and Middle Sireets, Portland. 772-9751 
MEET JOE 8tA(]( tI'G- I 31 
4:30, 8'FRl-SUN MAT I 
RUSH HOutI tl'G-/31 
4:15,7:20, 9:300fR1·SUN MAT 1:45 
BABE: PIG IN THE my IGI 
5:15oFRi-SUN MAT 1,3:15 
PSyOiOtRI 
5: I 5, 7:30, 9:45 
AN1Z tPGI 
4:45'FRfSUN MAT 12:45, 2:45 
WIZARD Of OZ IGI 
FRt·SUN MAT 1:20 
ru BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS I'GI 
FRl-SUN MAT 1.10, 3: 10 
WHAT DREAMS MAY COME tPG- I 31 
7'15,9:45 
THE StEGE tRI 
7,9:35 
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY IRI 
4, 6:50, 9:30 
35-YEAR·OLD, PROFESSIONAL SWF, 
attraclive, physically fit. thin, enjoys classical 
mustc, hiking, cross-country skiing, interest-
ed in starting a family. ISO professional 
SWM., 34-40, attractive, physically fit, oJs. 
similar interests,1f85908 
50·YEAR-OLD, 5'7", 150 Ibs, healthy, 
happy, professional, Measy on the eyes" 
Female, wishes to meet Male, 50+, who is 
also healthy and happy. !f85819 
ADVENTUROUS, AMBITIOUS SWF, 29, 
seeking professional, oJs, fun· loving. com-
mitmenl-minded SM who loves kids, life and 
wanls 10 meel a Woman who is emotionally 
secure, warm, loving, kind, fun and sensu-
oos, Why wall. give me a call! tr85352 
AFFECTIONATE, ATTRACTIVE, 
artisVdancer, fil, funny, gentle (usually), 
happy, inlelligen~ imperfec~ Buddhist-lean-
ing thinker, loves blues, jazz, movies, theater, 
outdoors, Iravel. ISO dance partner, frieOO, 
co-advenluret', lover, preferably all in the 
same Man, with compalible qualijies, 4!1-6O. 
n/s, lighl drinker. finanCially funclional. 
,,85732 
ALL I wanl for Christmas is someone to 
meet me under the mistletoe to ring in the 
New Year together, SWF. 39, enjoys movies. 
music, dining inJout, reading, taking walks. 
Desire SIOWM, 29-45, fl)( mendship, long-
lerm relationship, Portland area !f85897 
ARE YOU striving for the best thai life C<¥l 
offer? Very attractive, bIoode SWPF, 36, 
seeks someone to enthusiastically share this 
goal. This someone should be a gregarious 
SWPM, 30-44, oJs, tall, dislinguished and 
wannhearted! "a5547 
ARTS, SPORTS, eclectic Woman. passion-
ale about lile, the arts and playing. 
Attraclive. youthful, HNlIP. 40-ish, commit-
led 10 slaying young-at-heart and maintail-
ing an optimistic attitude, ISO lively, oJs arts 
apprnciator. enjoys being active, sense of 
hllTlOl" a ptus, !f85876 
ATTENTIVE, ATTRACTIVE, tall SWF, 40, 
educated, artistic, romanlic, Seeks hand-
some SM for fun, comll'fliDnship and more ... 
trB5343 
ATTRACTIVE, EDUCATED, professional 
Woman. 34, seeks Man with similar attribut· 
es and interests. for possible relationship. I 
enjoy exploring the outdoors, reading. 
movies, cooking, painting and gardening. I 
am thoughtftl, creative and genuine, oJs, 
oJd. "aSB12 
AVERAGE, GOOD.LOOKING Woman. SWF, 
:n lean pass II)( 28), likes music, dancing, 
walks. dinnet'S in and out and fI.n times. 
Seei<ing same in special Man. Serious 
replies only, 1f85275 
BEEN AWAY. SWF. 36, 5'10", bIondeIbtue, 
oJs. health professional, believes in healthy 
living but having fun. Enjoys kayaking. 
backgammon, snow shoeing. photograph~ 
Sunday mornings. ISO SWM, 36-48, 5'10"., 
oJs. active, enjoys exploring new past times, 
knows how to laugh at IWe, "a5689 
BLUE-EYED, BLONDE ringlets. fit DWPF, 
45, 5'4", 11~ Ibs. educaled, happy, sensu-
ous, active, humoroos. seeking dependable, 
sophislicaled. adventa'ous SIOPM to enjoy 
skiing, canoeing, hiking, travel, theal ... , fine 
wines, fine foods. 1t85832 
BUSY? ME too! ISO SIOWM, brownlbrown, 
35-45, nis, who's creative, paSSionate, 
secure, adventurous, apprnciales the chal-
lenges of buiding a relationship with an 
independen~ no nonsense SWF, 38, How 
would you finish off a busy day11 know what 
I wanl. you? 1f85649 
CAPTURE MY attention! Intelligent. attrac-
live. laU, fit SWPF, blonde. engaging person. 
ality. wondering where all the SPM, 30-45, 
are hiding in Porttand to southern Maine 
area. Are you ;nterested fl discovering my 
mysteries and et<Pforing IWe's wonders? Call! 
1f85851 
CAT DANCING, heaith walking, blues loving. 
window shopping, hardwoit<ing, book read-
ing. rrKlVte watching, lao aspiring, indepen-
dent, 46-year-Old WWWF, 5'3'\ 120 Ibs, 
brown/hazel. ISO occasional companionship 
~ading where ever the universe ordains. 
Portland area. !f85892 
CATCH ME W yoo can! Healthy, attractive. 
honest, educaled, highly evolved F, 48, seek-
'ing IWeloog, committed partner, maniage-
minded, 35-55, nls, social drinker. who cer-
lainly knows whal he wanls, Buxton, ME, 
near Portland. trfl5868 
CLASSICAL MUSIC lover, SWF, 42, slender, 
blue-eyed, brunette, with two children, mov· 
ing to Portland area, liberal, professional. 
generous spirit. Wants openhearted, good-
humored, energetic SWM to share lhe beau· 
ty of nature and life. !f85447 
CREAnVE AND fun, courageoos, spiritually 
aware, financially slable, inlellectually curi-
ous SWPF, 39, tall, attractive, loves art, 
natun:, music, movies, animals, friends, con-
versation, Seeking SWPM, 35-50, who's 
Ihoughtful. genlle, has polish, depth, appre-
ciates beauty and wants 10 share cenler-
stage with wonderful Woman, 1f85195 
DELIGHTFULLY PLEASANT, attraclive 
SWF, HNlIP, wanm and witty, clever and 
kind, sensuous and sensitive, seeking finer 
things IWe has 10 off ... , oJs. Seeking good-
looking Gentleman. 45-SS, who shares my 
same characterislics, !f85874 
00 YOU believe in fate I)( is ij our destiny to 
be logetI1er? NIS ~, 39, loves dancing, 
movies, romanttc evenings. Seeks to share 
new adventures and my IWe with the right 
person, !f85894 
00 YOU respect Women? Feminist Man 
SOlJ!jrt for romance. Are you oJs, oJd, hon· 
est, compassionate. emotionallylfinancially 
sec"",? H you're Single. thirtysomething 
Man who respects yoor own physical, emo-
tional and spiritual seH, as much as yoor 
partner, then please respond, Tell this 32-
year-old, active, independent and adventur-
ous Woman your fantasies of a fun dale, 
,,85m 
ENERGETIC LASS ISO stocking stuff .... 
DWPF, :n. creative, witty, ilTetevanl. raven-
haired, 5'6", shapely. not fit, net fat. You are 
intriguing, seIf·sufficien~ kind and fun-tov-
ing, Ptease be Single, financially stable, non· 
icky. w85840 
FAT AND happy! SWF, 27, lattooed. pien:ed, 
college mom inlo Sublime, Marcy 
PIaygroood, Jerky Boys, South Part! and 
good times. ISO taH and funky Guy, 20-40, 
for frieOOship, maybi more, Must love chiI· 
dren, be siocere and honestl1f85916 
FIRST nME ad. Smoker, social drinker. 
loves dancing, seeking romantic, fun-loving 
partner,44-59,1f8SS12 
FOR CUDDLE time, Hopelessly romantic, 
affectionate SWF. 39, S'B", red/green, 
searching fl)( available. kind. loving, sup-
portive BM, lale 300-40. who is intellecluafly 
stiroolating and able to YIOO me as welt. FI)( 
wannth, laughter and snuggle time. ,,85181 
FREE WOMAN, 53, loves reading, writing, 
roosic and the sea Seeks Man who is glad 
Eve ale the apple, To him, life is a comedy 
(though divile) and questions are more inl",· 
esting than answers. Speak thai I may see 
thee. ,,85nO 
FRIENDS FIRST, Affectionale, embracable 
DWF, 57, ISO enduring. stuldy, huggable 
SlDBM, 30-45, who~ hones~ sincere aoo 
hopelessly romantic. Is there such a Man? 
~Zl 
FULL·FlGURED SWF, 40, 5'2", sweet, affec· 
lionate, inlelligent, funny, laid-back. Seeking 
SBM, 35 to 45-ish, average looks. med.." to 
large build, oJs, tighl drinker, affectionale. 
funny, genuine, financially secure. Friends 
fir>~ with romance, snugging and spending 
time together, Be my Christmas elf! 1f85834 
GODDESS SEEKS mortal. High alop Mt. 
Olympus I gaze upon mortal men and dream 
what ij woold be like to date them. Me: SWF, 
20, Rubenesque, 5'7", aubumlgnten, You: 
SWM, 21 ·38, 5'9"+, somewhat attractive. 
with great sense of humor,1f85227 
HEY YOUI rtred of cookie-cutter personal 
ads, like cookie-cutter restaurants around 
the Maine Mall? New 10 daling scene, heard 
this was a good avenue. Sounds tun. 
Seeking good-looking, well-balanced Guy. 
26-41 , I think he'" be pleasanlly surprised. 
Inlerested? Please apply within, 1f85831 • 
I DON'T want a baby, I want a Man, ISO 
soulmate, but will start at respectable. I want 
to enjoy the little things (trips, beaches, rain-
bows), Me: 26, 5'11". open-minded, Yoo: 
open-minded, respectable and tallar, 
"asB48 
INTERESTING, lNQUIS!T1VE, fun Woman, 
50s, seeks 45 to 65-year-old Man lor com-
panionship, laughl ... , travel, possible LTR, 
Please be oJs, occasional drinker, emotional-
Iy/financially secure, dancer, bridge player, 
sailor would be bonus, ~ 
ISO GENTl.EMAN who enjoys the arts, 
reading, theater, museums, good restau-
ranIs, I'm short, fat and 40 (5'1", size I B), but 
honest Please be well-dressed, intefligent 
and open to the cOllSOl'f joys of IWe. I'm 
worth ij and so am you, tr85881 
LIBRARIAN TYPE, shy al firsl but wild at 
heart, bright, curious, interested in new 
Ideas, full·figu'ed but lovely curves, ISO 
intefligent. confident SlDWM, 35-45, for 
friendship first, possible LTR ,,85754 
LIFE, LOVE and the pursuij of... SWF, 37, 
into the outdoors, music, good cooversalion. 
Looking lor a Guy to light my fire, Open, h0n-
est and smart. are real turn ons, Let'S set the 
wortd on lire. "as866 
LONELY IN Portland and looking fOf a spe-
cial someone to enjoy winter with. SWF, 21 . 
brown hair/eyes, 5'5", slightly overweight, 
sense 01 humor. seeks SWIBM, Zl-30, to 
hang out with. Seeking soUmate, ,,85733 • 
LONELY MOM, SWF, 38, 5'9". large build, 
enjoy dining inlout. dancing, movies. walks 
on the beach, car racing, movies. Desire 
SIOWM, 29-45, medium 10 large bu!d. 'Of 
friendship, tong·term relationship, ,,85913 
MAINE'S BEST kepi secret. Very attractiva, 
petije SWPF, oJs, tit, energetic, sexy, viva-
cious, love to travet, ski, sail, dance, etc. You 
are tall, dark, very handsome, oJs, 35. 
SWPM, fit and think yoo can keep up with 
me. let's lalk, ,,85767 
NEW SUBSCRIBER. Attractive, intelligenl 
DWF, 45, S'B", seeks attractive, clean-cut 
SWM, lale 30s to late 505. Friends fin~ 
movies, dance, dinner, walks. Prefer nls, 
lighl or oJd, Desire honesty, opemess, C<JI-
ing, dependab~ity, H you fit this description, 
call. Near Porttand. tr854B5 
NON·HIBERNATING, 42·YEAR-OLD 
DWPF, pet~e, grounded, funny, artislic, mom 
(dauglters, 10 and 14), seeking DWM, dad, 
who enjoys outdoor activities (cross country 
skiing, skating, snow shoeingl, reading. the-
ater, music, wilh lust for Ine, learning and 
adventure, tr85B41 
OPTIMISTIC SPF, attractive, fit, no kids. 40, 
sense of humor, sponlaneity for day trips, 
etc. I'm comfortabh! in kitchen as in great 
restauranls, Seeks SPM. 36-48, sincere. suc· 
cessful, ~se Of humor aoo good taste, My 
standards are high, yet reasonable, ,,857B7 
OUTGOING, FUN·LOVING SWF, 5'2", aver-
age bu!d. greal sense of humor, oJs. ISO 
SWM, 25-30 with similar interests. Dancing a 
plus, but to make me smile a must, Won't 
hurt you to answ ... this ed. Wen, go ahead 
and call. 1f85469 
PARTNER FOR lile, DWF, 44, 5'4". 
bIondelblue, fit , attractive, great smile, ener-
getiC. goal-oriented, yuppy personality, 
enjoy walking, biking, termis. boating, social-
izing, Cooking (a passion), gardening (a 
hobby), inlimacy (my goal), Looking to Iravet, 
enioy life wijh attractive. educaled, seH-
assured Man. !1'85609 
PASSIONATE SEEKS adventurous. I'm 32, 
attractive, fit, intettigenl, successful, enjoy 
skong, hiking, reading, travel. literalure, art, 
Seeking SM, fit mentally and physically, 
preferably 5'B" and over, coltege-educaled, 
athletic and ambitious, Kids ok. ,,85582 
PERPElVAL SMILE. SWF, 25, brown/green. 
5'10", slim build, enjoy movies, dancing, out-
doors, travel and reading. ISO SWM. 6'., 25-
30, wilh no excess baggage, Must be 
secure, strong-minded, compaSSionate, 
romantic and have a sense of humor. 
trB5809 
PE11TE DWF, with children, 40. would like to 
meet Man for movies, dinners, walks, etc. 
Uke kids? Are you kind, considerale, sup-
portive, caring, wanl LTR? Win respond to .. 
calls. Portland area. ,,85n2 
POSITIVE, ATTRAcnVE SWF, 42, 
bIondeJblue, size eighteen, 5'2", no children, 
good job, time to enjoy complOlionship, 
Seeking 38-4B, SM to share talks. movies, 
wine, dine, dance and time. All calls 
answered. ,,85929 
PROFESSIONAL, ATTRACnVE Woman. 
52, enjoys outdoor activities. Call me for fly 
fishing, canoeing, kayaking and sharing 
meals thai yoo prepare, I'll enjoy. 1f85605 
QUESTION: WHO would be the masl 
appealing to a bright SWPF. 36, who is very 
aluring, with blonde hair and blue eyes? 
Answer. An intettigenl SWPM, 30-42, 5'10", 
oJs, whose handsome presence will captl-
vale her! 1f85408 
REDHEAD WITH inner beauty. Outgoing 
Female. 5'4", 160 Ibs. aubumlgnten. ioves 10 
cuddle, hold hands, enjoy country western 
music, dancing. cooking, beach walking, 
Professional, nls, social drinker, have 
Siamese cat Seeking White Gentlern"'" 
5'lt "-6'5", HNlIP, hones. 'svon' 
to see inner beauty.1f857t 
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place YOUR fRee peRSONal aD 
caLL 24 HOURS a Day, 7 Days a week 
1- 800 - 972 - 3'155 
RetRIeve messabes fOR fRee! 
to RespOND to aNY aD 
caLL 1-900-454-2195 
ONLy $1.99/mIN 
18++ • tOUCH · tONe pHONe ONLy 
REFINED, ELEGANT DWPF. French culture. 
inner and outer beauty, physicaily/emoflOtl· 
ally fit, enjoys hiking, cross country skiilg, 
the art, candlelights, wine and affection. ISO 
college-educaled, employed. well-man-
nered, healthy Man with inlegrity and sense 
of humor, wanmth, 47-57. lor LTR. ,,85911 
SEARCHING FOR a simple< Ine, slower 
pace. SWF, 44. Italian-American, suburban 
New Yorfler. writ .... tired of all work and no 
play, thinking of moving to Maine, wants to 
conespand with and eventually meel nice, 
decen~ smart. funny SWM in Portland area. 
Will be yjsijing Portland soon. I love dogs 
and kids, fixing up tag sale finds. old movies, 
mystery slories. cool jazz, hot tea and wann 
hearts, Nts, oJdrugs, ne dog halers. !t85479 
SEEKING SOULMATE! SPF, 32, 5'6", 128 
Ibs. oJs, enjoys running, hiking, skiing, con-
nects with nature, music, spiritual with 
Buddhist tendencies. Seeks other with simI· 
Iar inlerests, who's honest, educated. emo· 
tionally/physically fit, loves laughter, dogs, 
tolerates cats and is reedy for fun-filled 
adventure. !f85826 
SELF·EDUCATED, SHORT, juicy, serious, 
unprediclable, lighthearted, loyal, social with 
reclusive moments. reader, smoker. drinker, 
frank. Seeking same or compatible in mostly 
confident. slocky, virile, oddly handsome 
Man, 26-35. (Aesthelics negoliable. depend-
ing on substance.) trB5686 
SERENELY INDEPENDENT. attractive 45-
year-old professional, looI<ing for a special 
someone to share Ine's simple pleasures, 
Seeking inte!igent, emotionally and finana-
clany secure Gentleman who enjoys st1roo-
laling conversalion, trivia. polyphonic music, 
chocolate and humor, ~ 
SLEEPLESS IN Portland, Lov" movies? 
Dinner lor. two? Long walks on the beach 
hand in hand? DWF, 24, mother of 3-year-old 
daughter, seeks fun·loving, financially-
secure M to engage in life's adveniun!s 
together. 1f85330 
SOlO PADDLER seeks partner lor kayak. 
ing, skiing, fun, advenfure, etc. DWF, 41 , oJs, 
no kids, 5'4". blondelbrown, s6m, fit, very 
pretly, Successful executive, ISO romance, 
companionship, possible LTR Lots 01 indoor 
and outdoor interests, let's compare ours 
soonl1f85815 
SOPHISTICATED SAILOR who is comfort-
able et the symphony I)( the helm, for lijetime 
of sharing with this youtIlful. interesting. Iov· 
ing 5O+-year-otd. ,,85751 
SPIRITUAL, STRAIGHTFORWARD DWF, 
30, 5'11", brown/hazel, sIend ... , fit, attrac-
tive, likes okt houses, ocean swimming, 
roosic. running. dancing. oJs. oJd. seeking 
S/DWM, 32-40. taller than me! Fit, nel pa-t 01 
the rat race. Loves animals, emolionallyinan-
cially secure, for possible friendship. 
1f85899 
STILL SAD they cancelled my so-caIed IWe. 
SWF, 26, 5'4",1251bs,ISOslacker Dude who 
win listen to Morphine, watch Fargo, make 
art for me and who thinks ij's all good to 
move folWard or stay stagnant 1f8582O 
STILL WATERS. Attractive, politically liberal 
DWPF. 37, 57", 130 Ibs, oJs, 
emotionallylfinancially secure, many inter· 
ests, including: art, music, theater and out-
door aclivijies, Seeking mature SIOM, 35-45, 
oJs, with intelligence and sense of humor, 
-85185 
SWF, 33, HNlIP, Single mom of young son, 
hoo .. t, easygoing, good sense 01 humor, 
varied interests, Looking lor someone who 
values honesty, "assgs 
SWISS MISS. Attractive, stim. blonde, blue-
eyed, former teacher, adventuresome, ener-
getic, caring. Enjoys gardening, walking, ten-
nis, boating, dancing, candlelij dining. travet. 
Seeking professional, oJs Gentleman, hon-
es~ ~, fun-loving, 55-85, for frieOOship, 
laughter and special times together. "ass48 
TALL, ATTlIACTIVE SWF, 36, seeks mend 
and lover lor LTR, Must be oJs SWPM. 30-40, 
serious about ' amiIy, Enjoy good food. line 
wile, the arts, as wei as IHe's simp&er plea. 
sures., like a moonlit walk and pfcnics in the 
sun. Are you my Mr. Right? !1'85633 
TALL, BLONDE SWPF, 27. oJs. oJdrugs, fun-
loving, easygoing, vivacious, open to new 
Ideas. trying new things. Let's do something 
UlUSUaI and different Seeking tall , clean-
cot. educated, well-traveled, cultured, inler-
esling Man with good values. "aSB13 
WHAT OOES she want? For stariet'S. inteJi-
genee, affection, seIf'awareness, This slen· 
der SWF, mid-40s, enjoys outdoor activities, 
movies, thealer, music and dining out. H 
YOO' Il! a SIOWM, 4Os.5Os, oJs, with similar 
inlerests, who also seeks LTR, perhaps 
yoo're whal she's looI<ing for. !tB5852 
WISH LIST. Quick mind, rebel spirit, pas. 
sionate heart, gentle sout, wann hands, lover 
of dogs, fasl car, ~ yoo possess six or more, 
lei's talk. Happy, curvaceous SF, 45. oJs, 
seeks playmale. tr85534 
meNl&womeN 
2012 A.D. approaches. where wiltyoo be on 
December 21? Fooward looking, back rub-
bing, organic eating, Man 01 means by no 
means, Accompany me while we swing 
through these exc~ing end limes. Be adven· 
turous and 30-45, "aSB19 
A BRIGHT, playful. lit SJM, Boston attor· 
ney/ll!altOf, 408, SIlOks smart, accomptished, 
attractive, oJs SJF, 300, Goal: Marriage/chiI· , 
dren. ,,85762 
A LIFETIME partner. youthful. medium-built 
DWM. young-looI<ing, healthy, 52, oJs. oJd, 
5'6", 160 Ibs. friendly, considerata, philo-
sophtcal, fun-loving, affectionate, romantic, 
music, beach, warm weather s~ art, 
camping. nature, homeIWe, dancing, Seeks 
similar SIOWF, 38-52, sincere, hones~ gra. 
cious, pretty. curvy. HNl/p, passionale. 
,,85147 
A NEW an lor loneliness, Professional 
OWM, 34. raiki heaie<, honesl heart, active 
lifestyle, sense of humor, seeks SIDF, 25-40. 
share Ines wonders. Enjoys children, hiking. 
movies, dancing, South Pal<. lazy Sundays, 
conversation rNe( bottle of wine. Call now. 
operalors am standing by. !f85817 
A STURDY Maine Boy in search of a healthy 
mate, 41. 6'2", rugged and handsome. Fertile 
mind (and minded), with wit, grace and 
charm to amuse you, We'. use our common 
sense and nonsense to defy the cold of win-
ter11f85833 
[ 
ADVENTUROUS SPIRIT, CMing soU and 
passionate iov .... SWM, 27, physically fit and 
attractive, seeks n!asonab&e same, who is 
also creative, intelligent SWF. 21·27. who 
enjoys the artistic and romantic side 01 IWe. 
,,85920 
ALLURE OF the Ub<a. 5O-ish, lWtistic, caring 
Ubra, enjoys happiness, laughter, good con-
versation, simple pleasures, the unusual, 
snowy days, wind, moon, Looking for aJr(-
one 30-50, somewhal fit, who would .ke an 
old, well-preserved, balding, bearded Ubra, 
to have 11)( long time, tr85J56 
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R A T E S 
First 15 wo,ds - $11.00Iwk., 
oddltional wd, 0 25~ eo, 
Buy 3 wk., got tho 4th f,oo 
Whools .. Kul. DOli - $25/run 
·til It .. II, (15 word.; vehicles 
ond boots only) Co" fo, detolls , 
Into,not (1ISslfiod. - 0' low 
0' $25 for 6 month, for 50 
words! . 
DlspllY Ad Rlt .. , Woboo,tlslng 
Ind f,oquency discount Info 
ovo"obloupon reque,t, 
Dudllno: Mon •• 3pm pre-pold 
GET IT TO US 




P,O, 80x 1238 
Portlond, ME 0';10'; 
Hlnd,561 Congr~ss SI. 
FINE PRINT 
CI,sslfled ads must be paid for In advance 
with cash , personal check, money order, 
Yisa or Mastercard. lost ,\ Found Items 
listed fru . Classified ads arc non·refund· 
able . CBW shall n01 be liable for any typo· 
9raphlcal errors, omissions, or chln9cs In 
the ad which do not affect thc value or 
content or substantially change the mean· 
Ing of the ad. Credit wltl be Issued when 
Ylable error has bun determined within 
onc wuk of publlcatton. Readus arc 
advised that an attempt was made to Ycrl· 
fy the authenticity 01 all ads, but that 
such vcrlflcatlon Is not alwlYs possible. 
lhe Better Business Burelu may havt more 
Inlormallon on the companies advertising 
In this publication. 
HELP WANTED 
Listener Supported Radio from the University of Southern Maine 
WMPG DEVELOPMENT DlRECfOR 
WMPG, the community / college radio station at the University 
of Southern Maine, seeks professional to fill a full-time Devel-
opment Director position, Responsibilities: secure significant por-
tion of the station's budget through busmess and listener sup-
port, Activities indude underwriting sales. on-air fund drives, 
direct mail and phone banking, Qualified candidate will have a 
minimum of one-year sales experience and event planning, Non-
profit radio experience preferred, Send resume, cover letter,_ and 
names and numbers of three references to: Development DIrec-
tor Search, WMPG, USM, 96 Falmouth St., Box 9300, Portland, 
ME,04104-9300_ 
USM' s Student Senate is an EO / AA employer, Review of applications 
will begin Jan, 1st and continue until the position is filled, 
COUNSELING SERVICES, INC. 
Job Openings 
Substance Abuse Oinician- Full time pOSition available in our 
Saco office, Prior experience in providing assessment and treat-
ment for clients with substance abuse issues is reqUired, Experi-
ence with substance abuse prevention is highly desirable, Maine 
State licensure to practice at the independent level of an LADC or 
LCSW is required, Dual licensure is preferred, as well as Maine 
State wcensure at the independent level of an LCPC or LMSW, 
CSI offers a competitive salary along with an excellent benefit pack-
age. Qualified applicants will be contacted directly for an inter-
view, Please send your resume with cover letter to: 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
COUNSELING SERVICES, INC 
P.O. BOX 1010 
SACO, ME 04072 
EOE 
Maine Arts seeks Development Director 
Maine Arts, producers of New Year's Portland, The 
Maine Festival and Congress Square Events, seeks 
a development director to maintain and build support 
through corporate sponsors, foundations, ~embership 
campaigns and individual don<?rs. A candidate should 
appreciate the arts, be self -motlv,ated, and ~~Ie ~o work 
well with other people, Other deslrabl~ ~uahtle~ Include 
experience in grant writing, planned giVing, major donor 
programs, and volunteer management. 
Send resumes by 1/8/99 to: 
Nicolaus Bloom, Maine Arts, 




A PIT LIVE-IN PERSONAL CARE 
ATTENDANT wanted lor a humanilarian 
Portlander in his 40's. Must be kitty friend· 
Iy. woodstove friendly and be wil ling to share 
some household dulies and yard work. Wood· 
ed dead-end slreel. Call 207-797-8488 and 
leave message.Rent and salary negotiable. -_ ... _-- -
A+ INCOME POTENTIAL - pleasanl almos-
pMr., flexible hours and ground floor oppor· 
tunities with slrong and growing group. We 
Wilt train honest communicatorS' to sell inter· 
net based product to customers who are 
excited about it! leave name and phone num· 
ber for late December interviews : 
207-871-1600 
BULL MOOSE MUSIC in Portland 
seeks a Manager with management experi· 
ence. Excellent opportunity to earn profit· 
sharing along with HeatthNacaUon Benefits. 
Fun, creative, energetic, sado·masochistic 
work environment. Please send resume to: 
P,O, Box 1197. Portland. Me, 04104 EOE, -----_._. _.--_._--
FEMALE MODEL wanted for very fun, cre-
ative photography project. No ex perience 
needed, Call Fran~ 842-1499, 
MOOELS uninhibiled. unclothed. physically 
flexible. Inexperienced O.K .. Academy of 
Carlo Plttore, Bowdoinham. Professional . 
20).666-8453, 
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS Tech-
nology Magazine seeks experienc~ ~eelance 
writer . E-Mail cover leUer and wrltmg sam-
ples to jenbOinterlacemonthly.com. 
START 1999wilhjl GREAT NEW JOB! 
SPIRITED GUURMET in Portland is 
hiring PfT·FIT gourmet sandwich chef. Wage 
reflects experience. Weekday hours only. 
Please call or slop by, 207-773-2919, 142 
St.John SI.. Portland, 
BULLETIN BOARD 
FLY EAP!!! 
Roundtrip Airfares As Low As: 
Europe $320 Asia $380 
South America $259 
Be a little flexible & save big $$$, 
AIR COURIER INTERNATIONAL 
800-298-1230 (24hrs.) 
"BOLD! BOlD!! BOLD!!! 11 sellsl 
Ask for bold lines when you place 
your ad. 11.5-1234. 
10,000000 CIRCULATION!!!1 
Wouldn1t that be fabulous!!!!The 
National Advertising Network. Inc (NANI) can 
deliver. To find out more about the largest 
classified advertising network in the country 
call 775-1234 or 1-800-286-6601 and 
ask lor THE NANI NETWORK, 
DAILY HOROSCOPES't UP-TD-
DATE SOAPS RESUL S, CALL 
NOW!!! 1-900-288-2266 exl, 6274, 
$2,99/mln , Musl be 18+, Se,,-U 
1619)645-8434, ".,,_,, __ " "''''_, ""_,_ 
EARN $SO.OO/VISIT: PREGNANT 
WOMEN needed for physical exams (internal 
e:llams not reQuired). Exams pertormed by 
RN's training to become Family Nurse Prac-
titioners in the Simmons/UNE-Westbrook 
College Nurse Practitioner Program at West-
brook College Campus on Saturday, Jan. 9th. 
For more Inlo call Carole 797-7261 ext. 4309. 
All exams supervised by CertIfIed NursePrac-
titioners. 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR 
TIMESHARE? We'II lake il! Call America's 
largest (campground/timeshare), resort resale 




$800 WEEKLY POTENTIAl. complele Go" 
ernment forms at home. No experience nec· 
essery, 1-800·696-4779, ext.417, 24 hours, 
$875 WEEKLY! Work from home locating 
people owed government mortgage refunds! 
1-800-725-2417. ext. 5445, " 
ASSEMBLY AT HOME. Crafts. loys. iewelry. 




Practice io a rewarding health C8rHr 8S • Massage Ther-
apist. Apply DOW to the Downcast School or Massage for 
Massage Tberllpy courses offered in 8 day and nigbt sched-
ule, beginning S£ptembcr and January. Sel~t Sport Mas-
sage, Shiatsu or Body-Mind coursrs tocomphment the core 
curriculum. lb. program al DSM Is Accredited by AMTA 
COMTA, VA approved aud Hceused by Main. Sial. Depl_ of 
Ed. and Cultural Senlces. 
for fur/her in/ormalion con/acl 
OOWNEASf SCHOOL OF MASSAGE 
Box 24 Waldoboro. Maine 04572 
• (207) 832-5531 





out the artist in us all! 
Fulklay or luJI..uy 
Bright Id<a Communications 
MJ Whitworth 725-4226' 
TUTORING 
'ltdit;J""lltulrudiolt 01 Your IAClJIUH. 
• Rr.AI~ & 1'rili~ • Math. Alv-hn & StalMlira 
• Enp;.h u. s..-t La"!",,, 
YMr rOfUl,Olfo-~ibJ, MIU'J • AU ~f!I n,w1.vrU 
Chris Fr ... r, Ph.D. 
(207) 774-9341 
fra!ltr311@anl.r.om 
VOR BITt RO MAN ESTE? Jusl 
returned Peace Corps volunteer doesn't want 
to lose language. Will swap English tutor· 
inglconversation for Romanian or consider 
mutually agreeable alternatives. Non·Eng-
'~~::::::~~;;~~;;;;~.I~iS_~h~sp~e:a~ke~r~~:el~co~m~e~,7~7~£~6~7~~3~, .. ~ . ~ 
~ ~ 
Learn the Healing Arts of the Future 
RYSE 







Polarity Realization Institute 
Portland, ME 207-828-8622 
Professional Level Trainings I Accredited IMSTAC 
Licensed by Maine Dept, of Education Free Parking .... 
J!e 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
rout?- SOU/U:.f3 f"U- C(fs--rnl'i\ eYl$t:rJ:J-'Det?-r, 
SC/!.£f3.I ~~& Gt NDVf3ltt'J-sJ,JJ& S('eo:AL.r--ues 
WE PRINT ON EVERYTHINGI 774-' '04 
J (800) 800-7785 
Vi,i, our web.ite at www •• tsmaine.rr.com 
LT'~ inc, 
37 Danforth Street Portland, Moine 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES, General con-
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling, bath· 
rooms. kitchens, finished basem9l)ts, r~of­
in9, decks. additions, inter i Ol'/e~tenor pamt· 
ing, vinyl siding. complete mobile home set· 
up & service. No job too big or small. Prompt 
retiable service. Insured. 871·0093. 
00 YOU NEED your chimney cleaned or 
repaired? Please call McaGreggor's Mason· 
ry & Chimney Services, Inc. at 929-8432. Fully 
inSUred:.::.:.,I _ ______ c-__ 
wood. sewing, Iyping. greal payl 00 YOU NEEO HOME healing oil? Call for 
1-800-795-0380. ext. 22124 hrs,), our everyday low price.1 McAleney Oil 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE, Miri-
am Olis Allen. 1106 Highland A,e, S, Port-
land. ME, 0410612071741-2010, 
AVON PRODUCTS! Slart a home-based busi-
ness. Enjoy flexible hours & unlimited earn-
ings. Join by December 31 and receive your 
slart u~ kil FREEl Call 1-8oo-9~2-4053 , 
AVON SALES- independent representatiY8 
wanted. Must be 18+. Make your own hours. 
Earn up 10 50%!- Call 24 hours , 
1-800-545-8390, 
EARN $400-$1 .200 PER MONTH, Ipart-lime) 
or $2,000-$6,000 per monlh IFutilime), Work 
from HOME No experience necessary. Call 
now 1-800-825-3830. ext. 8191. 
Co,,207-871-0637, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
ENVELOPE STUFFERS NEEDEDI Earn $500 
10 $2500 weekly from home, Weekly payl Free 
~uppli esl Rush SASE to: CJ Enterprises, P.O. 
Bo' 598. Sneedville. TN 378_6_9, ___ _ 
ESTABLISHED SNACK FOOD 
BUSINESS. Mooing. musl sell. $20.000, 
Call 207791-0040 leave name and number. 
No brokers. 
FRITO LAY/PEPSI/COKE, Vending roule, 
prime local sites. $S5 all cash business 5SS 
small Inyestment/excellent profits. 
HWO-731-7233. ext. 5161 , 
INVESTOR(S) WANTEDforuniquegift 
shop in Portland. Inventory of books, CD's 
and much more with focus on Maine prod· 
ucts. Great opportunity for getting inyolved 
in a fun project while keeping your day job. 
Seeking loraise $25.000, Call 207-878-0386, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNlTrES 
POWERFUL MONEY MAKER! Big-K income 
from home. paid $ daily. Not MLM. Call today. 
1-800-345-9688. ext. 0289. 
WE'LL SHOW YOU THE MONEY! 
Call any of our clientsllnvestment 




HOUSEMATE WANTEO FOR 2BR cape in 
Scarborough. 20 minutes from Portland, close 
to beach, marsh. woods. Pets welcomed. 
$450/mo. all included. Available January. 
207 -883-3280, 
N/S. M/F TO SHARE HOUSE in Cumberland, 
S300/month -+ 1/3 utilities. Call evenings 
207-829-6068, 
PALATIAL WEST END APARTMENT, Looking 
for 2 20 somethings to share 4BR with fire-
place, rool deck, 2 bathrooms, WID. S240/mo. 
+ 1/4 ulililies, 207-775-0117, 
PORTLAND- PROFESSIONAL. NIS. M/F 10 
share 3BDR apartment. Hard wood floors, 
sunny. Rent reasonable. 775-4307. 
PORTLAND: Female seeking housemate for 
2 bedroom duplell , located on end of quiet 
sl. Deck. yard, $300+ 1/2 ulililies, 774-8576, 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR large 2 bedroom 
apartment near USM. Parking. $3371mo plus 
1/2 ulililies, 207-780-6097, 
SHARE LARGE SUNNY DEERING apartmenl, 
LlR. DIR. den. kilchen, N/S, $350/mo. 1/2 ulil-
ities, 207-874-1943, 
APTS/RENT 
EAST ENO-,53 Sheridan SI. 3 rooms. kilchen. 
bath In brick building. Eaves, city views. 
$SOO/mo. + utilities. Available mid Jan. 
879-7143, 
STATE ST/MERCY IMAINE MEQ', AREAS, Slu-
dio, 1&2 bedroom, HIH.W., oak floors, attrac-
live kitchen &. bath. Some with parking. Start-
ing al $375/mo, 773-1814, 
ROOMS/RENT 
FALMOUTH: PRIVATE SUITE in sunny spa-
cious house! OWn bathroom. Yard, deck. WID 




2 ARTIST STUDIOS FOR RENT, $85/$185/mo 
. Secure building near II Bean on Congress 
SI. 6 month lease, all utilities included. 
828-0031 . 
REAL ESTATE 
FORECLOSED HOMES, DELIO, TAX REPOS 
& Bankruptcy's being sold. For current list· 
ing. call now, 1-800-501-1777 exl. 2798, 
HOMEOWNERS, NEED CASH!?I 
CREDIT problems. self·employed, eyen bank-
ruptcies. Fastapprovals. no application fees, 
per,onal service, GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD 
TIMES TOOl! Toll Fr .. 1-888-383-6168, 8:30 
am - 8:30 pm, 
BODY & SOUL 
LIVE PSYCHIC, TAROT! LOVE. 
MONEY. know your futurelll Talk live 1-1 now!ll 
Call 1-900-370-6777. exl. 5442, $3,99/min, 
Musl be 18+, Serv-U 1619)645-8434, 
QUIETER QUIET TIME! New melhod leaches 
relaxation, focus. Counselor recommended. 
Ages 8 •. Money back guaranlee. Free ship-
ping, On sale :$18,00. Symphony of Palms. 
P.O. Box 8732, Portland, Maine, 04104. 
1207)772-2442, www.symphonyofpalms.com. 
SACRED BODYWORK: Healing 
massage & EnergetiC body· 
work. Reclaim separated parts 
of self. Release patterns that 
create pain. Kristine & David 
829-5411. 
------'----, 
TIS THE SEASON TO BE HEALTHY,GIVE 
MASSAGE GIFT CERTIFICATES. lion. 
Silverman, LMT_ 871-1610, 
WE'lL PAY YOU to lose weightllncentive pro-
gram for serious individualsl Weight no more! 
Call liMa 1-888-382-5137, 
ANIMALS 
HAPPY JACK MANGE MEDICINE: 
A natural blend of vegetable oils. promotes 
healing & hair growth to "hot spots· & severe 
mange on dogs & horses WITHOUT 
sleroids, OAK HILL ACE HARD-
WARE 883-5058, www.happyjackinc.com. 
ANIMALS 
COMPUTERS 
A+ CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN. PC Irou-
bleshooting, upgrade, repair, and expert Win-
dows help. Free onsile immedIate Portland 
area. Mark at 799-0430. 
IBM COMPUTER 386 printer, 
mouse, keyboard, B&W Moni-
tor. Great starter computer! 
Best offer. Call 856-1073. 
INTERNET T.V_ SET-UP! Learn how 
to walch T.v. stations wOfldwide over the Inter· 
net on your c0!'1put8f. 1-900-884-1222 ex:t. 
1816. $2,99/min, Musl be 18+, Se .. -U 
16191645-8434, 
._ .. _ - - .-.---
INTERNET T.V. SET -UP III Walch T,V, 
stations from around the world over the inter-
net on your computerll·900-407·2200, ext. 
6313 , $2 ,99/min, Musl be 18+, Serv-U 
(6191645-8434, 
FINANCIAL 
$$ WE BUY $$ Seller financed notes, insur-
ance settlements, land note portfolios, busi-
ness notes. Colonial Financial 
1-800-969-1200. ex1.33, 
$4700 VISAIMASTERCARD, No deposil. bad 
credit OK! Fast 7 business day approyal , call 
1-800-635-1402, 
BURIED IN DEBT? consolidale, Lower pay-
ments and inlere,t on credit cards. Call 
1-888-442-5227 NOWI Non-profil 
www.ccs.org. 
FINANCIAL 
CASH: YOU'VE SOLD REAL ESTATE AND 
RECEIV1NG payments on a mortgage and 
note? I'll pay cash for all remainirtg payments. 
Call Frank loll free 1-800-977-9777 exl. 20, 
CUN~IUlI:l(lrnj 
BANKRUPTCY 
Cil' Attorney Sand stead 
761-6680 
R~'d<;;O!\ftl)ll! Rd'!:.'S 
Cll{'r:~:. TrCi1f(>IJ w.ltl Rf~c.;PI'CI 
CREDIT CARDS! No credit check. No secu· 
rity deposit. No income requirement. $3000 
limit guaranteed. Must be 18 and have check· 
ing account. 1-800-689-1556" Call lodayl 
Appro,al agenls on duly now! IAC-3), 
CREDIT CARDS. NO CREDIT CHECKS, No 
security deposit, no income requirements. 
$5.000 limiVguaranteed. Must be 18, employed 
& have checking account. Approval by phone. 
1-800-698-1556, 
GUARANTEED VISA CREDIT CAR OS, $5.000 
maximum limit. No security deposit. Simple, 
easy, bad credit no problem. Free appllca-
lion 1-800-348-4595 e,t. S6S, 
NEED CASH! We pay a lump sum for pay-
ments you receive from Insurance settle-
ment, mortgages, annuities, business notes, 
casinos, lotteries. inheritances, CRP, Mil1tary 
pensions! Fast, confidential! Call now 
1-800-722-7472. oxl. 32 Advance Funding. 
Inc. 
NO OOWN PAYMENT? PROBLEM CREDIT? 
Own the home you need now. without a bIg 
down payment. complete financing if quail· 
fied . DeGeorge Home Alliance 
1-800-343-2884, 
WIPE OUT DE8T NOWIt Debl consolidalion 
form 3K·100K in 24 hrs. No credit check-
restore credit-military welcome! Call nowl 
1-800-401-3906, 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
BED: QUEEN. black wrought iron canopy, 
orthopedic mattress, box and Irame, unused, 
slill in bOx, Cosl $899. sell $350, 443-3595, 
BUSINESS COPIERAS IS Panasonic 
FP-3040. needs lITILE work, II has all Ihe 
extras & will do ALL the work for you! Let-
ter, Jegal & ledger size paper cartrigdes. Sells 
for $7500 new, asking Saso/still a bargain. 
Jelfrey 0 775-6601 ext.444, 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
KING BED. orthopedic pillowtop mattress. box 
and frame, new, sllil In plastic. Cost $1100, 
sacrifice lor $475, 443-3521. 
ONKYO RECEIVER TX-45oo, 100 watts, Excel-
lent condition, fantastic sound. Many features . 
$95, Call 207-780-8634, 
STACKABLE BOOKSHELF. 5unils. 
hea,y oak. slurdy, Asking $70, 767-3230, 
STAINLESS STEEL HOT HIGH PRESSURE 
WASHERS, 4000psl. gasoline-eleclric. faclory 
direct. 55% discounts . Financing 
1-800-324-2822, 
T-SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED, $4.50 heavy-
weight. Fruit of the loom. Hats S2.75, mugs 
& more, Freecalalog, 1-800-242-2374, Berg 
Enterprises. 40. 
USED SEA KAYAKS & BIKES: BAR 
HARBOR: Coastal Kayaking Tours Annual 
Used Equipment Sale. 1998 solo kayaks start· 
ing at $595; tandem kayaks starting at $695; 
Bikes by CannondBle and Raleigh. SaYe hun-
dreds oyer retail. Over 70 boats in great can· 
dition to choose from. On·site financing or 
layaway available. Catll ·800-526-8615. 48 
Cottage SI .. Bar Harbor. ME 04609, E-
mail:abcktOacadia.net. 
WANTED 
A GREAT WAY TO SAVE ON your laxes! 
Donate your used car to American Lung Asso--
clalion, Fr .. pick up, Toll ~ .. 1-888-300-58641 
GETAWAYS 
FEBRUARY SCHOOL VACATION-
5 tickets on group air reservation Portland· 
Bahamas. Charter to secluded island Feb. 
14-20. beach cottage. motorboal. bikes includ-




BASSISTNOCALIST wanled lor new claSSic 
rock band. Experienced band members, 
please, Call Alan 865-4168, 
DECEMBER 31, 1998 ~9 
MUSICIANS 
WANTED 
000 WOPS WANTEDI Fun original band 
seeks female back·up singers. ASAP. TIme 
to practiCe/gig and desire to ham it up nec-
essary, Call 207-883-3280, 
EXPERIMENTAl. INSTRUMENTAL. sound-
tracky, space rock band seeks musicians to 
add ·color· to our sound. What do you play? 
Seeking organist, keyboardist, turntables, 
cello. saxophone, trumpet, etc .• Call Jason 
871-9968, 
GUITARISTNOCALIST wanled for Bealles 
tribute band. Must play Beatles music accu-
rately. call Alan , 865·4168. 
MUSICIANS 
AVAILABLE 
DRUMMER WITH LAZY LIGHTNING seeks 
freela nce work to fill schedule. Call Jeff. 
207 -799-3188, 
WHEELS --=-----
'HOT 'HOT 'HOT 1983 MAZDA 
RX7- Gold metallic, Ssp., good 
condition little or no rust, many 
new paJs. VerY sJ)orty!!!I Sacn-
fice at 9S0./B_0. Call Joanna 
775-660 . 
1974 SKIDOO. Excellent condition. New track. 
$600, Call 207-854-5188, 
1984 CHEVY S10 PICK-UP, 4x4. e"ended cab, 
Been reslored, Excellent condition, $5500, Call 
207-283-3227, 
1986 MERKUR XR4TT- 2.5 turbo 
coupe_ Ssp., 84K miles, loaded. 
runs great, many new l1arts, gooa 
tire~1!eated leather interioJ,. VefY 
spo"J, AC. Very solid car. $ll00, 
11so parts car for $200. both for 
$2200. 797-0239. 
1987 DoDGE CARAVAN- Very Good condi-
lion, 87.000 miles, $3.500, Call 799-7314 
(7:30am-5:30pm) or 767-2650 after 5:30pm, 
1988 HONDA CIVIC, Beige. cassette. good 
condilion, 88k. $2400, 207-828-7904, 
1993 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 sporls coupe. 
with all the toys. Excelent condition, maroon 
color. low miles, $7995Iirm, Call 885-9713, 
1995 FORD EXPLORER XL T, Excellenl shape. 
4 door. 4x4, $15.900, Loaded, Call 799-7314 
17:30am-5:30pm) or 767-2650 after 5:30pm, 




R .. identlaf- Commerool 
D799-4218 
AIRPORT TAXI ' 
$ACO TAXI 
Lowest Meter and Out of 




COMPULSIvE T CLEANING 
... and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or WOTse, cleaned up 
after them ... 




"The phone has been ringing steady since I storted 
advertising in Casco Boy Weekly" 
- Scott 
McGreggor'. Ma50Tlry & Chimney Services, Inc, 
ARE YOUAS BUSY AS YOU'D UKE TO BE? 
t'- _ 6r' AU 
New Books 
And Specia 
Sliop '" Sue "au Orders 
29S Im.tA"""" 
20% Of£! P<nbnl,ME04101 
'-- -'" -
(207) 761-4474 BCQKSoBCQKS 
A&A 
Property Services 
General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling. bath,ooms. 
kilchens. finished basements. 
roofing. decks. additions. interior 
and exterior painling. vinyl 
siding. complete mobil home ' 




QUALm' CLEANINC IN 
ALL KINOS OF PLACES 
EXC'El..l.ENT RfFERENas 
Jaspen Towle 0 828-8092 
McAleney Oil Co. 
"Our name is on the tkor 
and the owners in th£ store" 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Miriam Otis Allen 
1106 High/alld Ave, 
S,Portland. ME 04106 
No job too big or small. 
Prompl. reliable service. insured, 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
Check our Mrrdri low prices! 
207 ·871-063 7 
call and advertise today • 775-1234 1J' 207,741.2010 
LET'S GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $11 PER WEEK 
Electricians, snow removal, plumbers, builde~ painters, housecleaners, handymenlwomen, masons, movers, roofers, 
siders, or anyone else providing services in ~reater Portland; please call our classified department @ 775-1234 
40) CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Chan,. & Tran.for ... 
Charlie 
Gould astrologer 
call 874 - 1901 
DAME 








(;~O ....... _VDlS 
151 ·St. .Iaha sc. 
PortI ...... ME. 
871-1013 
Winter Session s Begin Jan . 4110 
Brian M. Om., N.T.s., eM.T. 
N.,."" T""""",ri< Spm.iUr 
C""jini M-..,. TItnyitt 
Holistic Health Education Musage /j Polarity jj R<ftcxology 
MovanC'n, d assa 
879-8934 
• 222 $(. J oh n S UCCI , Pordand -
SALSA, MERENGUE & MORE 
~
llh • s-. Johnson 
8 Thursdays 
7:OO-8:1Spm 
8eqlnnlnq Jan. 7~ 
Casco Bay Movers 
871-1013 
Revitalize your life with 
a weight management 
program 
Jual CaU. 1-800-3376275 
Douglas -Smith 
Counseling for: 
_In laW 1818Uon91l1ps 
oellU8l!y iIepot-"'I' 
773-7993 
ucensed Chmcal Counselor 




c-u.m., I~ CoupIn 
LIsA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
Trat Youreeif' RiBht 
In 19991 Let The 
Wellneee Beglnl 
·HoIi6Uc couneellng & 
ma~e/bOdywOrk· - Gift Ce . cate5 AvailalM 
Namaste - Amy Couelne, 
R.M.P C.P.T C.H.c •• m_ 
~w!~m!2~:i=~ns 
Certified Massage Therapist 
Otrering: 
Myofascial Therapeutic Massage Treating duunic &. overuse .. 
642-5909 0 774-6876 
YOGA WORKOUT 
Ken Blond.,. 
~ Sunday Jan. 7" lO/weeks $85. DO Casco Bay Movers 871-1013 
WIIIII III'" II C .. .., 
............. IIIw.t 
II.-..... lnal UL .-_ ..... ' I' 
FERmIAL lH CO ... __ ..... III 
DA __ 
> 7lI7-481i& < cua. __ 
>~AIIY-'TA1WI< 
Uhl~CP?1 Reild Masten: llt l~) Sara Seifert-Piper 
..... .... & Carroll D. P.per .•... .......a..d-"ReidAlliara 








Derapntlc ~" H_ KoBO 
Begin Your Journey Toward 
Tranquility, Power, Love, 
Beauty & Presence 
RoIU H ....... Moria, R..M.P. 400 Allen Av ....... PorIland 
197·5432 
Pathways to Wellbeing 
Counseling IforDrf 
Reiki ~ 
Anne Koch, MSEd, LCPC 






with Krilline Dobson Schores, MST 
Feellne lofe!y of nonjudgemenlol 
receplion. in your body 
E'\ER(.UI( BOI)\ WORK 
wilh Krillin, & Do",d Dobson 
Experience the heeling lauch of Ihe 
combined Ferrmine & MosdlO' ,nergte', 
( all ~!9;~ II. ( lII11hallilid 
.. OMEGA SHAKTI HEALING ENERGY .. helps to release stress, promotes relaxation, & eases ~ pain and headaches. The burden of emotional and mental "baggage" is often lightened. For an ~  appointment call Don Labbe at 854-9257 
Psychotherapy Groupe 
Co-Led by Mal. & ,.male Poychologiot6 
Interpereona I Growth 
for Men and Women 
Mondays 6-7:30pm 
At.MInud Group Work for 
511Xual Al>uN 5urvlvore 
Thur5days 4-5:30pm 
For further Information or confldential interview please call 
.... erle Bragdon. Ph.D. Tom Negron. Ph.D. 712-1570 712-1164-
178 Middle St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
INSURANCE ~EIMBUR5"BlE 
I , 5 
M.ED., LCP.C-
MlNw HwlH COUNSROI 
D 
23 OcEAN 1M. 1'arnAND, MAN 
n2-1014 
In~j"amily 
and piert erapy 
In Touch 
Pro ..... ional 
M ..... ge 
ANodat .. 
Elizabeth Berb • Patricia Bennett 
Mmrhns A. M. T.A. 
Sntss R;JJ,~ to Ht4kh 1m W!mmt 
EUOlT CHERRY 
MASSAGE THEltAPT 
-Swedish· Deep Tissue· Sotai 
772·2442 
A peacd'ul place in a busy world 
www •• ympbooyofpaJms.com 
Ic~ 
Tap 0 Ballet. Jazz 
767-0870 
Now offering Dance 
Classes in Falmouth 
Saturdays - Ages 3 - 10 
Tuesday Teen Street Funk 
and Beginners Adult Tap 
417 U.S. Rt. , www.cltydancl.com 
WHOLEHEART ~~ 
()~-
}C> . 1 /\L. 
Winter 
Session Beginning! 
Kripolu Yoga • 871-8274-
(All NOW TO JOIN' 
I I I I r 
REAL ASTROLOGY 
By Rob Brezsny 
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19): An Eng-IIsh inotJ'ance company. Zurich Munic-ipal. dldr-.:h to determine which astrological sign was moat accIdent-prone. 'i'ou Rams -.. 01 course at the very top 01 the fist. as well as In related categories Ilk. most lkoly to run a red light or to pass on the right I beIIov.you wtI thoroughly confute thoso daIa In 1999. _ . ThougMistruothatyou'l _ 
rionce peak levels 01 daring and zeo!. I predict your _ will unfold as W 
you were protected by a bubble 01 safe-ty. 
TAURUS (APRIL 2O-MAY 20): One of "'f-taachers. _irwin Thclrr9-son. says that one religion Isn't enough Iorhlnl. He...-osota1c ChrIsIianfty his .mother' faith and _ his ·_falth. I take. _ opproach. 
My SIIifItuaIty 10 • hybrid of ChIIotIan Oabaia, Godcioss-W<nhIpIoog PIIQINm. andMky_duogBlak:homy. _ • 
.. \lois got to do with you? W", 1999 wit be prime time lor you to aggrasoIwIy des9> a~ practice tllatsults your special __ I f10eI you .,., no longer alford a haII __ ed relationship with tho 
DIme Wow. So II"'" Imm eny_ thai catclles your laney. build upon ...... IIMIIatIons and twilight __ 
(Iheno'1 be .. abundance of ttoem). and mIke!lois the\'H'YOUbecomeyourown priosI or priosI_. 
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): The r.-primominist ... 01 AIlanIa. PandeI Majko. rs just 30 yaatB old. I haven't boon _ 
to find out lor ...... but I bot he's a Gem-ini. Young ... membenl 01 your tribe climbed 10 the top 01 thair respective heaps at a record rate in 1998, and many older Twins also rose In tha ranks when-over they pushed frosh. youthful ideas. I expect this !lend to expend In 1999. Your opportunities to seIz. more power will f¥CNi 4lS you cultivat. what the Zan Buddhists call t>eg;nner's mind. 'In the beginner's mind there are many possi-bilities •• says Shunoyu Suzukl-roshl in his book Zen Mind. Beginner's Mind. ' but in the el!P8rt·s there are lew.' 
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): I'm II'"ng to give your tribe a mystical name In 1999. It's Vajra , which is 8 Sanskrit word moaning both 'thunderbo~ ' and ·diamond.· and a perfect term to sym-bolize the primal yet beaJIIIuI power YOU 'U have abundant access to In the coming months. As you medltat. on how you can live up to your new alias, remember that the dlari-oond is not only a hlghly-pr1zed gam thai represents stoedlast love. but Is also used widely as a tool in the _inglnOOstryduotothelactthal ~'s tho hardest naturally-OCCurring sut>-stance in the wortd. Now get yourself to a mirror. gaz. lntoyour ancient ayes. and murmur. ·Helio. Vajra.' 
LEO(JUL Y 23-AUG. 22): Ninel_ nine-ty-nine could Vf!1IY well be the ~_ one 01 you Leos shall"", the world , record for consecutive hours riding a roner coast .... (CurrenHy Ws t .000.) I say this because I think you 'lI all be both adept andcoml~inactivitioswhichrOCll*e you to negotiate sudden dips and ,t_ rises with great opoed. And that ', not the only stellar talent you're likely to wield in the months ahead. You could also go down In history In categories like Fastest Talk ... , Most ChanQes of Mind. Biggest Leaps 01 Faith. ana Greatest Number of Contradictions Embraced. 
VlRGO(AlJ.G.23-5EPT. 22): In anynor-mal year. you go through several rutting seasons, when you're possessed by a delightfUl KcornpUsMoamality. But 1999 woo't benormal.1 have reason to believe you'H be struck crazy with lust at least twice as often as usual. Sex woo't be a luxury at these timos. but • necessity on the same Ofder as eating and breathing andsleoping. BeIt .. startpreparing now, botora the !irs! tidal wave hits: Oectde what your ground rules win be. WI! you get nalted with 0V0I'f pasOa'by who makas • ..wctive oIIi!r1 ,... yoU really wiDing to D\ItITkIe your IntuItton in Ofder to Inc1UIgeyour InotInct? Do you promise to stay aware 01 the dIIIerence_ the primo! but ~ bond that'. fueled by raw sex and the supple inti-nw:ythat·,aaftedby_i IIeIIga a? 
UBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22): What a weirdly triumphant yew 1999 will be lor your t~be! Her. are my predictions. Ubran cartoon character Homer Simp-son wli enjoy a gay fling with Leonardo DiCaprio. Ubran llaiph Lauren wll stage an advertising coup when he coaxes Ubran Chief Justice William Rehnquist to pose with Ubran Gwyneth Pmtrow in a dlWtdy ... otic magazine spread. A Tal-!ban mullah born under the sign 01 Ubra will rocelve poIkical asylum in the U.S. and go on to replac. Kan Starr as Inde-pendent Counsellorthe last six yaatB 01 the Whltawatar probe. And than thera's you: You. "'fodcly ftourtshlnglTlend, wi. discover absolutely everything about whatyoudon'twant to be. making. per-fectly ctoar. as you ant .. the new mI~ 1onnIlm, oxactIy what you do want to bel 
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21~ I was 
~::I'--=::' W;!'C:: found out Zoe was. bill. she wanled to know what her own animal was. I asked her herblrlhdayand she saId_ 7. ·YouhlNetwo __ .·lsaid. 
"Tho scorpion and the eagle. WhIch woUd you .-be?' OK I was • scor-pIon,'she....-d. 'loouIdsling _ 
sisler when she', ..-, to mo'1::: K I was an eagle I oouId go to the balhroom onheraslftew..--. I·nbeaneagle.· 
I think !lois is .. enlightened """"""'" that might be useful lor aI you Scorpioe 10 borrow. One way or another. you'l need secret weapons in 1999. But why resort to alorm 01 detorrancethat koops you groveling in the dirt when you can beoquallyolfectlv._ ramaining high -.ethelray? 
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-OEC. 21): F\JdoIph Spielman once 'described the ideal strategy 01 a great chess ptayer. 'In the -"ing a master should play ike a book.' he said. ' in the mid-game he should play Ilk. a magician. In tho and-ing he should play like a machine.' I bring this UP. Saaittarius, becausethis isa per-feet formufa for you to use in all games. both fun and serious. that you 'lI plsy in 1999. 
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19): 'Our bloods and hormones are lunda-mentalty .seawater and volcanic ash, congealed and relined.' writes Richard Grossinger in Planet Medicine. · Ourskin sha'es ks chemistry wkh the mapl.loaI and moth wing. The currents 0lK b0d-ies regulate share a molecular flow with raw sun. Nerves and flashes 01 lightning .-e ~8tecf events woven into nature at different level • . ' I nominata this primor· dial affirmation to be the passage you dip and tape to your bathroom mirror lor all 011999. k hints at the teachings liIe most wants to give you; k's a poet-ic kooro that just might help rouse the ___ that'slElW1gtoberebom 
within you. 
AQUARIUS (JAN. 2(}.FEB. 18): Pl'o-dictions lor 191/9: 1) Taking a page from thebook olthestorm..,toasors, an Aquar-ian sk'Jdiver with New AI;}e propensttlas wlilamounc. her intention lolly to lump through rainbows all over North Ameri-ca. 2) An Aquarian porn star from Hoi-land will have himself nailed to a cross to promote his newsadomasochistic fiim. 3) An Aquarian perIorrnanceatlist will tie be!JJOttes to his heed and_ttrougto ritzy shopping"""",in LosAngeios. invit-ing well-heeh!d consumers to eat his art . 4) The vast ma;<>ritY. 01 other Aquarians across the world WI. experience simil. _01 idiosyncratic brilliance. but will _theminloss~rlarandrnore practical ways. 
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20): I've taken a bit of Hberty with a quota byC.G. .kI1!Itocomeup with an opigram to guide you 10 1999 •• ~ there is anything we wish to chalgointhechild,' hesaid. '_shouId Iir.ot ""nne ij and sea whether ij is not something that could belt ... be che!oged 1n0<r.l0lY0s. ·lwouId......-!.kI1!I·.wordo to begin with the phrase.~ there is eny-thing we wish to change In _ ... 
love.' You wll ott .. be tornpted In the corni"9 \'H'. Pisces. to imagine that everything woUd be just fabulous n the important paopIoin your lII.woUd ~ their behavior. WhIle that'N be true now and ther>, .'1 momty be • _-end _age. My advice: Expand your t_-once lor overyono's idIosyncracieS and use thorn to motivat. your own trans-formations. 
What was your favortte mistake this past year? Write: Lucky ACCidents. Box 761. Petaluma. CA 94953 or 
www.realastrology.com. 
You ... CIOn Rob Brwzany, day 01' nigh!, lor yow EXPANDED WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 
1-900-903-2500 S1.99 par mirute· 18 O\/er 'lOuChtono phone roqulred ' CIS 8.2/373·9785 Don't forget 10 check Rob's website al www.realastrology.com/ 
Color Analysis 
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"NoO.W." is the time 
Network Opponunity Week Introducing NerworX o,iroprac.ic ... The La.es. Break.h""'8h in o,iropractic 
Specializing in GENTLE spinal adjuabnenll 
• Dr. Abby B. Kramer invites you to participate in Network Opportuni-ty Week Uan II - l an 15. 1999). Call to schedule a FREE introducto-ry session at Li(,.Worb Chiropractic Center. a $120.00 value! 
The Introductory Session Includes: 
o a consultation with Dr. Kramer 
o a spinal exam and evaluation 
o a GENTLE chiropratic adjustment 
o a follow-up visit with Dr. Kramer which includes 
a report of findings and a SECOND adjustment 
To .. rtici .. ", J'OU MUST schedule your """""' ........ in odvon<O: can TODAY to ochooIule your .ppoin......... Spac .. ..., limited. 
LifeWorks Chiropractic Center. 797-5544 0 Ponland 
ATTENTION ~OVERS. CALL NOWI!I t -900-370-2oo1 e,1.7269. $l.99/min. Must be t8+. Serv-u 16t9)645:8434. 
£l.LAqhece 
Jaio. oniquo ..., 01 rMtIng ___ ..... by 
..... Ihono Dl ...... Ihis is noI • daiing dub or. pIoafo .... 1_ 'II wiIh Ihis Idoo OM o9t -*'1110 _  And. warksI 
Call Focvo Oft 5ing\oo 171-6751 far_ 
.... fI .. ·.'and .......... 
MEET NEW PEOPLETHE FUNWAYTOOAYII t -900-737·7888 ElCT.7533. $2.99/MIN. Must be t8+. Serv·U 16191645-8434. 
WHEELS 
1995 FORD EXPLORER Xl T. ~cellenl shape. 4 door. 4'4. $t5.9oo. loaded. Call 799·7314 (7:30am·5:30pm) or 787·2650 after 5:30pm. 
1996 CHEVY BlAZER· 34.000 miles. E.cel-lenl condition $t8.9OO. 4 door. 4.4. loaded. Call 799· 7314 (7:3Dam-5:3Opm) or 787·2650 after 5:30pm. 
~~e E. Knights OJ.l.CJtT. 
··'''IAc~I~ 
Hdp Maint2in a Heolthy Body. 
Mind and Spirit 
879-1710 
~[ FEELING STRESSED? 
Openings in Q women's ongoing. solution oriented. l>SYChotherapy fI'OUII. If you fUnction adequattly in your daily H(e but find ii rii(ficult to estQbIish or maintain satisf1irir personO/ reIatiOnsh,-"s. have symptoms 0( law self-esteem. chronic IoioeUness, depression. or difficulty ideniifying or exf1ressing your feelings, this g"!UP mayJie for you. Focus is on ~nding solutions that you can put into 0C!/0II m your life. 
Sarah J, Bulley, LCSW '71-9256 Individual & C let Therapy AYGiloble 
~ ~u:.tioft, FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY J',.N'- <iY'_I;_ SCHOO.1 OF ~ ~",;:;::: T' AI CHI l:H'UAN: ••• 
~ . iT. I PortlandIYarmouth 846-0848 - Lewiston thru Health n7-8898 
WHEELS 
GREAT CAR. t995 Ford Wind st.r Gl. -_....::...:=:..:,.:..;;:..:;;:....== ... Fully loaded & warranted. $14.000/B.0 . 
A Dynamic Network 




Travel groups & more 
helping single' adults 
'GET CONNECTED' 
800 - 775 - 3090 
WHEELS 
t997 TOYOTA CAMRY LE V6 . .. cellent sh.pe. loaded. 18.000 mil .. , 518.500. Call 799-7314 (7 :3Dam-5:3Opm)or 787·2650 after 5:30pm. 
97 VW JrnA. gr .... 5SP. AlC. t8k.$t3.9OO. 207 ·232-2205 \portland roumber. pIeue leave !",!,e~~~~.'-H ________ ' _ 
BERNICE IS A t 986 Ford Escort Wagon. 6 t K. Filled with positive enargyl $ t tOO. Call 207-773- t 644. 
GAS TANKSI NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK FOR: GIIC. Ford. Chevy. Dodge. AIo'C's Includln9 C.O.D. ll!elglol $99.00 (Imports S1I9.00) OoIi.· oood. U.P.S. Call Grog .'I-800-56H265. 
775-2499. 
HONDA ACCORD DX, t996-63K+m .... 4dr .• 5 speed, two .now tlr ... MUlt selll $10.5OOIB.0 . 828·4424. 
MAZDA MIATA. 1997- loaded, block on black. 29K miles. new tlras, must seal 516.900. 797-775ll . 





Jan. 6. Wed. 6 pm 
Jan. 7, Thurs. 7:30 pm 
Jan. 9. Sat. I pm 
The Yoga Center 
137 Preble St.. Portland 
775-0975 or 799-4449 
CHRISTOPHER BEACH 
JUNGIAN ANALYST 
Dip!. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St .. Portland, ME 04101 
m-2779 
~DrA70Nf\.Y \1..Y IAIJIQ.UAN 
{T'lli ChI Ch'.-j 
lARRy IRA l.f.NDAU 
761-2142 ... 967-5965 
5ttdoe in POl'tW!d & ~ 
CIIII for brochJre & tlCltuUe 
DECEMBER 31, 1998 ~ 1 
.. John Toker, 
"MA, LCPC 
Lic: .... cd psy<ho<hetapis< 
N~ England Family Institute 
Individuals, Couples, Groups 











• LEGAL NOTICE. MAYOR'S WATERFRONT TASK PORCE • PuBLIC CoMMEI<r SEssiON Th. city of Portland M.yor'. Wa •• rfront T .. k forc. will be hOitin! a final public comment lellion reswi"8 future devel~ opment and improvement of the Bath Iron Work. Facility ami tfle 4,46 acres of City owned land immeOiately adjacent to the BIW sit. known .. the canodw. National or ' eN' property. The Task Force previou l ly hOited three other comment H.,ioM in November and h.. drafted a re~rt for suhmi •• ion to the Portland Ci~ Council. Prior to releasing that report. the Tal k Force would like to entertain additional comments and . uwstion. regarding the draft r.~rt. A copy of .he dr.f. can be requeo.ed at (207) 773-1613. Th. rtnal .. u ion will be held on: DATE: Wodneoday Jan....,. 6', 1999 
P~ ~!f:.i ci;,.'~ 
Crty Council Chamben 
389 Con~ StT'ftl 
PortI.nd. ME 04101 If,you are unable to attend the public comment session. please forward. your wntten comment. to Mr. William D. Giroux: Walerfront Man~er. City of Portland. Marine Trad. Cen,.r. 2 Portland fish Pi.r, Sui'e 307, Portland. ME 04101. 
William D. Giro"" 
Waterfron. Ma ....... 
p 
CA'iCO BAY WEEKLY 
ADULT SERVICES 
PHON' ENT£RTAIHMINT DISCLAIMER: THIS ClA$SlrKATIOM CC*TAIHS ADS FOR CONVERSAllOM OR RECORDED MESSAGES THilOUGH THE USE OF TELEPHONES, THES£ ADVlRTlSERS PItOVIOE A SOIVtc[ FOR A FEE. CAW TO SUCH NUMIERS MAY 
R[:SUll lfII A CHARGE TO THE CALLING MUNIER. YOUR PHOftE MAY 8( DEMItD ACCESS TO SUCH MUMIEIIS IV CALLING AnAHlIC BEU A1 1-8cxr585~4466 , REOUESTUtG A 900 # CAU BlOC •• HOT AU 900 "UMIERS AlLOW A CUCE PUtoO OR _"RIIIIK 
BEfORE THE CAllIS CHARGED TO yO\lt I'tfC*E B1ll. THESE l£W1ftOME ft£lATED S[RV!c£S ARE TlliCOMMUIUCATlOHS AND ARE REGUlATtD IV THE FCC. COMI"UINTS MAY IE DIRECTED TO fCC. 1919 H. STIrn N.W., WASHINGTON. D. C. 20554 
PORTLAND 
'PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter the box # below and 
Make direct contact where the adults play 
1 900 255-0888 Credil card 800 790-6699 
.... .... ... . ....................... 
BOX # 339744 Pamela 
I'm $'4 1251bs with blond 
hair & green eyes. I'm Q 
nalural 36d Ctlp witll 
LARGE nipples. Will return 
a/l calls. I also like making 
hOi IIome made sex video 's.] 
am very pasSionate & lovillg. 
Seeking a Innlt partner 1"01 
is a nighl person. 
2<1yr old sexy brunette. J'm a 
single /lever been married 
of aClion thai knows IIow 
10 please a man. Illave 
many sex.ualfetishes Illat I 
will discuss witll you on tile 
When you arrive 10 
me up you'll be pleased. 
BOX # 339746 N/!HJ ad 
I have the sexiest bedroom 
just for fun. Mirrored walls 
& ceiling, sexy framed 
photos, king size bed with 
red satin sheets, large 
screen TV ror tbe hottest 
movies and of course me. 
Curie I'm hot, sexy, & 45. 
2S yr old dental assistant. ] 
have dark hair and bed· 
room eyes. 36c·24.36 with 
lips that are soft, lovely & 
wet. I assist a oral surgeon 
at the office, and perform 
my own oral surgery at my 
home. Bye •.• 
MODELS 
WANTED 
_los only. 18+ 
Nude Bondop l'ii0i-''' 







Owned and Operated 
by Women Seeking 
CASUAL SEX! 
BOX # 339747 Amanda 
I'm a 28 yr old divorced Wanted: Cute man over 30. 
woman with no children. I Must be honest, clean & 
don't claim to be a beauty "ery sexy. I'm 33 t.1I & and 
queen but Pm not ugly. Pm sexy with nice legs, perfect 
SIS and a chunky 140 tbs. breasts and very kiss-able 
Being a little over weight lips. I look forwanl to first 
has made my boobs bigger. dates as I gel to wear my 
I enjoy kissing, massage, & sexiest revealing clothing 
orat pleasures. that will drive you crazy. 
11 ALERT II BOX # 339745 Theresa 
If you are /Javing a problem 
getting t/Jrough 10 our serv-
ice you can E·mail us at 
PleasureSeekerS@ 
AmeTicanGlobalMedia.com 
Tell us the problem and we 
will try to help you. 
BOX # 339739 N/!HJ ad 
Sexy 4J yr old Redhead that 
really can 't gel enough. 1 
have a very in shape J8d·26. 
38 body that is better 1IOW 
thaI wlle1l J was 20 & I know 
/tow 10 use iL Have you ever 
shaved a woman's legs wllile 






1 800 774-8252 
*BORED HORNY HOUSEWIVESI 
BEST SWINGERSI Get Real Portland 
Names & Home Phone Numbers. Try it, it 
worksl 1-900-420-0420 ext 161, 
$2.951mln. 18+ zme 1702)387·6465. 
*OLDER PORTlAND LADIES*-
prlvale phone numbersl t ·900·737·1122 
E,!. 796 . S2 .9 S/min. T.T .• 18+, NNI 
(702)593'0303. 
Actual GIRLS of Portland names 
and phone numbers. 
1-900-737-1122 ext.352. 
$2.95Imin, Must be 18+. NNI. 
(702)593-0303. TouchTone, You won't meet your 
wife here but we 
guarantee you wffi have 
ONE DAMN GOOD TIME! 
1~473~473 .. 4363 
BARElY lEGAl'! 
'-QOO-468-3815 
AMBER· 18y ... , 5'2'. 103Ibs., blond, blue 
eyes, well endowed, seeks hot guys for hot 
lalk & 10 meet. 1-473·407·9793. 
FROM ONLY "7~ PER MIN. 
WORK IN 
ADULT FILMS 
No experience.. AJI types. Maleslfema~s 
M, Vodoos. FiIfns. Live 1_ Sitas 





18p'us 14 Aou~s 
AOT 1-",-1 ACTION 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT 
Professional vacuum pumps or 
surgical. Gain ['·3'. Permanent. safe. 
Enhance erection. Free brochure. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (312) 409·5557 
For latest enlargement information 
[·900-976f'UMP (S2.95/min.) 
CHEATING WIVES- PORTLAND. 
GET NAMES and privale home numbers. Call 
1·900·288·5533 e,t. 372. S2.951min. Touch· 
lone, musl be 18. Nal·N (102)593·0303. 
DOMINAIII Top NYC Mlslressnow avail· 
able for outea!! in Maine. Fetish, fantasy and 
roll play specialist-all levels· no straight. 
Beautiful, highly skilled and creative. Exten· 
slve wardrobe/equipment. 207·775·5050. 
HEY GUYS. SHY? Nervous? First Time? 
We'reliv8 and experienced! 1·900·336-2500, 
e,t. 8980. S3 .99Imin. 18+. Serv·U 
(SI9)S45·8434. 
HOT HORNEY COLLEGE GIRLS. Uvel·on· 
I. 1·900·993·5159, 1·800·785·2833. 
S2.50per/min. 18+. 
LIVE GROUP PARTY LINE 1-473·328·2251 
The hard Line 1·473·328·2881. ILOA 18+. 
LIVE HOT GROUP ACTION 1-473·328·2251. 
Live Gay Chat 1-473·328·2280. ILOA 18+. 
HOT GIRLS OF PORTLANr 
Dates & Live Conversation 
Live lor2onl 0116·787·3158 
College Girls 011·683-7496 
Local Tell/'s 011·678·77026 
18+ LD FREE Adult Web Sile 
FREE Adult photo.! FREE XXX· Vid"",! 










be sure to 
New Year! check out 
the 
womeN seelaNb 
22· YEAR·OlD, BEEN wishing for. Single. sexy. spr. 
itual. bisexual SF. camotseem tofiOOooeanywhere. 
0VIIIl1lllll.gh I knowyou·,. out 11we somewhere. Let's 
go on adventures a1d fill the best d life with mer 
happiness along with ki1I<y """"" ..... ,.90244 
ATTRACllVE, UNCONVENTIONAl., _ Woman, 
47. 5',·. 1201lls. seel<syoungerMan..roneedsmore 
depth ard challenge" his relalionsNp. I am patient, 
perceptive,dWect.IfYOOlI'ecommooicaliVe,bvepeo-
pie. lolerale uncertainly ard possess emotional aM 
p/lysical_ •. can me.,,90342 
BeAl/T1F\JlAND bul(()ll1. Bi-curious Married WOO'aI 
seeks discreet other for fun and games, sucfl as role 
playing. must be clean and """ 25, MIF. Must be "" 
w~ husbard. ,.90278 
BIFEMAlE SEEKING BiFemaie to fulfil my fantasies 
aM.l""-", No S1riogs. CaN me and lei's get logeth· 
er . .,90269 
BIG SQUEEZE. 27·)'I!ar~ Calilomia Gir1 wil be" 
PoftIand mid-Oecen'ller. Seem) art~1ie Male. 23., 
with a wann studio for some hot nights. e90314 
CAN YOU help? Stililool<ing for a f .. good Men 10 
fulfill my fantasy of three Men, age/race unimportant. 
Asking for a willingness to please. Must be ok with 
my husband there. I'm 45, fit, attractive, with many 
exceptional qualities. ,,90007 
DARK CURIOstlY. Overwelgl1l. MarriedWF, 29,1SO 
SSM, under 35, for occasional, fiery entanglements 
lofutfill mysecretdesiresandcravings.l TR preferred. 
Healthy, safe and discreet. You be 100. ,,90185 
FRIENDLY, OUTGOING, 19-year-old Female, 
browrvblue. S·S·. hea"""". -.og F<male. under 
40.lospend tinewith. forfriendshipand more. ,,90317 
HEART .()F..QOU), SANE of i-on. warm and sensi-
live. but strong and I\dependenl DWF. 33. earthy. 
sensual, likes movies, music and arts. Seeks SlUWM, 
30-40. fortnendship. ~ Lm.,,90178 
I'M34, browrvblue. 11 Oills. searcIlklg for Miss R~h1. 
I want tosorprise my husband or ma~ yotJ'S. tt90230 
MY MASTER, (Married WM). lias _ me. (M". 
rio<! WF). ~ the io)'fuI art 01 sobmission. Seek F<male 
lor intimale relationship. You: Attractive. desirable. 
bkuiooSlbisexual, H/WIP, daring, has similar inter-
ests. heaIIhy, sane, coosensuaI. ,,90187 
---
meN seeIaNG 
21·YEAR-<lI.ll YOUNG M,n Iooki1g for. goodtime. 
00100 have any idears?rmS'2·. 1701bs. browrvbIue. 
in groat shape and always ready for IovI\g. ,.90302 
ADYEHTUROUS,INTEl.UGEIIT, _No. mascu· 
line. in-<ha!le. -.potIabIe heater forWW .... Ft.My, 
huggable snow buddy for IrieOOshio. c:ompriJnsh!l 
and oil so much more. Hooy! Only one 0I1hese r ... 
items left. ,,90268 
A TTENTlON lADIES! VoIl~e straight Male. 36. S'. 200 
Ills. good conti1ion. seeks ladies lor afternoon gel. 
together's. No commitmerrts, no baQQaQe, just h0n-
est and good adtJ~ fun. SIrong·mmed'ladies. 25· 
55. need apply. Color and size Lrlimportant. 1 CM lui· 
II aI_ needs. ,,90337 
ATTRACTIVE SWM, 45. 5'10'. 165 Ibs. healthy. 
cIIm,nicI>Iooki'lg.Y8)'_.nls._~, 
25-50.10 enjoy QUiet tines and loshareal. You won't 
bedisappointOd with ,,,II' .,90319 
ATTRACTIVE SWM, mid-4Os, 6'1', 160 Ibs. great 
shape. seeksCouplelor adu~fun.I'm clean. discreet. 
easyqoing. with a senseoflunor. can traveiOfenter-
ta". (]pen-mOlded. ,.90279 
ATTRACTIVE. HUSKY. assertive WM ISO straight. 
masculine Male fO( fun days or evenings . .,90221 
FALL ROMANCE. GWM. 30. seeki1g companion lor 
weekend road trips. late night skmy dioPIIQ. C8I1'I'-
ilg under st8l1)' skies. CMdIet, dinners.·1ily Sundays 
i1 bed.lnI8l'8Sted1 Call, let's make thisa lalltoremem-
bar. ,,90002 
FANrASY GIRL WM ISO special F. ~ 100'" borad 
WIth the usual, curious ex suppressi1g )"fM sewai-
!y. then th~ ~ _ chance. Occasional and some-
lmes brief encountfn, each Offerent than the last. 
Long or """'·1"",. _lor aImost_ 
regan:l1ess 01 age. size. race. No S&M or bondage. 
Let·s get toge1her and tall. Don't miss this opport\J-
nity to eKperience an extraordinary relationship. 
,,90116 
FEMALEYDYEUR sought. AtlractiveSWM, 2B. wei· 
built exhibitionist. seeks attractivtI Female Yf1tWl to 
watdl an attractMl, young Male. Oiwetion assured 
aM expected.,.90047 
FREE AND "",,!, truck driv<!r, Single dad, 39, 5'11-. 
200 bs. likes outdoors, CII'T1polQ, d&'lcing. mol"",,· 
cies. rod< n' roI and country music. ISO eas)?lilg 
SF with siniIar interost, must ike chldren. possi>Ie 
LTR.,.90284 
GWMLOOKINGforsame.18-40.lovemovies.music. 
message porno, need a special someone. I'm 5'8'. 
brownIbrown, smooth oj am ready leave message 
with number. Will call a11. 1ooIQng" LewistonlAlb.im 
" ... ,.90318 ATTRACTIVE. SENSITIVE, il-silape PM lookill9 for warm, adventurous companionship through the win-
ter months. You be attractive, kInd, sensual SlMar-
rio<! F. 25·50. ,,90306 GWM, ATTRACTIVE, dark, hairy and masculine. 
Hl'NIP. ~ same. in a 3510 5O-yea--oid Man. for 
ATTRACTIVE, STRAlGHT.ACTlNG Male. 42, seek. occasional." e, discreet, daytime fun. ,.90303 
iog_~tralght·actiog Mate fO( daytime encounters. 
,.90255 HAPPILY MARRIED WM seeks Couple or SF desir· 
ATTRACTIVE. SUBMISSIVE SWM seeI<s dominant 
Woma"l, ready to explore my Slbnissive side, 45, and 
in good shape, very sensual. vivid imaginatlOfl, exc~ 
lent oral skills and eager 10 please. Make rrtlantasy 
coma true. tt90341 
ATTRACTIVE. SUBMISSIVE SWM seeI<s dom"",1 
Woman. I'm healthy, iltelHgent, professional, ready 
toexpiofe my SlbnissNe side. WouIdvery much enpy 
bellgusod,i>Jmiiated,d'-"MYmamer.i>ourd. 
made to perform. etc. I'm slim. " good shape. WJf'j 
sensual, with a Ihilg for buxomness andIor long hair. 
,.90251 
BI-CURIOUS MARRIEDWM,mId-40s. 5'7'. 160 Ills. 
-.~ Mamed Manwl'oseheigtand".;g,t 
are proportionate, to eKchancje fun body massage. 
possibly more. Must be healthy, clean and W!l'f dis-
creet. ,.90277 
ing to fuffin ITl\Jltipie Male firJtasy.I'm 5'9-, 1&J bs, 
lJrown.eyed.conslnJc1ion-....Beheallhy.discreet. 
lit and practioner 01 sale. responsible encount .... 
,,90170 
HUSI<YTEDDY. Kind. tan;~-otienled GM. 37.1ovos 
gardeni1g. dislikes sports. seeks nls M. 35-45. to go 
tocturch,enjoyfamily, me Yankeewor1l:ethic. ~ 
erlpy home life. da.ssicaI music. Perhaps you're the 
one to lake home 10 mumsy fI1d dadsy. ,,90237 
1"M36,very_bull.~"'._._· no a cute, young cross dress« ex T8 who wiN let me 
kiss his slockinged leet ard high heels. In exchange. 
I wi~ satisfy an _ secret needs. ,,90339 
INTEWGENT, HARDWORKING, outgoing. roman-
IieOWM. 38. who is funlobewith,,,*,,,waIk~phys· 
leal trainlng. dancilg. movies. beach. swimmirl\l. ISO 
fun, rananI~, _ SIllF. 30-40. for friendship first. 
possi>Ie LTR. .,90310 
MOTlYATED. 18-YEAR-OLD M'~ with a heavenly 
body. seeki1g Woman for trequenl """""' .... Must 
be open.mI\ded aIId able 10 go the distance WIth a 
c:Ilanl>. Yoo won1 be tisappoilted.AI _ ... wered. 
No Man please! ,.90340 
WHArs MISSING? Passion, affection, lust and 
tlesi'e. Attractive Mamed WM. 3Os, respactful, open-
rrinded. clean. sale. ISO MatmdISF. 25-45. who ike 
me, craves aI the abow. Ufe's 100 short 10 wMt, act 
now and cal. ,.90313 
MUST BE Bi. Manied WM. 4Os. seeI<s Couple where WHITE MALE seeI<s 011'« Bi Male. submissive Boy. 
he's Bi and she's helpM. Oisa~. musl,,90037 ready to hMiII daUes and more. Fnt line and ready 
10 explore. ,,90151 
IJII9I·MlNDED OW Mate. seeksgoodtmas with good 
people. I am open 10 anything lhatleels good. Enjoy W1LDMANT-.y,disaeetMaleseekiigM.wriecl'Bi 
Couples. Let', play. ,,90308 Male for fun 6'lyWI1ere. ,,90146 
RELAX, ENJOY. Tal. ,1I'je1ie OWM. 50. would like 10 
exchange massage with SMSlJOUSIndMduaIs. Neat 
aM heallhy. '" ~rI\gs. ,,90163 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 33-year-old SWM 
1ooI<.ng fO( satisfaction In aI of life's rignt ways, race 
aM age Lrlimportant. in ret"", hattfwalmg. 5'11', 
150 Ibs. secure MaIe. ,,90264 
SE8(5~pla)male.SWM._aged._ 
l"'a1e1y seek01g Femate mate lor datllg. perhaps lead· 
i'lg tolTR. lnterestedil mild DIS, top tXbottom,like 
to switch, discreet, understa1ding, safe, sane, c0n-
sensual. """ ,_Ie, age aM race open . .,90297 
SGWM, 23, Iooies outdoors. hieing. d&'lcing. seeks 
same, 23 or yoooger, for friendship, maybe more. 
,,90291 
SPECIAL CURE lor ladies. Tan. veryhandsome SSM, 
know how to treat a l.a:jy, open to suggestions. Seek~ 
ing heavyset. big WF. 30-50. 200 Ibs •• for lui body 
massage. Iootfetish. soul for the body. romance, can--
(jetight outings. rreplaces. much more. ,.90236 
SWM LOOKING Iornoo<emmitted. adultfun, 36, 6', 
200 Ibs. " good heanh and contIrtion. My uIt"""e 
playmate would be , large Woman. It\e bigger the 
better, race is not an issue. Answer this ad and you 
woo't regre4: it. tt90287 
SWM. 23, ISOdom"",,1 SWf, Lrlder 35. _build, 
with bondage Ietisll . .,9032O 
coupLes 
ATllIACT1YEMARRlEDWhIe~IooI<i1gIorCoo­
plew~ BiF or SF. He's 33. stra;r.!, 6'. 240 Ibs. with 
, great personalty. She's 29, 5 4', 120 Ibs. with • 
greal body. likes movies. 00ng and partying. must 
be clean and disaeet. ,,90309 
ATTRACTIVE, ADVENTUROUS Coupiewithstraighl 
Ma~ and bi-curious Female. He's 45. 5'10'. 160 Ibs. 
she's 30, 5'11". 1351>5. seeking another Coople with 
straight Male and BI or bk:ufious Female. We enjoy 
dinner. drinks. pool. """"". dancing. outdoors. lik. 
laughi1g ard having fun, looking for friendship and 
explorl\grninatedesOes.HealthyaMdisaeetamusti 
,.90219 
ATTRACTIVE, FUN·LOVING. """"'CoupIe-' 
8lF or Couple with BiF for sensuous meetings. She is 
5'7". long. Irnwn. wavyhaw.green-eyed._ . He 
is 5'1" , Sirawberry-blondelblue, Ita1I8n sta/IiOO, Must 
be discreet. ,.90015 
BI·CURIOUS GW Couple. 205. seeks lit, atlraclwe F, 
possbIyCouple.Ior8i experience. We are bOth attrac-
tiveand of aboYeaverage endowment, ~ make our 
fantasies come true. ,,90164 
BIWF. 35 and I'or 18-year~ straight boyfriend look· 
TETHEREDGUYseeksattractiveGuysanslacialhai'. "0 for a BiF playmale. No S1riogs. musl be , ..... 
no toggle strings, .... Greek 10 the dogs. for motu- Come play w~ us.,,90331 
ally c"",, disCl1!et, body contact.,.9029J 
THIQ(·HEADEIlMAN-'narrow·ml\dedWornan 
forstmtlalilgoralexchMges.PIeoseraspondWyoo·" 
anractive. affectionate and enpy kissing ri you're 
breathless. Booos points W _ flMllite names ... 
VICtoria and FrederieJe. ,,90109 
CAN YOU handle it'1 Happily Married WF -.eoo· 
pie with Male who Is lanalie about _t rides. 
H_I~es 10 wal<i1, perhaps yoor partnercan pair 
up with my husband and C31 both walch. Between 
_ 25-40 and fit. ,.00160 
DECEMBER 31. 1998 ~3 
coupLes 
DOMINANT MARRIED Couple. rrid-JOs. he', w\-
oos. she w,"", mor •. Seem) weI~ Male 
Yttlo's Slbni:ssiYe and reedy to recefve. Lar, PII1Y 
and havo fun. ,,90165 
00UBLf OUR pIeos<n and _ hw fun. SWM, 
mid·30s. 1SO .traight_Whit.CoupIefor""", 
C18Z/ lines, cold ...... Me: Eas)?lilg. first ad. Yoo; 
Opan. _,fun·1ovI\g. AI caIIs.....-ed. ,.90252 
FUN, GOOO-l.OOKING Couple IookI\g tor Couple 
withs.aight Male. BiFemaIe. l'm 5'11'. 130 1Ils.30s. 
_ . He', 5'10". 160 bs. 4Os. Erjoy dilner. 
dmks, outdoors, pool, sexual excitement and ntf1II 
Ideas. ,,90024 
ow COUPlE. 40s. one 5'5', 140 I>s. compact. """. 
""'build.oIher5·IO', 190 Ills, Mky,lrishdad,look· 
ilg for hot. active Men for adult fun. Located • YorI< 
CoLnty but wIIl ..... _ all calls. ,.90271 
HAPPY TOGETHER. She: 30. btruious. He: 25, 
straight. Seeking BiF, 21-30. wanlilg 10 make ou 
creams come true. Must be healthy rd dOcreet. w. 
MSwer aI. ,,90149 
HEALTHY.EDUCATEDv.1ll1.~~hoaIIhy 
WIBM, must be W!JIIj weD-buift, 35+, 5·9~ +, wIi1g to 
be watched with wit •. W. answer aI. ,,90195 
JUST CURIOUS. Bi MarriedWM, 36, seII~, 
lIe,ibIe day and weeI<end scl>edu~. Seeks yeryLrlder· 
slandklg. open-minded Coople for Iong·lerm. discreet 
friendship. Clean. discreet. very anxious to meet.-w:l 
connect. SeIec1 Singles _ed. ,.90211 
MARRIED WHITE Couple ISO 011'« Cooplas or Sil· 
'i" Male or Fema~ 10 share good. aduft limes W1th. 
No age or race harg-cops. Please be H/W/P. Serious 
"Plies only. ,.90217 
MARRIED WHITE Couple looking for Married Coo· 
plea Bifemale. We're Iwllthy, attractive She Is Bi, 
he • str,lght. For get·togelhen. LookrlQ forwanllo 
heM fran you, will rett.rn , I cals. ,.90249 
MARRIED WHITE Couple. 3Os, slralgt<, seekiig 
_her Couple lor dIIrer. cards. camping. """"". 
satian, SEI'lSUOUS 8OCOlIlfers. Must be twIthy and 
_ . ,,90332 
MARRIED WHITE Couple. She.S·r, 1401bs. he.S'3' , 
250 Ibs. seekiig holiday lraat, Bi orbi-c\.<'at, Fama~, 
30-40. H/W/P. advenhmls.li<es hoi tlbs. ,.9Il323 
SF. 44, "'es the outdoors. or'joys sport" walking 10 
stay fit. I nave a good sense of hurncJ" and I'm fun to 
be with. Soc~1 drinIcJr>j ard smoki1g ok. Seek"O 
Female, 3O-4S~ Hope 10 '-fran yaJ ,.90315 
BI-CURIOUSSWM, rrid-4Os. 6'1-, 1551bs. sin. atIrac· 
SGF. 38, seeking funny. compassionate. under· live. athletic. would ike 10 meeI Gay or BiMaIe. for 
standilgWornanwhoenjoysw'!<ing.IaIki1g."""",,. - experiences. - H/W/P. ,,90311 
LATEX FETlSH. BIWM, 36, S·. 210 Ibs. -. Man or 
Woman who ~ rrto sIicI< fuI-<O'/&rage. head-to-toe, 
rubber scenes. ~ you love being CO'Iered " rubber, 
gHe trIO, cal. HoaIIhy. sane. consensual. ,,90197 
THREE OR more wanted by healthy. attract ... 24· 
yvar-old Male. Seeking Man (X" Woman, 18-30, for 
casual. group fun and good lines. Serious on~ need 
respond. No strings attached. Nt cds answered. 
,,90141 
CL£AH. m.attractive. _SWM seeki1g the 
same" a _ Female. who ~ the """"" 
aspects rlI domNtion. Interested in IighI 6&0. "'" 
~aMbodyworslip. Ve!yoralandkMIIOpleese. 
lat's have fun. no strings. ,,9002t 
NEW EXPLORERS leein funky: _ v.1ll1e Coo· 
pie. allrlctive. 305. professionals. Wing for the_, 
ISO similar, -""",,'friendship. fiin and book riglts 
a few fIJI moons away .. .as Robbie Roberbon sang, 
'the wird josl_ pushed," lhisway". ,,90301 
SENSUAL COUP\£ .- CIWdpIayers, she needs 
SINd>y help 10 serve when they get munchies and 
more. ~fI.MiIIOl.ffantasy, we are creative, fun, fl, 
H/W/P. you be 100, J5-45and -PortIand. ,.9022B 
music. Let's do cdfee.,.90261 
SPICE IT up with somoooe differenl. fie<y. ~ 
dent, literate. sensitive, witty and abitecctr1tric OWF, 
33. ISO SI1)YoIM, 30-40, to share movies, music and 
the aria. 090263 
TAME MEl SWF. enjoy many Ihilgs. seek"O klving, 
"""""anding SIlfflM tor ser'<lus relationship. smok· 
lIB and drinkers ok. Illite to get 10 the good stuff fast! 
Try me! ,.90212 
TlIIED OF Tamon. Ta', very IuII·figured. -. 
Amazon Jane, 29, is seemg a new vN to swilg on. 
Preler an ~teIIigent. funny. tan. sensual SWM. 3O-ish, 
10 dance '0 It\e iIJ'ge dnJns with. L.-. 0JlIi0n-
aI. Hair. must.,.9Il32S 
meN seeIaNG 
21·YEAR-<lI.ll AMBITIOus. caring. professilnaI. 
atoo. _I, WM, 5'7'. 150 1>5. green eyes, seek· 
ilg smart Female. 18-23. with good perspect .. 01 
IWe, wIJo wants loenjoyou1doors, quiet tines and (la' 
lying. ,.90338 
BIWM ISO Bi, _ 01' straight Men around the 
Uke Region. We'reout here. Must beheallhy, rugged, 
W!l'f discreet. hairy. equlJped a plus. We doo·t want 
otX spoosesor mars 10 know, dow!? Must act very 
cool ,bout this. I'm 39 yeBI> old. 8'1', 200 bo, 
-, W!l'f equipped. ,.90216 
BIWM. 41, S~·. 165 Ills, browrvbIue. healthy, clean, 
rke-Iooking, W!l'fdiscreet. nI~ or'joys outdoors. quiet 
tines too, you'd be similar to 5hare enjoyable expe-
riences. Brunswi:Wlopsham ..... ,,90307 
BORED. MARRIED, _10 scene with first tine ed. 
I'm IooI<klg tor the samo, 45oryounger. I'mW!l'f pro-
Iessional. healthy. lit H/W/P. expect the ..... fran 
you. Wi! ans_ .. "!lIies-,.90283 
EROT1C FANTASY. Handsome, relined PWM. Mar· 
Jie<! but separated. 49. 5'10'. 175 bs. fit. youthful, 
superc""". se.waIIy_. Seeks attractive. sin. 
si'<ere._S'MrriedF,Ior_.orcIiclll'Cll'Jl· 
t .... L m possible. Bi or btruious wetcome. ,,90326 
EVERYDAYNGRMAL~.ootenoughloryou?When 
you come home. do you need a partner 100 "'" trust, 
CI>'M1Ulica1ewlth, share_deepest 1eeIi1gs.1an-
tasies with? This SWM 40 tall good-loolcl\g s0cia-
ble yet private Man ...;.. )"..:.,90333 , 
lET'S CONNECn BiMale, mid-40s, healthy, happy. 
honest aIId the other h word. seekiig BiMa~. 30-50. 
nls. healthy, honest, for _~ and iltimale fun. 
,.90225 
MALE, 45, seekiig ....... 1 Ladies. n 100 enjoycar ... , 
louch. passion. can ret\.m ft aM an the good II'ings 
n Nfe.Iet's tal<. don'l beshv.ageisLrlimporlanl Must 
beopen-milded. no drugs! Oon'wOttoo long, Valen-
me', day is 1XlI11ir'!I. Thrt 100. ,.90272 
MARRIED WM maysw:umb 10 first tine. secret 1iai-
son with one Married WF, 30-50, totaly committed, 
but whose par1na' lacks int ....... l·m. 5'10',_, 
,thleticbUld._ed,ha1dsomeaMloIaI-
~ sate with proof. ~oo woo, be disappoinled with. 
cal. ,,90296 
MARRIED WM -. Female 10 ~ me Wnproye my 
oral_. Wish 10 be , mast .. 01 aming lingis1ics. 
ErIllish degree not required. ,,90312 
VERY INEXPERIENCED. &rI. S<bmissive. 4O-year. 
oIdWM, 5'8', 250 I>s. "ownhJrown. nIs. heaIIhy and 
drug·tree, ISO nls, heaithy,rddrug·tree, _, dom· 
Inant Ma~ 10 leach me Greek wal ... sports and more. 
Race aM looks unimportant. ,,90176 
WANTED: MAN. 2OOpius. who ~ straigh~ horny, dom-
inanl, endowed and enjoys hoinn seMced oftan 
because 100 'just "",·t ge1 •• ,Q.;jil ~Ihis descr'Iles 
100, calth~ GWM for _ oomptete satisfaction, dls-
cretion aswed. ,.90005 
WEEKENO ROAD trips everywf1ere. WM, 32, 5'10', 
2OObs. top. active.~ ISOmonogamousbol· 
10m. 21·32. 8J11)Ioyed. or'joyscooki'g.1TIClWs, OCOM. 
moorllains, btbbIe baths. massages. cand~. 
stormy nights. ,.90246 
WEIGHT WATCHER seeks MatmdISF. 25-40. plus-
i!i:ed, f(l' adult f\rl, SWM, eager to please, awaits 'PI" 
cal. I'm 32. 57'. 1851bs. strong. hairy. fit •• 1IrIctive. 
BIg GIrls make me stand al atlanlion. Very discreet. 
pracliea sate, drug.~ .. , healthy. Cal, lei', talk. 
,,90036 
COUPlE SEEKING. He: 22, ~,cut •. She: 21. 
bi-cuOOus. ~xy.ISO BiF for fun lines." 100',. 18-
30. _ and allrlctive. cal us. ,.90265 
COUPlE SEEKING Married Whit. Couple, n _ ~WH~P~iv~·34. Maal~4~31 
mid.30s. seeklll9 uninhi>iled. Single BlMale who or or . • ........ . """" 
desires excitement. ,.90171 
COUPlE SEEKING snowbumy 10 take snowmOOII· 
klg on a long weeksnd aM poosilIy more W 100 enjoy 
ou ccrt'!l8!1y. Wli drink .. 01<. a need for fun and 
pIeastxe a must We .... healthy aM _, you be 
too. ,,90334 
DOCTOR AND m .... tnasy. Happlv Manied C0u-
ple seeks . native. profesionaI. physically lit Male 
and Fema~, for a doctor. ruse fantasy for 
wile. RoIe-~ and healthy. c:roatiYe imIgination 
b a must Iilgerie a plus. ,.90256 
DOMINANT COUPLE, 4Os,Iooki1g for .xperienced, 
healthy. _ dominanl Coo'" 10 help dom ..... 
wile _ the pIeasms 01 ~ StlbmissiYe "". 
berd.,,9012O 
SOFT SWINGERS. We,.. a haooiIv Married Couple, 
37 and 45. SheisBi, 5'8', 135 Iii Heisstraight, 6'3', 
205 Ills. We enjoy same room adult fun, adult card 
games. louching. watctolno. etc. with 011'« Couples 
and Females. e90304 
SWCOUPLE,she's35, attractive, he',45 and sIraigt<, 
ISOMaIe.30+.mustbew~Md moil. we're 
1teMIhy, -... and..,joy _fun. W~ rospord 10 .. Portland __ ,.90233 
WHERFSWlBIg?Manied. Whtte~seeks_ 
endowed Male, 29>, for group fun. o\Iso Female and 
Couple seeking same. You got the piece. we got the 
lime. Must be healthy, dlscteet and sate. No egos or 
_ . ,,90191 
WHITE BISEXUAl. Couple. mld-30s. He', 6'2'. 225 
Ills, she', big. beattiful. blonde, Iooki1g for Female 
and Couple 10 have .. citing tines logeU>er. ,,90316\ 
CHeck out tHese gReat featURes It's EaSY to PLace A CBW peRSONals aD 
HeRe'S WHY: 
Surf CBW p'ersonals 
on the webl Visit 
cascobayweekly.com 
You can browse through our 
singles ads which are updated 
daily. create customized search 
criteria, save the 
ads you like. even 
place your own ad 
or respond 
via e-mail. 
Let them hear you. 
Record a IIlice greeting when you ~ace an ad. 
• Make you...M more interesting to 
potential respOndents. 
• More fully describe the type of ~ 
you're seeking. 
• Have your introduction induded in otr 
browse section. 
• Generate more quality responses. 
Charge it! 
Use your credit card to 
respond to ads 
• CaDing line packages of 10 
• to 50 "'Mas are avalabIe at 
..... ·$2.25 per minule. 
~ • Have your MasterCard. 
r:;;:i, VISA. American Express or 
LJL t IJisc<Mlr rad ready. 
Forget the 
high lighter, use 
Sorted Browse 
instead. 
Instead of searching the entire personals 
column for the one or two ads you might 
be Interested in responding to, find them 
fast with Sorted Browse. You'lI even hear 
ads before they appear in printl 
You can call1-800-8B1-9824 hours a day or fax your ad 
to 605-622-3020, attention Casco Bay Weekly Personals. 
• 
Your FREE 40-word ad will run for 4 weeks, 
(Additional words are 50 cents each) 
Message retrieval is FREE! 
• 
We can even help you write your ad and 
explain how to retrieve your messages. 
' . ~ 
r---------------------------------------------------, 





· Discount applies only to in-stock moulding, 
while supplies last 
· Offer expires January 30, 1999 
· Hours 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday -Saturday 
· Two convenient locations 
The Millcreek Shopping Center· 50 Market Street· South Portland, Maine 04106 . 207·767·1095 I 
The Yannouth Marketplace' 438 U.S. Route 1 . Yannouth, Maine 04096 . 207·846·6126 I 
I 
I L ___________________________________________________ ~
HOLIDAY INN BYTHE BAY 
January 9th-10th. Portland . 
SATURDAY 6·9PM • SUNDAY llAM • 4PM 
• Receive Free Gift Bag 
(first 500 Brides·to·be) 
• FREE Magazil)e from Elegant 
Bride (first 500 Brides·to-be) 
. • Shop with Over 9S Local & 
S I ,. , A. National Vendors ~__ • Portland's Largest & Only 










Produced by Spectacular Events 
469-2881 New England's Event Planning Specialists 
www.eventexpo.com 
Computer help 
in a big superstore? 
You'll probably 
find it over in tlie 
appliance aisle. 
Corner Brook Mall 
South Portland 
(across from the Maine Mall and Super Shop & Save) 
774-9505 
Where computers suddenly make sense. 
Tortilla Flat -- A memorable Mexican 
experience you can afford anytime. 
Serving New England for over 26. years. 
S Thank you for a great year. 
r,~r_ if Have a happy and )r\-:.' I~ 
~ f " \ 
( ~ ~ safe New Year. « '" 
o~en new year's eve and new year's day ~ I 
.~ 
101(nUII·FLAT 
A memorable Mexican experience you Clln afford anytime 
1871 Forest Ave., Portland' 797-8729 • Open 7 clays 
On the way to Sebago Lake " The White Mountains 
Other lootions: Burlington, vr • Merrimadc. NH· 
Also Phoenix Rising South_em Grill, Portsmouth, NH 
